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PREFACE

The serips Soviet Studies in Ike. ysyhology of Learning and Teaching

Mathematics is a collection of translations from the extensive Soviet

literature of the past
t

twenty-five years on research in the psychology

of 'mathematical instruction. It also includes works on methods of

teathing mathematics diretly influenced by the psyeholOgical research.

The series is the result of a joint effort by the School Mathematics

Study Group at Stanford University, the Department of Mathematics

Educa.tion at the University of Georgia, and the Survey of Recent East

European Mathematical Literature at the University of Chicago. Selected

papers and boOks cRnsidered to be of value to the American mathematics

educator have Leen tr-anslafed from the Russian and appear in this

series for 'the first time in.English.

Research achievements in psychology in the United States are /

outstanding'indeed. Educational pschology, howdver, occdpies Only 4
/

small fraction of the field, and Ontil recently littld attention has

been'given to research in.the psychology-of learning and teaching

particular schoOl subjects.

The Situation 'has been quite different in the 'Soviet Union. In
- Y

vidw of, the reigning social and political 4,octr1nes, several branches
. N

of psychology that are highly developed in the U.S. have scarcely been

investigated in the Soviet Union. On the other.hand, because of the

Soviet emphasis on education and its function,in the state, research in

edueational psychology has been given considerable moral and financial

support. ConseqUently., it has attracted man creativ and talented

scholars whoSe contributions have been ramar able.

Even prior to World War II, the kussians had made"great strides
.

educational psychology. The creation in 1943 ofthe Academy of Peda-

gogical Sciences helped .to intensify the research efforts and programs

in this field. Since then the Academy has become the chief educational

research and development center.for the Soviet Union. One of the main

aims of the Academy is to conduct resdarch and to train research scholars

A study indicates that 37,57, of all mote0als in Soviet psycholov
published in one year was devor:oci to education and child psychology. Sei
Contemporaly2Soviet Psychology by Josef Brozek (Chapter 7 of Present-Day

-Russian Psychology, Pergamon Press, 1966).
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in general and speciAlized education; in educational psychology, and
t%

in methods,of teaching various school subjects.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the USSR comprises ten

research institutes in Moscow and Leningrad. Many of the studies

0 reported in 'this series were conducted at the Academy's Institute of
1

General and Polytechnical Education, Institute of PsyChology, and

Institute of Defectoogy,,the last of hich is concerned with'the
_

speciat psycho;ogy and educational kchniques for handicapped children.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences has 31 members and 64

associate memliers, chosen from among distinguished Soviet scholars,

scientists, and educators. Its permanent stdff includis more than

650 research associates, who receive advice and cooperation from an

additional. 1,000 scholars and teachers. The research institutes of

the Academy have available 100 'base or laboratory schools and many

other schools in which experiments are conducted. Developments in

foreign countries, are closely followed by the Bureau for the Study of
6

Foreign Educational.Experienae and Information.

The Academy has its own publishing hguse., which issues_hundreds of

books each year dna publishes the collections Izvestiya_Akademii

Pedagogicheskikh Nauk RqSR [Proceedings of the Aca my.of Pedagogical
4

Sciences of the RSFSR], the tilonthly Sovetskaya Pedagogika [Soviet

Pedagogy], and the bimonthly Voprosy Psikholiogii [Questions of PsYchology].

Since 1963, the Academy has been issuing collection entitled Novje
-

/ssledovaniya v PedagogicheskikhThaukhkh [New Research in the Pedagogical,

Sciences] in (Tier to disseminate information on current research.

A mayr difference.between the-Sovie1 and American conception of ,

0

educatlIonal research is that:Russian psychologists often use qualitative

yath r than quantitative methods of research in instructional psychology ,

c rdance with the prevailing European tradition. American readers 4

may thus find that some of the earlier Russian papers do not comply

exactlyto U.S., standards of design, anal.ysis, and reporting. By using

qualitative methods and by working with plan groups, however, the Soviets

have beet-I able to penetrate into the child's thoughts and tc analyze his

me,ntal Processes. To this end they have also designed classroom tasks

and Aettings for research and have emphasized long-term, genetic studies

of learning.
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Russian psychologists hare concerned themselves with tjhe dynamics

'of mental activity and with the aim of arriving ato6e principles of the

'learning process itself. They have investigated such areas as: the

development of mental operations; the natere and,devel6pment,JOf thought;

the formation of mathematical concepts and the related questionA of/

generalization, abstraction, and concretization; the mental operations

of analysis and synthesis; the deve14ment of spatial perception; the,

relation between memory and thought; the development of logical reasoning;

the nature of mathematical.skills; and the structure and special features

of mathematical,abilitles.

In new approaches to educationafresearch, some Russian psychologists

have developed cybernetic and statisticalmodels and techniques, and havd

made use of algorithms, mathematical logic and information sciences.

Much'attention has also been given to programAd instruction and to an

examination of its psychological problems and its application for

greatdr individualization in learning.

The interrelationship between,instruction and child d lopment is

a source of sharp disagreement between the Geneva School of- paychologlats,

led by Piaget, and the Sov.iet psychologists. , The SwissipsychOlogists

ascribe limited significance to the role of instruction in the develop-,

ment of a child. According to them, in

L
ruction is subordinate to the

specific stages in the development-of t Child's thiinking--stages

manifested at certain age levelp and relatively independent of the

conditions of instruction.
-

As representatives of the materialistic-evolut opt theory of the

mind, Soviet psychologiststascribe a leading,role tp instruction. They

assert that instructien broadens the potential of development, may

accelerate it, and may exercise inhuence not only upon the sequence of

the stages of development of the childLe Ehought buteven up ctiR. the very
I

character of the stages
!

The Russians study development in the ahanging
0

conditions of instruction, and by varying these'conditions, likey demonstrate
*

how the nature of the child's development changes in the process. As a

result, they are also investigating tests of giftedness and arel...using

elaborate dynamic, rather than static, illices.
0

u

SeeThe Problem of Instruction and Development at the 18 International

Congress oT"--i-ology by N. A. Menchinskaya and G. G. Sahurova, SovetSkava
Peda_gogNa, 1967, No.,1. (English translation in Soviet Education, July

1967, Vol. 9, No. 9.)



Psychological research has had'a considerable effect on the

recent Soviet literature on methods of feachinggnathematics. Experi-

ments have shown the student's mathematical potential tO be kreater

than had been previously assumed4 Consequently, Russian psychologists

have advcated the necessity of varioVs changes in the tontent and

N,methods of mathematical instruction and have participated in designing

the new Soviet mathematics curriculum which has been introduced during

the 1967-68 academic.year.
#

17

e aim of this series is.to acquaint mathematics educators and
. .

teat erswith directions, ideas, and accomplishments in the psycholdgY

of mathematical instrudtion in the Soviet Union. This series shouId
\.

.

assist in opening up avenues of investigation to those who are interested

in'broadening the'foundations Of their profess4pn, for it is generally

recognized that txperiment and research are indispensable for improving

content and methods of school mathematics.

We hope that fhe.voluMes,in this series will be used for study,
AV

discussion, and critical analysis in courses er seminars in teacher-
.)

training programs or in institutes for in-service teachers'at various.j>014

levela, 0

At present, materials have been prepared for fifteen volumes. Each

book contains one or more articles under 4 general heading such as The

Learning of Mathematical Concepts, The Structure of Mathematicaf Abilites

and Problem Solving in Geometry. The introduction to each volume is

intended to provide some background and guidance to its content.

Volumes I to VI were prepared jointly by the Sthool Mathematics.

Study Group and the Survey of Recent East European Mathematical Literature,

both conducted under grants from the Naional'Scienc Youndation.. When

the activities of the School Mathematics Study Groui ended in August, 1972,

thellepartment of Mathematics pclucation at the University.Of Georgia

undertook to assist in the editing of the remaining volumes. We express
-

our appreciation to the Foundation and io the many people and organizations

who contributed 'to the establishment and continuation of the series.

Jeremy Kilpatrick

Izaak Wirszup

Edward G..Regle 4.4ks\

James W. Wils6n,
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EDITORIAL NOTES

1. Braoketed numerals tn'the text refer to the numbered'

eferences at)the end of each paper. Where there are two figures,

e.g. [5:123], the second is a page reference. All references -are

to Russian editions, although %titles have been translated and

\\
authors' names transliterated.

2. The transliteratiori scheme-used is that of,the Library

of Congress, with diacritical marks omitted, except that HO 4and

are rendered as "yu"-and "ya" instead A "iu" and "ia."

3. Numbered footnotes are those in the original paper,

starred footnotes are used for editors' or translator's commenti.
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INTRODUCTION

Sandra P. Clarkson

The articles in this volume are concernedvith tile instruction

in problem' solving of mentally retarded pupils in the auxiliary sch*O91 s

of the Soviet Union: Both afticles in this volume describelfesearch

problem solving and also provide, concrete'suggestions fOr improving

instructton. The literature reviews contained/in these articles provide

us with intich information of the state of research in-the Soviet Union

'on problem'solving ln mathema4cs. The cry is made.agai.n and again in

the articles for specialized illstruction.for students with speci-al

learning dilorders.

'.Pirobtlem solving, resulting in the development of the student's logical

thougq, is seen ad haying a therapeutic as)well as a pragmatic value for
r

the mentally4retarded school pupil. _Instruction in problem-solving skills
1

occupies a great deal.of .time in,the auxiliary.schools." Mikhaltsk-ii,,in

the first article, identifiets-theee meehods of instruction in problem

solving: the method of analogy, or guiding a pupil's solution by giving
.

.
,

him easier analogous p, roblems when he encounters difficulty solving the

main problem;-the method of many problems, where the pupil learns tt)

solve a problem by solving problems of increasing d fficulty; and the
- . s

method of. analysid. The latter method is explored in the article.
.......-, ,

, There are two methods of analysis: analytic and syntheti&. In the

analytic method of analysis, the pupil decomposes a complex problem into

simple problems based,on what is asked' for in the problem. One asks

oneself, "What must I know to solve this problem?" One then sets out to

find the information needed. In the synthetic method of analysis, one
, A

begins with the data given and asks the quesiibn, "If I know this-, what

Is
.

else do I know and what can I find opt with this informatiop?" One

proceeds in this method until the question onejasks is the question of
. ..1 ...,

;he problem: A solution to a problem.Might reasonably contain .both
011

i 1

r
..----

types of analysis.

Mikhal'skii'gives a fairly ext sive review of the problem-solving
)

dtudies that used one or both metho s ofaanalysis. On the:basis, of his

literature se:arch, he,designed r4 9,,series of ilvestigations to

.

xi
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' determine the characteristis of auxiliary sciool pppils' problem-solving

processes. The,p14 %-'ilItstigated were from!grZes 3,5, and 7; eitcellent
.

,

.
..

.

._-
. ....

4,.....,. .

,coverage, and toox problem solv \.ers were included in,,the sample.
. al,

,

. , , it .

.
The primAry goal orthe.ihVestigator was to,determirl.the pupil's ,

ability to so1ve4loroblems without theteacher's help. There were. four

series of prctibms sgiven: fSerie4ttne contained ordinary problems.of'

, the type used in the classroom as well as_problems withtoo many numbers,
,

too few numbers,. rind 'no, ramiber.S. ar all. Series two contained problems
4.

,

in which the pupils had tbsupply missing numbers. SeriesNthree containdd

k- prob lems with data but no/gutstion; the question had to be supplied bY".

the pupil. Series four contained typical problems that had to be analyzed

. laefore.solution.

Mikhal'skii reportA in detail the solutions given by individual-
,

pupils, hut he reaches only akfew general conclusions. The third graders
.

solVed problems without regard to the liesti'op; ittlid not influepce their

choice of operations. Most third graders could not identity.eitheethe
-

conditions or the question of. the problem. Fifth"graders 1

neglected to ,use the question\df the problem in determining thelic solution

plan. However, unlike the third graders, they.did.recognize the conditions

and could state the.question of.qe problem. :The results for the seventh

iradets were similar to those for the fifth graders.
4

With.most of therpupilsKthe method'of solution was not influenced

by the question of the problem, but instead proceeded because of the

condipions and the numerical data. As would be exPected, the seventh

,zraders did better than the fifth graders, who did better Lhan.the third

giaders.

The errors made by the pupils in at(teMpting the preliminary analysis

of theonditions were analyzed and, based on this analysis, sbme

suggestions were made for problem-solving instruction.

This article provides some helpful-suggestipns for,teaching problem

solving, as well as an insight into the processes mentally 1-ta

students use-while isolving problems.

Kuz'mitskaya, in the (thrr articles of the volum also attemptsd

to identify the difficulties auxiliary schoollPupi have in solving
4

problems andto prescribe certain instructional st ategiese She assumed

xii 5),



.... that the cimacteristicli of the reproduction of aprol1em depend:on the
. 4 ,

deve).:Of Wehenslon of th413roblem. ,

. .

r

_Prb evigere presentalyto 2t:) fourth grade'and,20 sixth grade T
.

.

auxiiiaiSr:Schol pupils; the 1:rob1em's chOsen were ones they had sOived' ',-
. .

,

y in garIiet grades: The dake.probleMs were preSented to normal Jtcond-
.

.

,
, e 0

graders,in the public oe,"mass" dchool.. the pupils were'asked to read
.

.

the problem ov 9F. several times and: then to state the problem.orally

without-reading ipt. The.reproductiAl 'were analyzed'aild possibl.e dources

'of difficulty identified..

. Oases of problem leproduction, the no.rmal: children.performed

bettei'then th6 MentaliYoretarded,pupils.despite the a..ie difference. t4e
o,te' v

schOol ptipills suctes.itt:reproducing PI,dblem Wtas inVersely,

proportiona;:to coMpIexiLy. .

4 The pupil's soluti of-the:problem depended on a correct reproduc-
,

on

tion of.its tondiou, and question. ,A 'further iliveStigatiam corroborated
owi

this observation.' Whea the freproduCtion was,incorrectwthe problem, was-

.
generally solved In accordance with #s reproduction, producing an

incorrect'goIution;,often the reproduction wet distorted while the
.

' :solution was correct; and satetimes even with a correct re ctiod,
..,,

the problem was solved incorrectly. In .general, howev9f, the More
.

correct the reproductnn, the more correct the solution.

Several small'h investigations are 4escribed, and Kuztmitskaya

identifies the problem types most difficult for the auxiliary school ..---

pupils' and classifies the most-common etrors.

A final Section on suggestions fpr improving instructiOn in arithmetic

problem'solving is,quite refrieshing. Kuz'mitskaya suggests field trips

to,the bakery, the dairy, and other stores to provide experience that

would help make arithmetic problems less abstract to pupils. The pupils

are then given the opporturtitY to pretend that they are running a store-=

selling items, measuring, collecting money, and making Cliange. .Vegibal

problems are gradually introduced that make use of the child's experience:

Gradually the mentally retarded pupil's problem-solving ability is

developed by'providing concrete experiences and thp moving to more

abstract 'situations.

Both articles are worthwhile for teache,rs as well as researchers

concerned with the educatiOn of mentally retarddd Children.
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".-THE SOLUTION OF,COMPLEX:ARITHMETIC.PROALO''

. IN THE AUXILIARY-SCHOOL

,----\ K. A. Mikhal'ski,i*
-,

.

. -
,

Methods of Teaching
,

ProSlem Solvingan

. thd Essence:of Methoas 'oti: Analyzing yhAm
. . 4

4
In preparing pl'e comPrehensively developed builders Of the

communiSt sobiety, much attention ls given to mental training.

Among the pethods of'..mental training, one"of.thevbest is solving
k

In additiOn.Co'its grekt practical significance,arithmetic' problems.

arithmetical problem

speech and thought, a

solving prqmotes khe deels!pment Of the pupil's

ttention, memory and wil ; it prodotes a.con-

scious mastery of mathematical.cOncepts.ieflecting actuAl phenom4na

of the real world. Raising the efficacy of Elie schooPs work in

the area of problem solving is one.of the most important tasks of the-/-

-methodology of teaching arithmetic.

S.

The published wOrkby J. V.*Stalin, 14axxi4m and Questions,of

Ville development of.the, sciences,

allows a novel approadh to the AS ttioli of:the direction and
4

cOntent of eN4 methodology of teachilai Children. Stalin's indication

that language is directly connected with thought and that "language

Linguistics, marking a new stage

registers the results of mental activity,'of the -succegs of man's ,

mentalJactivity, and forms'themAinto word6-and Combinations of words '
#

r, in sentences" [5:22] is an ifiltial proposition, presenting the require-

ments for the type of work b7ing considered.

Obviously the only,insufficibncy is that the pupil copes somehow

with a specific problem in arithmetic,' with the solution of problems

and examples. :What he learns--the results of his understanding and

solving an assignment--should be strengthened in the child's speech,,

t,

Of.the Institute of Psychology, Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of
the RSFSR. Published in Proceedings fIzvestiya] of the Academy of Peda-
gogical Sciences of the RSFSR, 1952, Vol. 41, pp. 13-78. Translated by

Dayid A. Henderson.
1
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in the correct verbal formation of what.he has understood and done.

Work in deVeloping the chijd's.sP4ech and in enricfling his Mathe-
. , t

..

.
,matical vocabylary should'constitute one of the major pedagogiciagoals'

in teaching problem solving to children'. T'hisailip,one ofthe main

methods of developing the pupil's*Fhought, and therefore, one of the

4 methods of developing problem-solving skills, in the biciad sense of ,

the word. Obviously the gliidingmethodloof instruction, the methods'
....

.
and types,of work on the arithmetic problem, should.be those whose

4
primary aim is vo veloR the st udent's-thinking and,those which are

the most effective or attaining this goal:. Amoni the problem-soIving
,

. operations, one method of initruction, as we shall see later, is the

preliminary analysis pf the conditions. The elaboration of .Anestiollts :

'connected with methods of preliminary analysis of the conditions of

pro%lems, applicable to the auxiliary school, is the main topic of

this article.

- In 9je auxiliary school, the pupils' instruction in problem solvin# g

.,acquires, moreover, its own special siehificance. The auxiliary school

is intended for mentally retarded children--the retardation as a result

of a disease of the central nervous system. A sharp derangemerlt oi

intellectual activity--of logical. thought-s-is a characteristic feature

of mopt of the pupils of this school. For this reason, problem-solving

instruction is'the most difficult part of teadhing arithmetic in the

auxiliary school. If a teacher says that a pupil is not succeeding in

arithmetic, it.usually means that the pupil cannot solve problems. At

the same time, the solution of arithmetic problems is recpgnized, in,

the theory an!:1 practice of',teaching, as,one of the primary Iftys of pro-

moting,t,he development of the pupils' logical thought. This type of

work is aimed directly at miniMizing the basic defect in the personality

of the mentally retarded; and therefore, in addition to its ve,at prac-

tical and educational significancg, it is an important correctional and

educative method. Therefore, teaching children to solve problems attracts
,*

the attention of teaciaers.and defectologists. "How can children be

taught to solve problems; to examine a problem until they come to a

4

Specialists in tMe retarded (Ed.).
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a

conclusion?" this is a'primary, and obviously urgent, question, heard

'most frequently from mathematics educators in auxiliary schools. This
0

WOrk is an.attempt to help the 'teacher answer this question.

, The essential step in solying a problemthe preliminary-analysis

of the conditionshas been isolated here and-given the center of atten-

tion. For It i9 at this point of Aihe work on a problem that the child's

mental activity is aixected toward the deepest comRrehension of the,
.

conditions of the problem, toward,otganizingithe material,A and toward

selecting the method of solution; he ascertains the requirement,.ors

questidn, of-.t..he problem; he'sorts,cut knolqi data and establishes their
k

connecfion,and relationship; .herchooses arithmetic operations on the

basis of the understood conditions. ,Thesult of these kinds of mental.

activity should be the isolation,,the "breakdown," the,"decomposition"

of a Complex problem into ie,seri.es of simple ones, that is, the thorough

preparation bc a pupil for making a-plan and interpreting the written

solution. '

As can be seen, analysis of the conditions is the'basicostep: (l)it

strengthens the weakeet element in the complex problem-solving process

of the_mentally retarded schdolchildrtn, since it is.directed against

a mechanical, insufficierLly substantiated performance of arithmetical (

%operations, according to insufficiently.recognized condition; and (2)

it promotes the pupil's mental development and, consequently,' helps to

correct the personality of the mentally retarded child. Remembering

this, and taking into account the practical requirements of the school,

the author has attempted to elucidate the difficulties that arise

during the analysis and solution of complex arithmetic problems by

auxiliary school pupils, and to note methiodological and pedagogical ways

tQlOvercome them.

Concerning the Methods of Teaching Problem Solving

In the theory and practice of teaching children to solve complex

arithmetic problems there are various methods
1
and devices used to

develop the skill of problem solving. (1) It is possible to teach

11,7e shall distinguish betweeri the pethods of teaching problem-
'solving (the method of analogy, the method of many problems, the
method of analysis), and-the means oT analysis (analytic and synthetic
analysis)..

4
3
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/ children ta solve problemk by guiding them along the path of solution,

' using easy analogous statements and problems. When they have a diffi-

culty, the pupils are given,an analogous problem that they can,solve

.
mentally. 'An oral solption 'of an easy problem gives the key to solving

a difficult prOlem. :In this 'method, a breakdown of the.conditions of
-

the problems is not given befoiehand (the method of analogy). (2) It ,

isdalso posSible to teach children to solve problems through the solu-

tion -of a'great-number of problems of gradually increasing diffictlty

(fhe methiad ()flue* problvis), ,r1thout resortink ,to.61e methods..of.

ang9gy or analysk'of.t.4he'conUitions. (3) It is also' pe9ibie td
) 4

ceach children ti6Solve.prOblems thrdligh a preliminary analysis of

the conditions of the problems (the 4thed of.analysis).

When one of the,above mentiOned methods is emphasized, a unique,

skill in problem solving is developed in the Nildren, qualitatively
-

different from one developed using a differdht method.. Thus, taught

by the method of analogy, the pupil tries Athink of an easy problem

analogous to thq original one that is giving him trouble, often on

the basis of external similar and random features (words, statements,/

situations),,without a profound understanding of the senpe of the

problem proposed toshim. He tries to recall, to reproduce in his mind

a known sblution of an easier problemvin other ,iords, he approaches

the solution of the problem, not on the basis of a profound and.complete

.realization ef the conditions, but rather by a mechanical transfer of

the method'of solution of a known easy problem. Therefore, the froess

of mental reproduction plays a leading role, and narrows the possibili-

ties for creative activity.

In teaching children by the method of many problems, there is dan-

.ger of their developing habits of solution based on mistaken ideas. We

find confirmation of this statement in the psychological investigation

of P. A. Shevarev [4]. He writes:

'Mathematics teachers often, assume that the independent

Solution of many examples of a single type in succession

promotes the strengthening of the corresponding correct

4
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skill. BUt in reality something different occurscondi-
tions are created 'Under which it is extremely possibSe
that a mistakan connection may arise.2.

ef the conditions in `soing a lazge nuMber of problems, he be-
,

,

comes hiEbituated to an instinctive, automatized solution of problems

without the requisiteanalysis.and understanding of the cdnditions.
.

Moreover, the solution of ,a great number of0 examples ana problems of.

the same type suppresses,the active operation of the pupil's thinking.

Since the pupil does not dwell lOng enougrOn the conscious mas-
-

The pArchological basis for such a phefomenon waS discoveyed by I. P.
. V .

.1 .

Qualitatively different from the prèceding is the problem-solving

skill developed in children by fnstructing them i4 the preliminary

.analysis of the conditions of the problemsqto be solved. A pupil's

mentalpactivity is directed here tol.aard a/complete, profound reCogni-
,

tion of the conditions and toward the ablity to draw a correct c n-
,

Pavlov [3:348].

clusion from what is understood--to note the correct Method of.so u-

tion. Such instruction makes it possible to develop problem-solving

skill in the broad sense of the wc;rdto master deviCes for a conscious

approach to the solution of problems, devices of creative thought.

kecommendations for a definitiA analysis of the mutual relation4hip

between the methods of instruction is-found in the resolution of the

Central Committee of the Communist Party, "on the Elementary and '4(

Secondary School," which says ...no one metllod can lie recognized,

the,basic and universal method of ,

Actually, strct application of only one of the investigatqd

methods of teaching problem solving is.not only inadvisable, bA
impossible,as well. Thus, for example, the Method of a prel nary

2
Connections are what Shevarev calls unions of psych processes,

in which the first element of such a union is either reco nition of
the general characteristics of a'specific part of the gi en conditions,v,

'or'recognition of the general characteristics of the op#ration just
performed; the second element is the orlentation to th performance

of a specific kind pf operation.

3Resolution of the Central Committee of the C
the Soviet Union of 5 September 1931.

5
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p
analysis of the conditions requires the solution of a,grpot many pro5-

lems, as well as the Solution of

--ywhich" facilitate solution.of the

-ing problem soloing treating all

problems analogous to a given problem

latter. Also orie cannot imagine teach-
, ,

the enumeratea methodé as equivalent--
,

necessary and useful to an identical extent. Obviously, praference
0

should be shown to the most effective method, at fhe same time reog-

s---' nizing other. methods. Tht-selection,of .ehe methqd is.to a great extent

deter'thined by the problems which face the school.
*

American bourgeois investigokOrs "prove" fi their Works the Pre-
. .

dominance of ihe many pr9blem method, belittling'ip; every may the,.metilod.
, .

of analyzing die conditions; they try to justify usiagthe many'problem

taethod,j.n the American school and to,hide its utilitarian nature.
.--..i,

, f r

%
,

'Unlike the narrow.practicipm of American Lvestigators, who are
. ! .

more concerned abs6ut developing,the automatized skill of problem sol-
1 , .

ving inschoolchildren, Russian methodologista of the prerevolutionary,

and especially the Soviet, period have as their goal the development of

the ability to reason, to approach a solution on the basis of prdfoundly
.A

:recognized conditions, traininge"creative ices ofthought.", To
, ,-

attain these goals, Ole most expedient method, as we 'have seen, is that
!

.

of analyzing the conditions. And actually, when used with others, the

method of a preliminary analysis of the'conditions is recognized by

mostof our native authors as the fundamental, most effective method.

Thus, eur (Russian methodology of arithmetic appeared at the very begin-

.' .ing of its development at a more advanced potation than eontemporary
1

(particularly,American) reactionary methodology.

The Essence of the Methods of Analyzing Complex Arithmetic Problems
-4

After beEoming familiar with the conditions of the problem, the

pupil approaches its analysip. n analyzing the problem he comes to

diundeistand the interdependenoeo the data; he establishes their inter-
\

_depdence; he draws a conclusion on the basis of a series of facts;

he asks questions and chooses a means to answer them. Through analysis

the complex arithmetic problem is broken down into a series of simple

Ones. All this work is conducted in class under the teacher's super-

vision. '",adually understanding the idea of the problem and the ways

6
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to solve it thro4h communication with the teacher, the childrele'arn

to expresis what they understand; they,learn to formulate and state.
, .

their ideas. Hire, by working on the child's speech, .the teacher is
.

,

working also on the developpent of his think*
,

An analysis!ofAoblem may'be made in'two ways--synthetically
. 4

and Analytically. The essence ol the ;synthetic method of analysis of

complex arithmetA probl-.e

ms
4
'consists in extractin simple problems

1.

from a .eomplex problem on the basis of data taken froin the,eonditions,-

or obtained in simple prebltims formulated eakier. The,question is.
.,

selected for die data. Extraction of simple problemS ftom'a Complex
tt 4 . 5 ' , 1

one thu% goes according to-a pattern:..knoWing speqified data, one ,

can find the nnkhown. The composition of simple problems, together,

with their possible solutions,- is continued until 'the last simple

problem coinCides with the question of the complex problem.

The essence of the analytic method of analysis Consists in de-

composing a complex problem into simple ones, beginning noi with the

data (as in synthesis) butiwith the question of the problem. The

data necessary to answer the question of the proBlware determined

in one operation. In this, one and sometimes two given eiements are

unknt;wn and are the basis for stating the question in composing the

next simple problem. The data are selected for 61e question. Extrac-
t

tion of simple problems,from a compl4 one thusgoes according to a

pattern: tp find the unknown, one mustknow thh specific data.1 The

composition of simple prelblems by selecting data for the question is

continued as long as it is impossible to solve the firstsimple

problem.

4
Note. As can be seen, the term "synthetic" method, whose essence

"consists in decomposing an integer into its parts,(a complex problem
into aiseries of-simple ones), does not correspond to the scientiftc
(philosophical, psychological) understanding of synthesis as a combi-
nation or summaticin of an integer from its'parts. However, the compo-
sition of a simple problem by the synthetic method of analYsis.pri-
manly requires.application ef,a synthetic method of thought (the
'unification of numerical data for the composition of a simple problem).
Mbreover, by this method of analySis simple peoblems are extracted in
the order in which they will be needed to compose a. pattern and con-
seqUent solution. This is why such a method of analysis is called
synthetic." Although we recognize the noncorrespondenqp of the term ,

with the essence of the'synthatic method of analysis, we neyertheless
retain it, so a not to bring confusion into this discussion.

7
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Each method of analYsis calls more than the ataloOlcal method
A%

of thought into operation. In the slynthetic r4ethod of analysis, ,ust I

as in. tjle analytic illethour, thep.occurs'acomplexImental process

.which certainly includes both synthesis and analysis.

'F. Engels writes:

,
Thought consists as much in analyzing objects of recognition,

into their elemeptbv as inrunitiii the iqerrelated elements.

. .

There is na synthesis without anlaysis [1::40];14 .

In Rust:awl physiology, theiworks of its founder, I. P. Pavla.v,*

alsa establish'the unity of analysis and

large hemispheresof the corte% a Unley

ilTparati, 1Pav1.9v says that'opertion of

ruced tO ii!
t

,- -,, .

..

constant analySis ahd synthesis of the' ijtitations coMing

from both the external surroundings (this mainly) and

. within the organism C . . . The essence of the work of

,the cortex,consists in analyzing and synthesizing the ,

entering irritations [3:372].,

synthesis, effected by the

of*the clos,ed and dhalyzing .

the karge helAiepheres is' -

-

"Synthesis and analysis of conditioned reflexes (associations),"

.writes Pavlov, "are essentially those same fundamental processes.of

our mental actiVity" [3138). .*

Hewever, the unity'of analysis and synthesis ih the p osophi7

cal, psychological and physiological Lise of the wordcannot"be

automatics" translated into methods of analyzing problems--the

synthetic and the analytic methods--5redetermining their corielatidns

in the pedagogical and methodological forMat. The cbntiitwftus link of

analysis, and synthesis,only helps us in more thoroughly studying the

*- s
., _methods of analysis, their peculiarities and the difficulties of each

of them.

In the theorY and practice pf teaching children problem solving,

it IS knownt, for example,ithat different methods of analyzing a prvb-

lem are not identically assimilated by the children; it is much-(*asier

for them to use the synthetiC method than the analytic method ot

analysis. One of the reasons for the relative ease in using that-
,

synthetic method is that pupils can deduce on the basis of concrete,

8
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contemplated,facts, and/or data of the cAditions of a problem, while

in analysis the pupils' reasoning begins with the unknOWn, from the

qnestion of the problem, for whose ansWer 'there is alwaya Only one. .

(and.)ometimes not even one) datum. The child makes a series oft

0 deductions (especially tlie initial ones) without the Alpport of.con
0

cre,te data.. For the child it.is much more difficult to'gind premises

for deductions than to draW coAciusione on the basis of the fcts,at

hand. Thus, the most difficult part of mental operation in SolviltiO

problemsfinding premises, or data, for deductionsds left for the.

chil& to do almost entirely in a statement of the qilestion followiag

.4the analytic method of analysis. The teacher.says (ane.).yzing a pr*Ob-
.

- lem in diass): ."What data must be found? What must we know to answer-
,

the question?" (For a deduction,,its pnemisesthe data--must be

sought out). In the synthetic method of aaarysis, howeVer, the teacher

teaks what may be learled if we know such-and-such data (the,premises

or data are indicated.bfithe teacher and a deduction musty:be made from

them). ..
.

,

The "train of thought" in the synthetic method of analysis is
...---- A

, simpfer, since here the whole problem is not being solved, but.only

6 ylart.of it, and this part is often viewed without connecting it

wf'th.the total contemi of the problem. In the analytic method of

analysis the pupils must evince an ability to isolate simple problems

With a definite logical connestion and interdependence. In the synthe-

'tic method of analysis the simple problems are isolated without common

guidelines7 and the werk tiltp no integral character. 'tut in the analy-

tic method the reverse,is true--all the work has a more sensible,

integral character; a chain of logical deductions is created.

Moreover, the ease of the synthetic method is enhanced by the

technique of solving the problem. In the aynthetic method a simple

problem can be solved immediately upon its extraction.from the complex

'one. Solution of the problem may parallel the analysis. But in the

analytic method of analysis, one must egtract all simple problems from

a cOmplex pne, establish the order of their solution (compose a p n)

'and, only after this, may one approach the solution. In other words,

when differefit methods of analyzing problems are used, mental operations

9
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. are performed which.,.are somewhatdifferent in scope and nature, ,a

fact which4raises_the question)a the iikerrlafionship of the methods

of analysis in teaching.children 6 solve problems. IE must be said

that there were4no experimental data to 'an,sier-thi question: Every

liethodologist begarn primarily from his'own perabnal experience and that

of his predecessors. Nevertheless, the elaboration of the methodology

of problem solving Idvanced. .In our dissertation ve follow the develoP-
.

ment of the beginning wW1 the first statemeAs concerning methods

of solving and analyzing pcoblems pade by P. S. Gur'ev, V. A. Evtushevskii,c.

and V. A.. Latyshev;iwe examine fervent statements in favor of the analytic

method of analysis, voiced by A. I. Gol'denberg and D.. Shpital'skiii

statements by tile outstanding methodologist of the nine'teenth Und twen-

qeth'ceuturies, F. i. Egorof; who recognized lAth methods of analysis;

the griginal and unique opinion of S: I. Shokbr-Trotskii, who rejected

both methods of analysis; and,the further development Of the problem.by

prerevolutionary methodologists V. K. Beilyustin, K. P. Arzhenikov, and

F. A. Ern. Finally, we end our survey with an analysis tit the positions

of contemporary authors of methodological works in arithmetic for the ele-

mentary and auxiliary schools.

, In discussing the ep±ttemology of Russian methodology of problem

solving, we i)tart with recommendations of the founders of Marxism-
.

Leninism concerning the relationship to the historical heritage of the

past. Guiding us are the historic decrees by the Central Committee of

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union concerning ideologlical questions

which reveal the causes of errors and misinterpretations ircideological

work. Holding to the principal positions coming out of the resolutions

of the Central Committee, we have attempted to:

a) extract what is progressive and valuable insthe methodological

compositions on arithmetic by Russian authors regarding questions of

teaching the methods of solution of complex arithmetic problems;

b) indicate the positive influences on the formation and subse-

quent development of original Russian theory and practice of ti,aching

the methods of solutiNa of arithmetic problems.

In their development of questions regarding the solution of

complex arithiletic problems, Russianouthors have formed a unique

10
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methodological nolon whose "cheracteristic features are: the use of

simpld unaffected methdds of soiution; the ability.tO begia the

solution from a clear, profound and

ttons of a problem; the inculcakon
,

tlie presence of imaginativeneo and

coiplete understandinig of ehe condi-
a

of devices +-creative thinking;'

independenoe.

As early as in the works of P. S. GuPev, the founder of,RUssan

arithmetic mdthodblogy, we,find an acute censure of meehanicali)ty and

, banality in teaching children problla solving, a statement: againart,Itt
4 ,. -

memo;lization of sptial deyices and methods of solutio,n, hgainsf use

of "particular lechanismsh in solving problems, etc. Gur'ev, opposiAg

the mechanical habit of soly,ing problems, recommends...training children

in."reasoning ability,' and gives in his Handbook "pat'ierns of reason-

ing" in problem solving. In the author's opinion, a child should not

memorize prefabricated Methods of solution, but should teach his-imind

"to test its strength from the early years.-" Gur'ev stresses the

development of creative spontaneous activity and independence in chil-
.

"hen. These rogressive ideas of.his',.expressing the dogiAtism

'reigning in t e school at that time, later had a positive Influence ou

the development of the Russian methodology of arithmetic. MOit of the

later authors, in elaborating the questions of teaching childr,en problem

solving, concentrate on developing the children's ability to reason,

or, as Gur'ev 1ikL1 to say, "to conduC't the whole solution by in,tellect."

ti* To.attain this goal,.the Russian methodologists 'first posed and success-

fully resolved a.series of problems in Vaching problem solving, and

pointed out various methodological means and devices.

V. Evtushenskii first pointed out the essential requirement of the

problems presented to the child -*- their concrete content'should corres-
,

pond to real life situatiOns familiar to the childand the great impor-

stance of diveysity in methods of solving problems--the replacement of

one device by another, etc.

V. Latyshev opposed mechanicality in teaching,children proble?
solving more substantially and more strongly than did others. He first-

pointed out the most powerful way,to.fight the mechanidal habit of prob-

lem solming--analysis of the conditionscof he problem. This is the

greatest achievement of Russian methodological thought. The leading

t
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After 1..atyghev had estiblished andiehasized the Ipportfnce of

the analysis otthe'conditi5nSin developing.4rm dkill.id sdlvina'
-N

IT;Alems, the ma4lodo1o4sts'.aspiratiLs.w're directed t;ard the'

more feilcito-us use of methods of analysis,'Lt4ard increqsihi their
', l---..1, / (

.
efficacy.? AMong the pedagogs and t*Ilodologisthere f"e diver?

. opinions conCern*ng,the.bethods okallalysig. Etien'when t)te athod of
"

analysis was being originated,.tliete'lgetA follower of the predomi-
7=. ,

nantly. synthetic method (V. Latvshdv, K. Arihenikot>. nd fell:row of

the predominall!ly analytic mdihod A. Gol'denberg, E. hpial4skii)
'4

' However, the farther the/ievelopirken of problem-sOlving metho-.

--

do ogy went, the more citearly did the_methodologicLa belief in the ile'cess-
. 4 . .

.

,
.

ity"of using both types--the synthetic and the 'analytic--prevail. ,The
*

si,
1.,

.

'equivalence" of theac methdds was acc'erted by most authors. We find

statements to this etfect in the wriclings of F.;Egorov, V. BVtushenskii
0

__
V. Bellyustin, F. Ern, et al. Combinations of both ,methods o analysis were

,

1
,

viewed .by them as more useful than either one alone fOr developing the *

pupils' thinang and 'for developing 'firm skills in solving problems.

Skill in solving problems was understood by these authors as the
/ /.

, inculcation of devices of creative thinking. The Analytic method.of

analysis was shown to be the most powerful mean for attaining the
,

,---?

goal: of developing theimental capability of pup , but thp signiti-
,

cance of the synthetic method was not diminished Children hould be
*, -

talaght bothanalysis and synthesis.

In their consideration of the question, the authors of the Soviet

period carried out further-development, much better than had been

formulated by authors of the prerevolutiona6 period; the leading IP

method--the method of preliminary analySis of the conditions--was estab-

lished to be the most expedient method of teaching problem solving, and

a more felicitous correlation of the methods of analysis--synthetic and ,

analytic--was established; the ways and time of using the mettiods of

analysis were also ascertained, increasing.their eff cacy in teaghing

the children.

12
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c.
In contrast to the foreign bourgeois "theories' of the develop-

ment ot mechanical skill in solving problems, methodoiogists of the

Soviet 'period supeorted_the idea of the development of skill in-the
/

cr tive solution ok questions,-on the basissof a profound and complete

und standing of the conditions,-or as the'develottment!lbf skill en the

basis pf the comPrehensive Oevelopment of puPiIs' menL1 capabilities.

The Soviet dethodological Agotion, at the very begifining of its

.
development, led the relentless'strliggle 4:with reactionary Anglo-American'.

. . 'a

. utilitarianism, narrow practicalism,and narrow-minded attitudes. :The
,

positions of Soviet.authors, perfect in prInci e, were he focus Of
-,

attention in teaching children the.preliminary, mathiDd.of a lyzing 'the.,

conditions oftprioblems, that is, in that'method of instfU n which is

ignored or whollwejectedVonrgeois investigators d ig considered

"exbess ornamentation" (Thorndike).

The preliminary analysle of the conditions is coneidered by *Modern

Russian methodologists the principle step in solving prob ems.' It

permits,the attainment of the educative and practical go 1 of arith-

metic instruction, permits the promot,ion of'a thorough mastery of matha-
.

matical concepts and forms, which reflect the real phenomena .of the
It&IV surrounding world, and thereby htlps in the development of the pupils'

.

.

dialectic thinking. The problem-solving process is regarded by

contemporary authors as a complex analytic and synthetic process.

Synthesis and-analysisiftappear here as two aspects of one cognitive

process.

From this dialectic position the authors draw the following metho-

dical conclirgions: I. N. Xavun, N. S. Popova, E. S. Berezanskaya

recommend the analytic-synthetic deviiFe primarily, while not excludir$
,

,the indivi,dual use of both synthetic and analytic methods; N. N. Nikitin,

A. S. Pchelko V. L. Emenov, V. T. Snigirev,and Ya. F. Chekmarev

Tecommend the individual use of both methods. By such instructions in

* problem solving the authors consIder it possible to direct-their atten-
S

tion to making first one and then the other method (synthesis or

analysis) the major, "stronger," leading method. By this they presume

to teach the children to use both synthetic and analytic methods of

thinking. in connection with this'approach, N. N. Nikitin, with the

13
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strongest determination of the Russian authors, supported the use of

both methods Of'allalysis.in the first year of studying the solution

-of complex arithmetic problems.

In the auxiliary school the problem of mental development is.most

clopely related to the problem of correcting the personality of the

child. The analysis of the conditions as the step most important.for

the pupils' mental development in solving problems,is-recognized as

the leading metho0 of instruction in the auxiliary school (i. F.

Kue'mina-Syromyatnikova). Both methods of analysis are recommended

as necessary for use at the beginning when teaching children to

solve complex arimetic problems; in grades 4-7 preference is'given

to the analytic method of analysis, which,is more important, than the

syntheticraethod in the pupils' mental development.

In Table 1 one may see the firmay established methodological line

on the correlation and time of applicatim of the methods of analysis.

Taking into account data from our investigation of the 1 terature, we

constructed an experimental study of the question, and we now beginAhe

presentation of its results..

s14
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TABLE I'

METHODS Of ANALYSIS AN13 THEIR USE IN INSTRUCTION

,

i

,

A u t.h o r
,

Preferred'
Method of . .

Analysis

Year of Instruction
for Which a Method
is Recommended

A S A
A-S

,S
S-A

2 t 3 4

Eviushev§klis*V. A.
.;

A,S1 S A2

Latyshe'v,_ V. A. 'S * S S S S

gol'denberg,:A. I.
. AAAA

Shpital'skiii E. A A A A A

Egorov, F. I.

..

SIA

Shokhor-Trotskii S.I. Rejected the meth9d of analysis

,

Bellyustin V. K. S,A S,A S,A' S,A S,A

Arzhenikov, K. P. S S S, S S

Ern F, . A. A,S
,

S S,A3 AjS A,S

Volkovskii, D. L. S,A S SIA A,A S A

Kavun, I. .4-. W.Popdva,
N.S. .

A-S A-S A-S A-S A-S
,

c

Berezanskaya, . S. S-A S-A S-A S-A S-A
,T

EmenovI.V. L. A,S S4 S,A S,A

Nikitin, N. N. A,S

.S,A5

_A-S &LS A,S A,S

Pchelko, A.S. ,

-,
S,A S,A6 SIA S,A S,A

Polyak, G. B. SIA S,A S,A S,A S,A

Snigirev, V. T. &
Chekmarev, N. F.

,

S,A y S,A7 S,A S,A A,S

Kuz"mina-Syromyatnikova,
Y S,A SA6 S,A A,S, A ,S

Key: A analytic, S synthetic, A-S analytic-synthetic.

Notes:

S-A synthetic-analytic.

1. Evtushevskii calls them "first and second devices
2. From synthesis, gradual transfer into analysis.
3. Analysis of problems already solved by synthesis.
4. And preparation for analysis.,
5. In the beginning of the year, analysis

solved by synthesis, at the end of the
not be preceded by synthesis.

6. Partial, abbreviated analysis and'analysis of problems
not already solved.

7. Analysis of problems previously solved by synthegis (before
the end of the third year of instruction).

8. Instruction in solving complex problems is begun
second grade of the auxiliary school.

of solution."

of problems previously
year, analysis may

in the



Characteristics of the A.nalysis and Solutidn of Arithmetic

Problems 122:PUpils of'the Auxiliary School

(Summar;1-fa of the ExperiMental Research)

Methods aild Results of the Experimental Research

Finding the difficulties encountered by children who have a sharp

disorder of.'intellectual operatiour 'which involve a complex mental pro-

cess such as that of the solution and analysis,of a problem, demands not

so much quantitative as qualitative analysis. Children often arrive at

identical solutions (correct or incorrect),/by various routes. Accenting

the qualitative analysis, we are limited, therefore, to a relatively

small number of pupils (26) and problems they solved (a total of 521

solutions were obtained).

Following one of the main didactic principles of auxiliary instruc-

tion'--the principle of the individual approach--we took children with

various symptoms for our studies;

a) children wfth inborn feeblemindedness--oligophrenia, the in-

cOmplete development of psychic processes caused by prenatal brain

damage or brain damage in the very earlAbst stages of development;

b5 oligophrenie children suffering from additional brain damage

(infection; trauma);

c) children with cases_pf acquired feeblemindedness (8 person6),

diagnOsed as the result of sustained brain damate (infection, trauma),

characterized by a sharp distortion of the psychic processes (predom-

dnantly intellectual processes). .

',Individual lessons were held with pupils who 1) had just begun

systematic instruction I.* solving complex arithmetic problems (grade

3-b), and 2) had already had experience in.solving complex. arithmetic

problems (grades 5-7). To facilitate greater accuracy in comparing
L

results of solution, we took pupils from each grade who were excellent,

average, and poor problem solvers, The same problems were given to

all the pupils in a single grade. In selecting the various Vpes of

problems,to be given each pupil one aim was pursued--to follow, as

completely asirpossible, the analyzing process. For this we considered

it necessary to make a prelimicari study of the elements comprising

analysis (analysis and synthesis), and the processes with which analysis

16
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of a problem is most tightly linked (the processes of solving and

recognizing a problim).

We made it our primary goal to ascertain how pupils are able to

solve problems without interference by the teacher. Does the pupil

understand the idea of the problem, or its differences from other

,problems? With this in mind, we composed the first series from the

following four types of problems:

1. ordinary problems, of average difficulty, familiar
to the children from instruction,

2. problems with insufficient nqmerical data,

3. problems with superfluous numerical data, and

4. problems without numbers.

As can be seen, along with ordinary problems that are solved

daily in class (problem 1), we proposed problems of a new type (2, 3, 4).

The idea is that in solving unstereotyped problems the essence of

the solution process and the peculiarities of the child's ptrain of

thought are profoundly revealed. We shall see below that the differences.

in children's solutions, which escaped us during their solution of

ordinary probleths of average difficulty, come to the surface as soon as

the children begin solving problems with an altered form or content.

Moreover, the aggregate of problem solutions of series I serves as

supplementary matterial for the study of the fundamental question of the

experimental investigation--the synthetic (problem 3) and the analytic

(problem 2) methods,of analysis.

Before solving the problems of series I, the children were given

identical instructions to "solve the problem aloud," but the teacher

did nat repeat the request if it hindered the pupil in bolving a problem.

The pupils' solution processes were recorded. Y

at

Before approaching the study of the very process of analyzing com- 4

plex arithmetic problems directly, we learned how pupils do the assign:

ments which are the basis of analysis. With a view to this we composed

two more series of assignments, II and III.

In the second series of assignmets we gave questions from which

it was necessary to select numbers and solye a problem. _An aptitude

more necessary for the analytic method of analysis was evinced here.

In the third series of assignments we gave only conditions without

17
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questions. The pupils were required to state a question fitting the

conditions and to solve the problem. Here it was possible to observe

one of the.major steps of the synthetic method of analysis.

In the fourth series of assignments canditionstof problems ordi-

nary (curricular) in their mathematical content and form were actually

analyzed. Here it was possible to observe the entire process of

analysis directly, as well as its influence on succesS in solving a

problem following the analysis.

The Solution of Ordinary Problems Familiar from Instruction, Problems

with Insufficient Numerical Data, Problems with Superfluous NUmerical

Data, and ProblemErwithout Numbets

Third Grade (series I)

The third grade pupils were given *the following problems:

1. Forty-five Pioneers went off to,,A camp along with

23 fewer Octobrists. How many children went to

camp?

2. Someone bouiht 15 albums at 5 rubles apiece and 20

pencils. How much was the total purchase?

3. In a basket there were 75 lemons and 25 oraeges.
45 lemons were sold.\_yow many lemons were left in

the basket?

4. Pupils were sitting at their deski. One pupil sat

at each desk. One half of the desks were not

occupied. How many more desks were thete than

pupils?

' Problem I was given in usual form,.familiar to the children

from school instruction. Problems 2, 3, 4 were new for t

as a rule such problems are not solved in school. Of

e children;

our problems

of series I, problem I was most successfully solved; next came problem

3. Only the best pupils could solve problems 2 and 4.

All the children except Sveta P. and Lena K. answered problem 1

correctly. Despite the identical answer, however, explanations varied

for the correct solutions. Lesha-S., Yulya S., Nina K., and Vera K.

.
explained their solutions more precisely than the others and asked more

logically appropriate questions. Yulii P. and Valya Ch. could not

explain their solutions, although they were also correct. Sveta P.

18
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did not explain her Gong solut on. What' is the.reason for this?'

'We can find a partial answ r to this qu'estion by analyzing the

course followed by the solutio It appears iat the children came

to identital reSultS by diff ent routes, bT netrating.the idea.of

the probiem in different way.. The pupils who wets unable to explain

their solutionS generally r lied, in the solution, not on en concepts

of the conditions, the co ection and dependence between the data, but

on the performance of ari iietical operations in a seereotyped pattern.
4

They hurriedly'used. one 1p eparea schemd, taken from the solution to

problem 1, to solve all he problems. In other words, independently

l'krom the conditions 6k 1h e problem and its question, they plxformed

the same operations wii numbers and took them from the 'conditions in

precisely the same or : Their success or faVtUre in the solution

depended greatly on e extent to whic4 the,selected ordei of arith-,

metical operations Elatisfied the solution of*the given problem. In

this the pupils hel .to the stereotyped solution so much'that they

were unable to ie$e it, even when there was.no numerical data and

appropriate story the conditions for using the chosen stereotype.

Then the data were either invented or used twice, and the problem was

still solved in /its conventional pattern. Such solutions were given

by Yulii P., V4ya Ch., and Sveta P.

Valya Ch.,, copying the stereotyped pattern, substituted the main-

question of the problem for the first question, and the last words of

theoponditions (those preceding t17;%uestion of the problem) for the'

second:
A

Correct questions (problem 1) Questions stated by Valya Ch.

1) How many OctObrists went 1) "How many children went off .
off to camp? to camp?" [Copied from the

conditions.]

/) HOw many children jent
off to camp all together?

0

2) )"With 23 fewer Octobrists."
[Copied from the conditions.]

She also stated such questions in her incorrect solution to prob-

lem 3. It is characteristic here that the child's first reasoning'

was more closely connected with the conditions of the problem. But

the more she struggled with the solution, the further she strayed from
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the conditions and the more 4rm1y fixed she became on the course of

- the chosen stereotype.. In sucha case (if the plan used by the pupil

diverges from the correct one) the sOlution does,not correspond to

the conditions of the problem, the sinswer obtained does not answer
'z' \

the qtrtion of the problem, and the*lution is explained incorrectly.
,

Sveta P., the poorest pupil, dsed
,

Vie same'stereotyped pattern
\ ,- - ,,

for the solutidn'Of all four problems, iliire\s,tqbbornly and consistently
t , ,

than did Yulii P. She could not explain a 0.Agle solution correctly,
,

J
including those solutions coincidingyith th:EiteTeotype and, hence,,

. .

accidentally correct (solution of he aecond qUestion of problem.).

and the second question Of,.probCem 3). Sveta P.'s stereotyped

character of the solution is obviou; when the following four problems,

different in content, and for;M, are compared:

Solution to problem 1: 1) 45 Pioneers + 23 Pioneers , 77 Pioneers
1) There were 77 Pionears
2) 45 Pioneers - 23 Pioneers ... 32 Pioneers

2) 32 Pioneers .

Solution to problem 2; 1) 20 pencils + 5 pencils 25 pencils

1) 25 pencils
2) 25 pencils - 15 pencils 10 pencils

2) 10 pencils

Solution to problem 3: 1) 75 lemons + 25 lemons . 95 lemons:
. 1) 95 lemons

2) 75 lemons - 45 lemons 12 lemons

2) 12 lemons It

Solution to problem 4: 1) 12 desks + 2 desks ... 14 desks

1) 14 desks
2) 14 desks 4 desks 10 desks

2) 10 desks.

It is not hard to see that, despite the completely different con-

ditions, the solutions to problems 1, 2, 3 and 4 are similar and are

performed according to the following stereotyped pattern:

1) From the conditions two numbers are taken and added. The

first question in all 4 problems is answered thusly, despite the fact

that to answer the first question of problem 1, subtraction, not addition,

is needed; for problem 2, multiplication; for problem 3, subtraction;

and for problem 4, if it were to be solved with numbers, division.
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2) Then'the third number, heretofore unused in the problem, is

subtracted from the result obtained in 1. If there is no third number

(problem 1 has only two numbers), Subtraction is performed using the

same nuMbers at: in the addition,or an invented number is subtracted

(prOblem 4).

Thus to.solve a problem according to a stereotyped pattern, the

numbers alone are taken from the conditions. Further, the solution is

carried out almost independent of the given conditions of the problem

or of its.main question. But if no numbers arg given in the conditions,

the conventional solution has no relation to the proposed probleM

(problem 4). Of course the results of the solution ottined in this

manner cannot be explained; actually the subject has not.stated,a single

question in the solution.

Lena S., Yulya S., and Nina P. arrived at a solution by a different

route. Even the weakest of them, Nina P., brought her solution into

closer, and more precise, agreement with the conditions of the problem:

She tri4ed to base the solution upon-the relationships of the data and

the question of the problem. In accord with her work, she recognized

more fully the conditions of the problem and made the questions more

precise: "I found odt how many... Pioneers... went off all together."

She read the conditions, thought a little, then correctly explained .the

solution: "How many Octobrists and Pioneers wen't,- together?"

Thus we see qualitatively different beginnings p the pupils'

skills in solution being formed:

a) Some pupils quickly learn fran instruction a definite model

for the solution of all problems, changing it little to conform to the

conditions of a problen4 and if they do change they do so on the

basis of the external, formal features of the conditions (Yulii P.,

Valya Ch., Sveta P.).

b) On the other hand, others try to understand the conditions of

a problem and produce a solution as far au; they are able. They take

fewer unsubstantiated and miAunderstood steps and perform fewer'opera-
,

tions which they cannot explain (Yulya S., Lesha S., Nina P.). These

pupils also evinced a weakness--but a different kind--in the solUtion.

A cOmplete, profound understanding of all the conditions of a problem

was still not always accessible to them. The understood separate re-

lationships were not interconnected in the general plan of the solution

to a problem. Sometimes (when soirving a tiew and difficult problein) the
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parte of the conditions which are correctly understood are not enough

to solve the whole problem. In such a case the pupil carries out the

solution according to the recognized part, without finishing it and

without answering t..he question of the problem. Along with these

differences, there is a common feature characteristic of all pupils,

a point at which their paths of solution converge:

, a) All pupils begin the solution by using the arithmetical opera

t,ions and numerical data as a guide, and giving little attention to

..the question of the problem. Some combine the numerical data existing

in the conditions according tO a prepared stereotyped pattern, while
.

Others, guiding themselves by numerical data and,trying to understand

the relationship between then,.construct a plan of solution which is

new and original in each problem. In the latter case the recognition

of the conditions determines the course and the result A the solution.

b) If the pupils come to understand the conditions and the plan

of solutfon of the problem, it is only as a result of carrying out indillrieual

solutions of question after question. Thus the questionof the doblem

is realized post factumafter the solutions possible from the conditions

have been carried out. Thus the question'of the problem is stated,

depending on'how it is obtained, after the pupil has blindly ,solved all

possible individual simple problems.

There is a greater possibility in problem 1 of reaching the answer

to its question by combining numbers according to a prepared, already

mastered.'Scheme of solution, as well as by a more conscientious solution

of consecutive questions. This is because in the first case the

prepared, mastered solution pattern coincides with the plan of solution

of problem 1, which was given in the usual form, and in the second 'case

both possible solutions eventually lead to the answer of the.question

of the problein. *Mere are fewer such possibilities in problem 3, even

fewer in problem 2, and none at all in problem 4, since in its conditions

there are no numerical data which, on being combined,'could be fitted

into a pattern or could be.used to answer the questions blindly.

Primarily for this reason the problems fall into a certain sequence

(1, 3, 2, 4) according to the success of the pupils' solution plans.

Both individual and general distinctions, particularities of solution

characteristic of all third grade pupils, give us a basis for

concluding that.
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0 Solving the given problems of series I, all the third grade

. pupils followed the methods of synthesis. The solutions to problems

3, 2 and 4 are illustrative In this respect: The solutions to problem

3 differed very little from each other: average and poor pupils made

all possible solutions from the existing numerical data (also utilizing

superfluous data) without 'considering the question of the problem.

Strong pupils, too, found themselves on this course at first.

Among the solutions to probtem 3 there is a single original solu-

tion in which Vera K. used all numerical data, including the super-

fluous data, but obtained the right answer to the question of the

problem:'

75 fruits 4- 25

How mrif fruits

2) 100 fruhs 45

How many fruits

fruits = 100 fruits.
were there altogether?

ftuits 55 fruits.
were left?

3) 55 fruits - 25_fru
How many lemons we

ts 30 lemons.
Left?

Instead of the correct and shorter method:

1) How many lemons wer 'left?

75 lebons - 45 lemons k30 lemons.

But the method of synthesis haracteristic of most pupils, was

obderved quite clearly when they were solving problem 2, although

they had not enough data to answer the question of the problem. All

pupils approached problem 2 in the usual way, answering question after

question without considering the question of the problem. In doing so,

a) some pupils did not note and did not indicate why the solution was

impossible, and incorrectly solved the problem in two steps (Yulii P.,

Valya CH., Nina P., Lena K); b) others (the better ones) correctly solved

one Cluestion from Ehe data of the conditions and did not begin to solve

the problem incorrectly, but indicated why the problem was unsolvable

(Lesha S., Yulya S., Vera K.).

Incorrect two7step solutions given by the pupils in (a) above are:

(1) addition of the number of albums to the cost of one album (solution

of the first question), and (2) addition of,the obtained result to the
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other unused number given in the conditions--the number of pencils

(solution of the second question). \#

The pupils indicated why the problem was unsolvable in various

ways. Lesha S. and YUlya S. themselves pointed out the reason the

problem could not be solved and found the cause in the lack of data.

They noted the pattern of the solution: they asked the first question

correctly and solved it; they stated the second questiot correctly,

but, not finding the datum needed to answer this question, they said
..,

the problem could not be.solved.

Here is'the soluti n of Lesha S.:
S\10

,

i

1) How much do tile albums cost?
15 x 5 . 75 ru les

2) How much do the penc4.1s cost?
The problem can't be solved--there is no number
for the cost of the pencils.

Yulya S. solved the problem similerly:

1) 15 albums x 5 . 75 rubles

2) 'The problem cannot be solved because we do not
know how much a pencil costs.

o

Vera K. pointed out why the problem was unsolvable without such

an analysis'of the conditions of the problem, and for a long time

could not unaerstand that it was impossible to find the cost of the

pencils f qm the given conditions. She noticed the insufficient data:

"There's s ething here I don't understand. It doesn't gay here how

much they pa d for the plincils." But for a long time 9e could not

understand th this is exactly why the problem could not be solved.

."In the fiJst question we must know how much they paid for the

pencils. We can solve it! We take 5, well, maybe 15, no 20. In two

stages... I can't solve it. 5 'multiplied by 20! No, those are albums..

We could probably find out the cost of the pencils,'but I don't know

how.

And again she tried to determine how much was paid for the pencils.

Vinally she was asked "But'can you really solve this problem if the

cost of the pencils is not given?" She wrote: "This problem cannot

be solved; we don't know how much 1.7.as paid for the pencils."

A strong.pupil, Lesha S., solved the problem with insufficient
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data differently. She independently (not without difficulty and not

uwithout trial and error, of course) established why the solution was

impossible. She correctly answered the first qdestion of the problem

(she indicated the data and the operation for it). Going on to answer

the second question, she noticed the missing datvm.and asked: "How

much do,pencils cosi in this problem?"

It is interesting thet this new difficulty caused her to take

another tack. She analyzed the second question according to the logi-
,

-cal sense of the conditions: "How much do pencils cost?" Than she

began searching the conditions for the answer: "30 plus 20? Nol

20 taken 4 t.imes? Nol 20 taken... taken 5.times? No!" Having failed

to select any one of these solutions, she began looking for a different

way out: "Wefl, what is this, huh? What else is it? Where can I find

the number? Where is the number telling how much the pencils'cost?

It's not here at all. Can you really solve it without it? No!" She

wrote, "The problem cannot be solved: there is nelnumber designating

how much the pencils cost." -

The results of the solutions of problem 4 also speak for the

synthetic method of solution, wIliCh is characteristi6 of most pupils.

Problem 4 (numberless) cannot be solved by relying On numerical data

if one has-not grasped the idea of the conditions. Ort cannot solve

question after question gradually, blindly; and with no consideration

for the question of the problem; mnmbers cannot be manipulated. It

'is also impossible to use a mastered stereotype for its solution. The

proposed problem may be solved only by guess or by imagination, on'the

basis of the understood conCept; hence it was of almost insurmountable

difficulty for all Fhipils. With some guidance froni the teacher, onl

Yulya S. solved it. All the children, however, tried one way or

another to solve the problem; and, in their attempt, ihdy revaals their

general approach to the solution. In this.respect we can diNie the

children into two groups:

a) Some of them did nothing understandable or recognizable. They

either correctly solved the problem (Yulya S.), gave up the solution

(all the strong pupils), or, not having given up, tried to solve it

but completed no solution (Nina P.).
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b) Others, average and weak pupils, made incorrect solutions

(Yulii F., Valya Ch., Vova C., Sveta

Valya Ch., the poOrest pupil, without noting that there were no

data to,solve the 'problem, began the solution as soon-as she had read

the conditions (for the second t*e): "Add 6 io 6! I don't understand

this problem. I don't even know whY I don't understand it." But thls

did not stop her from continuing the solutiOn according to the pattern

'which she used to solve all the problems with data: she added two

numbers, then subtracted one of the summands from the.sum obtained.

She ascribed the qUestion of the problem to 'the first solution and the

end story of the problem to the second solution:

1) 6 pupil. 6 pupils = 12 pupils

2) 12 pupils -4 pupils = 6 pupils

1) How many times more desks are there than pupils?

2) One-half the desks were occupied.

A similar stereotyped solution was given by Sveta 13,., but with

different numbers and following her own stereotype,

1) 12 desks + 2 desks = 14 desks 1) 14 desks

2) 14 desks 4 desks = 10 desks 2) 10 desks

Incorrect solutions by average pupils differ from these two solutions.

Vova G. correctly understood one relationship which was most

clear y shown in the conditions ("one-half the desks were occupied").

She orrectly used it with invented numbers. She thought up the

number 100, then subtractid half of it--50.

1) 100 desks - 50 desks = 50 desks.

"I know that they were sitting [pause] at half the desks."

But the pupil went no further than one tinde4stood relationship, and her

subsequent reasoning and solution were wrong. She used the solution to

find what she herself had invented--the nuriaber of desks:

2) 50 desks + 50 desks = 100 desks

2) How many desks altogether?
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In solving the problem Yulii P. n.oticed the rack of data: "But

there aren't any numbers here!" He tried to determine one of thejoiss-

ing data--the numBer of children. In hisattenlpts he returned (although

he did not realize,it) to his stereotyped.solution of 'the problem in

two stages: "16! Add 4 to 16! '100 2! But we must'know hournpny

children there were! We have to.add 9 to 21, we get 30 pupils, now

add 21.to 30 and we have 51." According to pattern he dia the solution:
4

1) 21 (esks + 9 desks = 30 deskS'

"11,F2). 21 children + 30 children = 51 children

As we can see, one correct solution was given at first--100 2,-but it

was forgotten and was not cited as a solution; the attempt to solve the

problem by stereotype drove it away. It ds interesting that when

solution had been done according to the stereotyped pattern the subject

tried to make it agree with the conditions of the,problem being solved;

since the conditions spoke about desks, in the first solution he

corrected word "children" to read "desks," and held to this..

0$

Fifth Grade (series I)

4

Pupil's of the fifth 6.ade were given thesefour problems:
5

1. A young Pioneer.leader had 150 rubles to buy theater tickets.
He bought 37 tickets at 2 rubles 50 kopeks each and 12
tickets at 3 rubles 50 kopeks each.. How much money did the

leader have left?

2. Tenboxes of aples, each containing 32 kilograms, and 5
boxes of pears were.brought into a store. How many kilograms

of fruit were brought into the store?

Potatoes were being transported in trucks. The first truck
carried. 3 tons, the second 5 tons, and the third carried
halfas Much as in the second truck. How many tons of
potatoes Were being carried in the first and second trucks
together?'

4. There are books in two bookcases, an eqdal number 9n each3
shelf. In the second bookcase there are twice as many shelves,
and twice as many books on each shelf. How y times more

books are there in tlie second bookcase than the first?

The fifth gradLrs most successfully solved probl 1 and,then

problem 3; problems 2 and'4 were the most difficult for most of the

5Problems for the fifth and seventh grades are more complex than the
problems given the third graders, according to the requirements of the
curriculum.
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pUpilsi The general features)f Solution characteristic of all the

Pupils, as well as the features characteristic of individual third

graders Imre present in the pupils of the fifth grade as well. Among

the latter there were also:

a) Children, who in lesrning techniqueT\Master the devices for

. solving identical proble* no worse than other children, but stubbornly

apPly thede devices to all oEher problems, often hot taking into acCount

-the requiremenis of"the conditions of the given problem. The devices,

both feadible and unfeasible, differ little from each other, and the

' children introduce much firom themselves into tile problem, especially

in,solying problems that cannot be solved by ordinary.methodS.

Such solutions were given by Kolya D.; Tonya L., Vita K., Nina
4

Ch.,and Nina,Ts. In solving'problems given in unusuak..form, tfiesi pupils

toOk pore unrecoghized, incorrect steps (the solutions diverge from the

-questions'stated) than other pupils.did. In observing these pupils it
«

may,have appeared that'they solve.problems with conViction, doubting'

nothing; but in truth, their solutions were reaehed,by a prepared,

accustomed pattern. Thd pupil often cannot abandon the initially

accepted, incorrect.plan even when he himsd.lf notices the error. Thus

4
Nina. Ts. incorrectly solved problem,1 in two steps-:

Aft

$ How much money did.the leader spend for 37 tickett?,

2-rubles 50 kopekt

x 3 rubles 50 kopeks

6 rubles 250. kopeks

8 rubles ao kopeks

How much money did he have left?,

150 rubles 100 kopeks

8 rubles 50'kopeks

142 rubles 50 kopeks

Haying gotten on the right track (first question), she could not

continue the solution correctly, although she noticed her mistake.

Before she finished.answering the second Cihestion she said, "1 didn't

do it cight... yccuiays to subtract, but. I didn't kaow how many tickets

th4re were altogether. They Should be added." But she' 'able to

correct the solution.
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The solution'by Kolya D.'is dharacteristic of this group of chil-
.

dren. He thought About the conciitions for a long time; reread them

several times, circled the letters of the ,conditions with his pencil,

and finally said, "I don't underAtand... L ean make out the words, but
1-

I don't understand." But this dods not stop him from beginning to

solve the problem. Although he worked very slowly he did not stop

untilke had gotte4 a solution.

1) How many 2r 50k 'tickets did.she buy?
,

2r 50k

+ 3r 50k

6r

2) How many 3r 50k tickets dshe buy?

6r

+ 3r 50k

9r 50k

3) How many tickets.did she buy for both 2r 50k and

3r 50k together?

9r 50k

+ 6r 50k

16r

4) 'How much money did the leader have left?

150r

16 r

134r i Answer: 134 rubles

e.

The questions stated independently by the pupils differ in the de-

gree of their ambiguity. Tt is not clear what the pupil wanted to find--
.

"the number' of tickets or their costs. This was not clear in the solu-

tions.

The formulation of the first, second,and third steps contains .an

.indicition of definite numhers of tickets, but there is not a single

number in their solutions that,is labeled "tickets." Moreover, the

2 9
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number of tickets given in the conditions is not used. All solutions

are done using only the cost of the tickets and the amoht of money

which the leader has.

The stated queStions.recall the correct plan of solution. The

first question mentions tickets priced at 2r 50k , thd second mentions

tickets At a price of 3r 50k and the third mentions "both 2r 50k

and 3r 50k together"; the fourth,question is the question of the prob-
'

lem. The answers to these questions, however, are far from correct.

' Of the four solutions to the four questions, not one was correct.

In solving the problem the pupil tried unsuccessfully to pengtrate and

understand its conditions; he made an unconscious and unclear plan of

the solution.

b) Children who are trying to solve a problem by beginning with

its conditions do only what they are able to do from theirv'understand-:

ing of the conditions. True, the. completed solutions are sometimes not

sufficientto answer the question of the problem, but they do rit diverge

from the concrete data of the conditions. Such solutions were given by

Tolya A., Manya V, and Volodya M.

Tolya A.ibgan the solution by determining the number4pf tickets

bought. Having solved this simple.but superfluous problem, he stopped

and thought. He correctly noted the second and third questions and

solved them. But, having still not determined the total amount of

money spent, he wanted immediately to answer the question of the prob-

lem:

1) How much money did the have left?

g2r 50k .

.4-* 37r 50k

130r

He noticed and corrected his error: "I didn't write that right. I

wanted to find out how much he paid for ail the ticks,ts. I'll do the'

question over again. Although everything is correct, I have to subtract

in the last question instead of adding."

Tolya A. slowly and indirectly came to the answer to the problem,
4

like Kolya D., Tonya L.,and Nina Ch., hut took unnecessary and incorrect

d'eps toward'an indepondent analysis of the conditions and toward the

solution of the problem, verything superfluous was discarded,-and
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errors were corrected independeatly.

He solved problem 2 similarly,,with doubts and suppositions. kt,He

read the conditions, began to wave his pencil,and was, nervous. "But

how cafi I write it here? There aren't any pears, only some kilaRrams. Are

there as many.pears as there are apples? We can find out about the

apyles...." He began to "find out about the applea," solved the first

question, wTote "2," and thought. "We can make the same =amber of

pears as apples, a1so,32 kg. But if they aren't made to be equal,

you can't solve it." He assumed,that the weight of the boxes of apples

and pears was equal, and with this assumption he solved the problem in

three steps.

A feature common to the fifth graders as well as to the., third

graders was their attempt to solve the problem in the usual manner--

by synthesis. All the pupils began'solving problem 2, and, all solved

the first question,solvable frbm the numerical data of the eondi,tions;

but they continued the impossible solution differently. Tonya L. and

Vova M. wrote the second question of the problem and solved it in-

correctly. Manya V.,,olya.M., and Nina Ts., after solving the first

question and find data to solve subsequent questions, gave up

die solution.

Unlike the third graders, some of the fifth graders evinced an

ability to compose a plan of solving the problem according to the logi-

cal sense of the conditions, withOut,support of numerical data. But

because numerical data were not glvdrCfor the solution of the second

and third questions of the plan, all pupils gave correct questions but

incorrect solutions. ((olya D., Vitya K., Tolya A., Vova M.,and Nina

Ch.).
o

The synthetic method waS clearly Used in the fifth graders'

solutions to problems. 3_and'4. Without considering the ciestiori of

the problem, the children worked out,all possible superfluous

solutions.

a) Tonya L., Tolya A., Nina Ch., Vdva M.,and Nina Ts. stated

and solved a superfluous question, then, independent of it, they

solved the question pf the problem:
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1) How many tons of potatoes were in ,the third truck?

*
St 2 2t 500kg

2) Haw many ions of potatoep were in the first and
second trucks? '

3t + 5t St

,-4

!!)

b) Kolya D. and Manya V., after solving superfluous questions,

solved the question of the problem, incorrectly selecting the data

(lasing the results of the superfluous problems).

Kolyall. was an exception. He answered the question of the problem

directly, without any superfluous solutions: "But here there are three

trucks, but it says only two. Why doesn't it ask about the third truck?

There's tlything to solve here! Look! 7kere's 3 tons in the first and

5 tons in the second. Nothing's wrieten about the third one. It's jusi

a firs grade problem!"

The simpIe,numberless problem 4 forced the children to reason, to

solve the problem without the'opportunity tq rely on numerical data.

Only two pupils could handle thA problem, Vitya K. and Tolya A. Most

of the pupils gave up on it (Tonya L., Manya V.z, Nina Ts., Kolya M.) or )

gave incorrect solutions (Kolya D., Vova M., Nina Ch.)._ The absence

of numbers in the conditions made it impossible to solve: "You can't

solve this problem... it doesn't say here how many books there are...

no numbers are given. The voblem is awkward. No, it can't Ile solved

anyway" (Nina Ch.)

Incorrect solutions (Vova M., Nina Ch., Kolya D.) represent an

attempt to note the questions of the problem by arranging the parts of

the conditions in a logical sense, disregarding the existing-data and

the incorrect solution of the questions thus stated.

1) How many,books were on the first shelf?

2 shelves x 2 shelves 4 shelves

2) How many more books were there in the second
bookcase than in the first? (Kolya D.)

e metric ton (Ed) .
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SeVenth Grade (series I)

The seventh g g pupils were given tIke following four problems:

1. A ship traveled 240'kilometers in 12 hours.
In 4.0w many hours will it travel 800 kilometers?

2. The floor of a room has to be painted. The room
is'7 meters long and 3 meters high. How much
does it cost to paint the.floor if 1 square meter
of paint'costs 75 kopeks?

3. A worker earns 18 rubles a day.
What is his monthly wage if he works 25 days a
month at 6 hours per day?

. 4. A kolkhoz
*
sowed a plot with oats and two such

plots with wheat. ,They harvested 4 times as much
oats as they sowed and 8 times as much'Wheat. How
much more wheatdid they harvest than oats?

Observation of the seventh graders was hindered.because they began

reasoning aloud.only after the plan of solution had almost been completed.

We purposely did not'interfere with the pupils' solutions, knowing that

our request to reason aloud would significantly distort the natural

process of solutionspeechless analysis, a plan of internal speech--

which occurs in children of this age. Therdfore the seventh graders'

reasoning does not fully reflect their train of thought during the

solution, but is moTe the end result of mental activity on the

problem. Children of grades 3 and 5 easily and willingly solve problems

by reasoning aloud. The seventh graders preferred to do everything

silently and only rarely stated their thoughts (doubt, something not

understood, etc.).

Seventh graders, like the third and fifth graders, solved problem

I most successfully .and then problem 3; problems 2 and.4 were almost

1impossible for the3 The attemptAto arrive at a solution on the basis
.

of the numerical data, and not on the basis of understanding the require-

ments of the question of the problem, was alsb a characteristic of the,

seventh grade pupils.

This can be seen even in the solution to problem 1, and even more,

clearly in the solutions to problems 2, 3, and 4. Solving problem 1,

' all pupils correctly aniwered the first question (numerically), but

they experienced difficulties, and three pupils even made errors, in

kolkhoz - a collective (Trans.)



solving the second question of problem 1, applying the numerical data

which already existed in the conditions, to the question of the
_,--

pioblem (Kolya S., Tamara Sh., Katya B.).

All the pupils solved problem 2 wrong, taking the height of the

room for its width. Problem 3, solved in one step, was begun in two

steps by all pupils, that is, they made a superfluous s'Olution ("super-

fluous synthesis"). But during the solution Nina M., Yura B. and Ira

G. realized that the problem could be solved in one step. Then they

discarded the incorrect solution they had begun andscorrectly answered

the question of the problem.

Unlike the third and fifth grad pupils, the seventh,gi.aders,

using the characteriatic method of sy1theiis in solution, evinced:
e

a) an ability to resort to another means of solutionto note a

plan of solution following the logical content of the conditions. But

their plan often did not agree closely enough with the numerical data
-1

in the conditions for the solution to bwcotrect.
....

Illustrative in this respect are.the solutions to problem 4 by

Ira G. and Katya B.:

Katya's solution:

1) Hos./ much oats was harvested?

4 oats x 4 = 16 oats

2) How much wheat was liarvested?

8 oats x 8 = 64 wheat .

How much larger was the harvest of wheat than
*

hat of oats?

64 WIleat - 16 oats = 48 wheat Answer:. 48 wheat
t.

The questions of tha plan were stated by the pupil on the basis

of the ideas contained in the conditions rather than from the data -

itself. But the question of the problem was somewhat changed. As can

be seen in the conditions, however, there are no numerical data-to

solve the questions of the plan:composed by the pupil. The pupil

erroneously replaced these data with the given relationships of the

amount of grain; she did this for a purely formal reason: 4 times

more oats were harvested than were sown. From this the pupil knows

how much oats was harvested: "40 x 4 = 160." As we can see, the
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plan composed to solve the problem agreed neither with the conditions

of the problem nor with its question.

b) They also showed that they hold less to a stereotyped pattern

in the solution; they try to understand the conditions of the problem,

and if they. cannot, they make incIrrect solutions, which are different in

each such problem--they are not stereotyped

Selection of Missing Numeric 1 Data for the.Conditions and the Question

Third Grade (series II)

The pupils of the third grade were given the following five problems

to solv4, for which it was necessary to select numerical data in adiWkice:

1 Books and albums were bought.
How mtth money was paid for the whole purchase?,

. Four books and one album were bought.
How much was paid for the whole purchase?

3. Four books, at 3 rubles each, and one album was

bought. How muchwas paid for the whole purchase?
0

4. Four books and one album were bought. Money was

given to the cashier. How much change was

received?

5. Books and in album were bought. 50 rubles waS-\

given to the cashier. How much change was

received?

In the conditions of problem 1, besides the question, it is indi-

cated that "books and albums were bought." As we see, in order to

answer the question the cost of the albums and of the books is needed.

The total cost of all may be shown, but the price of one book oreloof

one album and the number of each bought is enough to det mine the

cost.

In problem 2 one numerical datum is given: "4 books and one album

were bought." In selecting numerical data for this problem, the person

solving it is shown the necessity of giving the price of one book

(since the quantity of books is already given), of giving the price

of an album and of solving the problem in two operations.

. In problem 3 two numerical data are given: "4 books at 3 rubles

each and one album were bought." Hasfring given the price of the album,

a pupil was able to solve the problem In two operations.
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After solving three problems, a pupil was asked to solve two

others--4 and 5. The content of the'first problem ("books and albums

were bought") is included in the conditions of these two problems, and

a sUpplementary condition is. given ("money was given to the cashier"

in problem 4, and "50 rubles was given to the cashier" in problem 5).

Finally, a question is stated for each problem: "How much change was

received?" To solve this series o4 problems the pupils were required

. to choose numbers suitableto the xisting questions and conditions.

This type of exercise is recommended by methodologists as dikercise

preparatory to the analytic method of analysis of complex arithmetic

problems. Let us see how our pUpils handled thesedpasks.

Success in solving these problems 4 in direct propartion to

the success of the pupils. Excellemt pupils spleced data and solved

most of the problems correctly. Average pupilsselected numbers, but

they could not solve all problems. Poor pupils did not 'select numbers

for all the problems, and they solved only two (problems 1 and 2) of

sthe possikae 5.

a) In selecting numerical data, the excellent pupils tried to

imagine the concrete situationi the concrete object, and, determining

its cost, fo show it in the conditions of the problem.

The pupila selectedT numbers for the questiops by imagining the

concrete situation in life: "How many books do I get? How much does

the Young Guard cost? Well, say 20 rubles" (Vera K.,' problem 5).

"There are books at 2 rubles each,and some kind of album there

for, pictures; it costs 6 rubles" (Lesha S., problem 4).

"Don't you know how much an album costs in the.store?" (Lena K.,

problem 1).

In this the presented situation again is easily translated into ,

a plan of 4ithmetical operations. Having thought up the numbers,

the pupil returns to the conditions of the probleni' and solves it

-correctly.

b) Average pupils'tried to understand the sense, the content of

the conditions and did not try to imagiv 'the concrete situation.

c) Poor pupils could do neither--they could not imagine a

concrete situatioh, and ould not understand and use the meaning
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contained in the problem. They selected the data according to

conditions they made up, which
A

were far from the conditions of the

given problem.

Sveta P.'s solutions are characteristic In this respect. With help

she selected numbers for problem-4 alone. She.unsucceieully tried to

select_numbers for problem 5. In choosing the numbers,,,the pupil
-

worked very little on the basis of the conditions of the problem and

made incorrect deductions. Reading problem 1, she stated a question

in which data completelir irrelevant to the problem werepresent: 'Hama

had 34 rubles. She spent 34 rubles. How'muehAid she have left?"

The pupil was asked to answer the,question "What was bought?" This

evoked new reasoning in her, and she thought up new conditions, but

with the old question:

34 books and one album for 23 rubles.. net so
many books, say 24 books. Haw much money did
she have ,left?

,

,Here she gave the Lauer: "15 rubles.... Can the problem be solved?"

She began the solution with an incorrect question:

1) 34 books - 24 books 10 books
How many books did she have left?

2) 10 books +. 20 books ... 30 books'

For the entire purchase she paid 30 books. '

0
The divergence of Iter reasoning.from the conditions given is even

4
more noticeable in her solution to problem 2. Having read the problem,

she began building a totally different problem instead of selecting

the missing numbers: "Mama bought 24 apples. . . .

Sveta was reminded that it was not necessary to think up a new

problem, but to choose numbers for this problem; but she continued what

she had begun: "Mama had 13 rubles, she bought 10 apples."

She is asked to read the question of the problem. She reads it.

What does it say in the conditions about what was bought?

"Mama bought 24 materials."

She is asked to read the conditions aloud. We repeat the question:

"Mama boeght 24 books and an album for 30 rubles."

Without indicating the price of the books, she began her incorrect

'solution. 13.oks are.added with, rubles, and books are obtained:
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1) 24 book's -4- 30 rubles = 54 books

She explained her solution, "They paid 54 bookp for the album."

She considered this result the answer to the.question of the problem.

She k)proached the solution to prob1em_3 similarly. Having read

the conditions, she distorted them, naming a different datum in place

of the existing one ("4 books"): ,"Mama bought 50 books."

Experimenter: Read here; how many books were bought?

She reads the conditions aloud: 4 books and an album were bought.

Exp.: How many lyooks were bought?

Pupil: 50 books and an album.

Exp.: No, that's wrong, read the conditions again.

Than she "corrects" herself: instead of "KAMA bought 50 books," she

ays "Papa bought 50 books."

Again Sveta was asked not to make up a new problem, but to make

up numbers for this given problem.

Exp.: What numbers are missing here?

Pupil: ..A.and one album.

Exp.: What were they buying, according to the conditions
here?

Pupil: 4 books and 1 album.

Exp.: And does it say here how mt;c111 they paid for each book?

Pupil: 4 books!

Exp.: 4 books were bought, and how much did *they pay for
-

a book?

Pupil: 3 rubles each.

Exp.: ' And how much was paid for the album? Is it
given in the prehlem?

Pupil: No.

Exp.: Think up a number for how much they'paid for
t4e album.

Pupil: 3 albums. Now should I solve the problem?

Exp.: And now do you have all the numbers? What did

they buy?

Pupil: 4 books at 3 rubles and 1 album at 3 albums!
3ialbums at 3 rubles.

In solving,problem 3 she gave yhe only correct answer to the first

question, following the data in the conditions, but she erred in term-

inology: 1) "4 books x 3 = 12 books. HOw much was paid for the booksV'
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The number di books obtained ("12bodC') in the second question was

then Added to the number of albums: 2) "12 books + 3 albums = 15

albums. Row many albums were left?"

The solution to problem 4 also began with the reasoning "Papa

bought 50 books.... The pupil bought 50 books and 13 albums." She

added the invented numbers and thought she had found the number of

books the pupil had bought: 1) "50 books + 13 books 63 books.

ri. le pupil bought 63 books."

* The problem ended with this solution. After this Sveta was asked

to imagine the concrete situation. She was asked f slle had been in

a bookstore and bought anything.

'I was. I bought some notebooks at 20 kopeks each and an album je

Ntguv rubles. I paid the cashier 4 rubles and got 40 kopeks in change."

Rer action is compared with the purchase in the conditions of the
u

iven problem. The problem is elucidated: take a price, put the price

here at which they bought books and albums above, and how many they

bought, and then solve the problem. After this she selected all the

data correctly. Nevertheless, she still could not solve the problem:
..

she added the price of the books and the album andssubtracted the re-
, ,

suit from the mOney given the cashier (she was doing the solution

accor Lag to her own model).

e also selected tile numerical data for problem 5 by recalling a

situation similar to that in the problem, but not qbite identical to

the one described in the givencroblemt ,_
'1

"A teacher bought 80 books aZid an bum." She writes: "80

bOOks." "And paid 30 rubles for the album and 5 rubles for the books."

According to these fighres, the jairchase will amount to 430 rubles.

5 rubles x 80 = 400 rubles

400 rubles + 30 tibles = 430 rUbles.

But in the conditions it says that only 50 rubles were paid. This

noricorrespondence is not noticed'by the pupil. The solution greatly

diverges from the conditions:

1) 80 books - 50 books = 30 books The teacher gave 30 books.

, 2) 30 rubles + 30 rubles = 60 rubles she gal% 60 rubles.

Thus the pupil did many useless solutions irrespective of the

question of the problem, and even of the conditions in general; the
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solutions per se are incorrect. She correc,tly solved only the first

question of problem 3, using two data given in the conditions.

What is the cause of such a great many unrecognized and unsub-

stantiated conglusions during the solution of a problem? Weakness of

memory is one reason. Premises for forming a conclusion are not

retained in the memory even for the time necessary to form a conclusion.

In its turn, the conclusion thus drawn is also forgotten,.without having

been related to the solution of other qrstions. What was said is

forgotten. What has been stated /s repeated with difficulty and in-

accuracy, and the meaning is gradually,distorted. For example, she

stated the data for problem 1: "34 books and an album were bought for

23 rubles." As she began writing, she forget what she had just said

and instead of these numbers she wrote "20'books" and "24 rubles." She

correctly stated the first question in Problem 3: "How much did they

pay for the books?" She began to write it down: "How much did they

NPay for... I forgot, what were they paying for?" She incorrectly

added, "for the total purchase."

In solving all the problems the pupil worked without interruption,

hurrying somewhat; she could not stop to 4c412fentrate on anything, and

she answered absentmindedly and irrelevantly-.---ne answered questions

hurriedly and, as a rule, she did not think over the question, often

saying what she had been thinking'before a question had been asked,

and failing-to answer the question. Her thinking ran its course with

little influence from external considerations (questions, the conditions

of the problem).

Average (and some weak) pupils selected numbers for the conditions,

but couil not answer the question:of the problem. Moreover, )the

queAion of the problem was sometimes not even the last-question in

the solution plan. 'On this basis we may assume that in selecting

numerical data the pupils beaan at some poipt other than the question

of the problem; when selecting the data for its conditions, they, the

pupils, relied on individual parts or words of the conditions. Having

selected numerical data, the pupils tried to make A.1 possible

solutions from the conditions of problems thus obtained, and did not

try to answer the question of the problem (Lena K, Yulii P. and,

others).
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In solving the problems of series II, the third grade pupils

showed characteristic traits which did not depend upon the pupils'

adczess:
%

1) Some pupils were almost 'able to draw 'orrect oral conclusions

from the conditions, but on beginning the written solution, stated

questions incorrectly and gave incorrect solutions; that is, the pupils

based their written solutioas not on their stated thoughts,"but on the'

stereotyped plan which they had prepared for the solutioa of all prob,

lens (Yulii P., Vova G); they correctry selected.the numerical data1

but they were unable to solve the problem.

. YuLii g, read problem 1 and correctly 9amed t lacking data: "Pot

the album they paid 3 rubles, and 5 rubles more than'th4yor.the book."

Fron suc4 numerical data it would have been possibleto answer the

questio9,of problem'l (3r + 5r = 8r ; + 3r = ilr, ). The pupi

tried orally, as soon as he had named the data, to note such a solution:,

"How much money did they pay for the total purchase? We must add 3 to
(

5." As soon as he began-writing the solution, however, he did not do

what he hdd said nor did he usoe the apmbers he had named:

1) 5 albums + 4_albumA = 9 albums

2) :9 albums 4 = 3 bdOks

Answer: 3 books. (problem 1)

Yulii P. did the same thing in solving problems 2 and 3. In answer-
-

A
ing the question of these two problems ("How much was paid for the entire

purchase?"), he wrote:.

1) 70 hooks + 4 books = 14

2) 14 books 4 4 = 3, books (2) albums

Answer:, 3 books (2)'albums (problem 2)

1) 6 rubles f 3 rubles = 9 rubles

9 rubles 4 rubles = 3 rnbles

Answer: 3 rubles (problem.3)

In solving problem 4, the pupil imMediately stated the sCheme of'
1 ,

solution he had given earlier, without first naming the missi4 data:

"Here there,are no numbers. We must add 7 to 10 books, thar'l'be 17

booklr..- Then divide 17 by 3."

'After this the Rupil was asked to first select the numbers, then

solve the problem, whiah he did: he selectelyhe cost of the books
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P

("12 rubles"), of the albums ("3 rdbles"), and the amount of money given

the cashier,("25 rubles").: Eat he performed the scaution incorrectly,
40-

following his j'repared scheme.

1). 25 rubles + 12 ruble§ 37Tubles

37 rubles 1 3 g= 17 rubles,

Answer: 17 rubles

yulii P? also selected the missing data to solve problem 5, but he

solved it incorrectly. This pupil solved all problems'according to one

stereotyped plan: he added two numbei's and disided the result by,one

of the summands (problems r and 2) or by another number given in the

conditions (prob1ems.3, A, 5). '

Voyn G.;selected numerical data for the conditions' with mora4 pre-

cision than Yulii P., but he too failed to solve a single problem.

Vova G. 9olved all probleMs following a stereotyped plan, but differently

than Yulii P.; two numbers were added (he found the value of .the albUm

and the books). Then he again addid the first summand to the result.

Unlike Yulii F., Vova Q. carried out operations only qa numbers given
-

in the conditions, Or selected and written down' at first. He did not
f

think up other nuu.ers during the solution.

2) In sele numbers for. the questions, Lesha S., Yulya S.,

and Nina P. satisfied th'e requirements of the conditions and questions

more.precisely than did the other pupils. They felt the fine distinctions
4

of the given,conditions more acutely and tried to use*them for the eolu-

. tion. They noticed,both the generaLsImilarity of the idea and the fine

distinctions of the problems. Ift solving the problems of this series,

Vera K., Yulii P.,and Valya Ch. noticed the. similarity,in the general

idea'of the problas, but did not notice their finer distinctions.

Yifth Grade (seutes II)

The fifth grade pupils were given the following three problems whose

solutions require numbers to be selected fIrst:

. 1. Oats were sent in trucks and carts to.d grain collecting

station by a kqlkhoz. How many tons of oats altogether
4rok did the kolkhoz send?

2. A kolkhoz sent oats Lb a grain.collecting station in

carts and in two trucks carrying 3 tong each.' How many

Ons of oats altogether did the kolkhoz send?



A kolkhoz sent Oats to a grain collecting station
in 8 carts and instwo trucks carrying 3 tons each.
How many tons of oats altogethpr did the kolkhoz
send?

As can be seen tAs same question is applied to all three problems.

'For the answer to the question in problem 1 there,are conditions

only--no numertcal data: "Oats were sent in trucks and carts to a grain

collecting Oation by a kolkhoze"

In problem 2, two data are introduced: "A kolkhoz sent oats to a

grain collecting station in carts and in two trucks carrying 3 tons

each:'

In problem 3 the number of carts is further indicated: '"A kalkhoz

sent,oats to a grain collecting station in 8 carts and in two trucks
Acarrying 3 tons each."

All fifth grade pupils selected the numerical data for the questions

correctly, but the problemscould still not be solved by KOlya D. (prob-.

lems 2 and 3.), Vitya K. (1 and 3), and Nina Ts. (2 and 3). The difference 4

in the pupils' completion of the assignment lies not so much in the end f

I .

results as in the ways of achieving them: the children differed in the

method of selection of the correct numerical date,and in thqx mistakes

in the solution.

All.pupils handled problem 1 more successfully;than other problems.

:It was easier to-selept numerical-data for problem 1, since its conditions

permit a greater selection of arbitrary data; And the problam is solved

more easily than the others. There is therefore no'significant differ-

ence in the pupils' solution of preblem 1.

The pupils used different methods to solve. p4oblems 2 and 3. ,A

narrower siplection of data is required for problems 2 and 3, since the r

conditions somewhat limit an arbitrary choice Of numbers; their solu-

tions, moreover, require a more profound understanding of the existing

° conditions than that of problem 1, since the supplementary numerical
4

data have made the solution more complex.

a) _,pccellent,pupils correct1 y. selected numerical data and solved

the problems with the data. The children selected the data differently,
0

however, and went about solving the problems in different ways.

Tonya L. had little trouble transferring the understood solution .
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of problem 1 to the solutions of the subsequent problem despite the

diversity of the conditions:

60 tons + 50 tons 80 tons (problem 1)

40 tons + 50 tong' R. 90 tons (problem 2)

60 tons 4- 40.tons ... 100 tons c(problem 3)

Tolya A.'went about selecting the numbers and solving the problems

40 very di.fferently. He selected the numerical data in strict accordance

with the conditions, taking account of the changes of the conditions

of each problem, and used all numerical data.correctly in eblving the

problem. Having correctly selected the dataland solved problem 1, he

chose other data for problem 2; these data were Closer to the conditions

of this problem. Here he no longer indicated the total amount of oats

in the trucks, but used the data.given in the conditions. He indicated

lie amount of oats in the carts in conformity with that in te trucks

,"2t" in the carts and "3t in thd-trucks°) and solved the problem correctly.

In. solving problem 3, he again wrote down the missing data immedi-

ately, but now silently this time. The problem seemed too easy for him;

he wanted to make it more complex by numbers: "Can I'add anOther kilo-

gram? % Well, 50 kg more--2 t 50 kg ?" He solvd the problem correctly.

- in 3 stages. Thus Tolya.A. did npt repeat a single similar solution

in solving'the problems. He correctly used all existing data and

correctly selfected the missing numbers. 4.

b) Average pupils also approached solution of these problems in

.different waYs.

Vova M. outlined a plan of solution and seleCted the numberb at the

same time. ke the couditions,of the problems changed, the solutions toe\

were.changed; -appropriate data'wereselected, and those data in the

conditions were used correspondingly;

Kolya D.:" did not use[the numerical datathe number of trucks--in

solving problems 2 and 3, and solved these problems,wrong. Ko1y1 M.

did not take the number of carts in problem 3 into account and,thJie-

fore also solved this problem'incorrectly.

o) Poor pupils gave diverse solutions, Manya V. used all numerical

cifta given in the conditions and selected only the numbers which were

,needed to solve the given problems. Vitya K. could not determine which
#

pmeripal data were missing in problem 1--th e. number of carts or .the
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. amount of oats. For problem 2 he selected a number that was giVen

there. He began solving problem 3 without first selecting the missing

data. Nina Ts. solved only ,the first problem. Neither the selection

of nttmerical data hor the solutions of problems 2 and 3 agreed pre-

cisely enough with the conditions.

. From the fifth grade pupils' solutions of problems in series II

'it is evident that:

1) Some pupild-selvected numefical data witluit\understanding the

meaning of the conditions of the problems;. they selected numbers for

individual parts of the conditions. Then they began to soive a problem,

,again without accounting for its question, ad either approached the

solution tO itS question blindly or ldrt it 1tinsolved, not 'even mentioning

'it in the solution (Kolya D. did this).

2) )0ther puRklis selected the numerical data in close connection

with the conditions and the question of the problem, and even had a
r-

plan of solution for the probiem4o-be. Vova M. outlinedta plan of

solution at the same time he selected 'numerical data; Manya V. began

to solve problem 2 immediately after solving the question of the probe-

lem.

Seventh Grade (series II)

The seventh grade pupils were given the following three problems

whose solution required that missing numbers be suFplied
.

. Shirts of one size were sewn from silk and from satin.
A meter of silk is more expensive than a meter of
satin. By how many rubles is a silk shirt more
expensive thtin a satin one?

2. Shirts of one size,were sewn from silk and from satin.
3m of material went into each shirt. A teter of silk
is more expensive than a meter of satin. By how many
rubles is a silk shirf more expensive than a satin
one?

3. Shirts of one size were sewn krom silk and from sat,in.
3m of material went into each shirt. A meter of silk
is 40 rubles, and a meter of satin is cheaper. B

how many rubles is a silk shirt more expensive tha
satin one?

The saM?Auestion is asked in each problem, but the problems differ

in their amoUnt of ndmerical data. Unlike the problems given to the
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third- and fifth graders, all three problems of the seventh grade have
e n

two possibilities for selecting numerical data. Here, selection of

numbera for the conditions without the requisite orientation toward the

question of the problem complicates the conditions so much that t4e

solution of the problem becomes almost impossible... Thus, if the num-
,

bars are selected according to the existing.data, then the first con-

dition--"Shirts of one size were sewn from silk and from satin"--lacks

an indication of the number of meters of silk and satin,- which is not

needed to answer the question of the problem, but, on the contrary,

would serve as the basis of superfluous solutions which would tend to

distract one from the correct path.

Sometimes, however, the children begin selecting numbers not

from the beginning, but from the end of the conditions, often because

this part is more obvious for the solution-1n this part the requirement ,

for arfthmetical operations, for directlipolution, is more noticeable

than in Other parts of the conditions; for example:

a) In the condittons "They bronght'.5t in the first truck, 3t

in the second and in the Lird they brought twice as much as in the

Second," despite the question of the problem, "Hew'. many tons of oats

did they bring in the first and second trucks?" the pupils first find

out how much oats was gtought in the third truck (cf. series I);'

b) In the conditions of problem 1, t:Shirts of one size were

sewn fromrsilk and from satin. A meterof silk is more..expensive

than one of satin," numerical data are first selected for the second

part, "A meter of silk...." Thus, havfng begun the selection of

numerical:data from the end of the conditions, one May state the price

of a meter of silk and a meter nf satin, and then the number of meters

going into each shirt; that is, one may select,all_dafa needed to solve

the proposed questions irrespective of the central question, beginning

not from the question of the problem bUt from its conditions. However,

the likelihood of such a selection is less than that described in the

first case.

Let us ascertain when and low numerical data are selected for the

conditions, ifrespective of the question of the problem, and when

numerical data are selected by beginning from the question of the prob-

lem than from the conditions.
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Seventh grade pupils' solutions of problems are more individualized

than the solution; made in the third and fifth grades. Over the period

of instruction the children gradtally.form their own particular approach

to.solving arithmetic problems. What was observed in embryonic form

in solutions by pupils of lower grades grows over years of instruction

into a firm indiVidual guality that manifests itself in a.pnique approach

to the solution of problems and is peculiar and characteristic of each

pupil. Nevertheless, despite this, seventh °graders have something in

common, something powerful, that unites them in the following two

methods of solution of the problems of series II:

First Method

After becoming acquainted with the conditions, the pupil does not

outline a plan of Solving the problem. Numerical data are selected

(correctly or incorrectly) for the logical bits and pieces of the con-

ditions (often correctly), or for individual words according to a formal

feature and not according to content (Often incorrect10. Next the

solution is done according to the iadividual parts of the conditions,

44most. unrelated to the questions. At the vid of such a solution, also

without any connection, the pupil states (cepies from the conditions)

the question of the problem (doing this by habit acquired over the
*

years of'studying problem solving) and solves it, usually 1,ncorrectIy

(Katya B., KolYa S., Olya T.). Or, having selected data for the cOn-

ditions, the pupil gives up on the solution aftogether (Ira G.).

Sometimes there are necessary solutions among solutions of super-
,.

fluous questions, but they are usually lost amidst the incorrect ones;

they are not isolated and used to solve the'question ot the problem

(Ira G. problems 1, 2, 3), The solution of the isolated part itself
,

is obtained as follows:

a) the question is stated according to the sense of the part of

the conditio used for the solution, and numerical data are Selected.

(correctly or incorrectly) for its solution;

h) or the question is stated and solVed by two numbers taken at

random from different vrts of the condttlons.

Katya B., having read problem 1 once, began to whisper something,

continually moving her pencil along the lines of text, pretending
,
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she was thinking studiously, but for a long time did not move. Finally,

lshe selected numbers for the first part of the conditions: "There are

10m of silk and 5m of salin. 5m more expensive than satia....'From

this data she incorrectly determined the numerical data for the second

half of the Conditions ("A peter of silk is more expensive than a meter ,

of satin"): "10 minus 5 ip 5. 5m more expensive." Having made up

only two numbers, both unnecessary for solving the problem, the pupil

began solving the problem.

In trying to guide her to a correct selection of numbers, we asked

00. her what must be known.to determine how much more expensive a silk

shirt is than a satin one. Without thinking, she replied, "4y 2 rubles.

10 divided by 5 is 2 rublesl" She also incorrectly answered the ques-
.

tion whether she had.thought up all the numbers nedessary to know how

much more expensive a silk shirt is than a satin one: "All. Can I

solve it? Should r,write down the,questions?"

Beginning the solution of problem 1, Katya stated various questions

ccortectly following from the conditions) but not those needed to answer

the stated question of the probfem. She copied the question of ithe prob-
.%

lem as the last question. None of the three stages in the plan of solu-

tion were interrelated in either the logical sense or in their utiii-
c

zation of the results of the solutions. Incorrect solutions were given

all three questions and differed only in the arithmetical operations

on the numbers 10 and 5:

1) How many shirts of one size did they sew?'

10 + 5m =. 15m

This question was corrected after the solution of the problem had

been coPpleted:

1) How much silk and satin was there in all?

10 + 5m -,15m

2) How much more expenslive is a meter of silk

than a meter of satfn?

10m 5 = 5m

3) How many rubles more expensive is a silk

shirt than a satft one?

10m 5m 2 rubles. Answer: 2 rubles..
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ForAnoblem 2)she also selected the number of meters of :silk

("20e) and satin("15e) and immediately noted the questions for the

solution: "The first is how much silk and satin there was--20 and 15

is 35m. For each shirt we must divide 35 by 3, how many shirts. they

'sewed. Then, how much more expensive silk is.than satin--20 minus 15

is 5. The fourth question is how much more expensive a silk shirt is

than a satin one. . . ."

In the conditions of prbblem 2 there was one datum--the amount of

material used in one shirt (3m); because of this Katya solved still

andther superfluous question (relative to prob1em.1):

2) How many shirts were sewn?

35m 3m = 11.6 shirts.

This is the only feature distinguishing the solution of problem 1 from

that of problem 2.

For problem 3, in which only the price of silk was omitted, she

selected this datum ("30 rubles'1).But'even though there was then enough

d.sha to solve the problem, she selected (as in the first two problems)

exfra nu4ers: "How much silk and satin were used? 3m 4- 8m."

From the data she had then, Ate pupil solved 4 superfluous ques-
F,

tions: the first two as in the preceding problems and the last two

from a new combination of data; and what is remarkable is that all four

questions were aolVed correctly from the'given conditions. But not

one of them advanced the solution of,the question Of the problem. After

solving the four superfluous questions, she wrote the question of the

problem as the fifth one and solved it incorrectly:

Problem No. 3.

-1) Howmuch silk and satin was there?
4

4m -1-%Elm -,12m

2) How many shirts will hey sew?

12m : 3m = 4 shir s

3) How much doe4,4m )f silk cost

, 40irubles x 4tik= 160 raley

4) How much does 8m oi satin co/st?

30 rubles x 8 240 rubles
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5) How many more rubles does a silk shirt cost
than a satin One?

"740, rubles - 160 = 80 rubles

Answer: 80 rubles more expensive than the

satin.

As can be seen, none of these questions and solutions are related; ,

they have no general direction toward the goal of answering the question

of the problem. This is the result of a "blind" solution with no regard

for the question of the problem. The question of the problem is given

as the last questiOn, and is not logically connected with the existing

solutionstof the four questions. For solving the fifth question--the

question of the probIlm-7the pupil uged only the numerical data--the

resultS of the solution of the-third-and fourth questionsand they are

used according to a formal feature: from the cost of 4m of silk she

wanted to subtract the cost of 8m of satin and thus answer the question

of how much more expensive a silk shirt is than a satin one. But it

appeared that even .this could not be done, since the cost of 4m of silk
*

(160 plbles) is less than the cost of 8m of satin (240 rubles). Then the

pupil simply stopped at thisfirouble'spot, saying, "You can't take 240

from 160! But what if I turn it around: take 160 from 240?* If I

mixed up the numbers...." She stopped here; she subtracted 160 from

240.

Lond Method

After becoming acquainted with;)the conditions, the pupil outlines

a general plan of solvfng the' probleMi then selects ihemumerical data.

In this method: a) the numerical data are selected for the questions

of the plan outline,,, and the solution is obtained without performing

any superfluous solUtions (Nina M., 'tura B.); b) the plaii of Solution

is outlined (with fEwme egsistance, howeverT, and stated orally, but

is not k-eallied in'the writLen solution and does ncit determine the

selection of numerical data (Tamara Sh.). In cases similar to Tamara's

solution, written solutions are incorrect and are,rather,solutions of

the conditions of the problem, as described in the first way (see above).

For clarity let us cite the solutions given by Nina M. and Tamara

St
Nina M. logically outlined a plan of solving the problem and began to
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select numbers for the orally stated question of the plan: "We must

find out how much one silk shirt costs and how much one satin shirt

'cOsts. This means we must divide. [Pause.] To know how much one

shirt costs, we must know how much the material costs: lm of silk

and lm of satin, and then how many meters went into making I shirt

[pause], say 3m [writes in the conditions "3m in each"].. A me r of

silk costs40 rubles, and a teter of satin, 18--no! I say 21 ubles

[writes in conditions]." ,

' She solved the problem easily and correctly,in 3 stages..-She ,
9

solved problems 2 and 3 just as easily, understanding that they-were
,

solved iike problemil: "This is the same one. YOu made a mistake. Yoiu

gave me this problem'before. I just have'tO do the same thing over

again. The same numbers....". Nina M. even under4 stood the system of

these problems, how they differed: "Are we going to solve some more?
,

Probably the same kind again, but here the price of satin is given!"

Tamara Sh. selected numbers and solved problems very differently..

She read the conditions of problem l, shook her shoulders,-sat silently

dnd did not begin the soltloion. She correctly answered the question
r

of what must be found in the problem: "flow many rubles more expensive

it a silk shirt than a satin one? We need to know how much a silk
.or

shirt costs and.., how mucli a satin one costs." But she could not

apply or concretize this correct general plan.

Thus only two pupils--Nina M. and Yura B.--independently outlined

flthe pl of solution and then selected numerical data for its question,

Mos t of the pupils began selecting data for the conditions and solving
/

the problem irrespective of its question; even work such as selection
0

of numbers for solving a stated question, which requires an analytic

means of analyzing problems, was done by the pupils with all possible

variations'of the synthetic method of exposition and solution of the

conditions.

The firsf method of solution is closer to the synthetic method,

and the second is closer to the analytic method of decomposing and

solving complex arithmetic problems. %However, neither was completedt

'here. The first way--the most characteristic of the pupils--was not

used as a rule after "bIttid" solutions of individual parts of the

conditions,,after "superfluous synthesis," to answer the question of
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the problezl. In the second way the general plan of solution is net
,

realized before the end, according to the concrete conditions of the

problem.

While we attempted to guide the pupils (which we usually did when

ehey were solving problem 2) toward a correct plan of solution and

selection of the data by shortened analysis, they correctly stated .

the general plan of solption but followed their own habitual method.

.when writing the solution. In their method of solving individual parts

of the conditions by synthesis, they forgot aboUt the orally composed

plan." We-40.41 more success in directing the pupils along the correct

path of solution by a prelimi

concrete problem.

Selection of a Question 'for Numerical Data of the Conditions

Third Gr'ade (serieA III)

oral solution of a simple, analogous,

The third grade pupils ware given the following two conditions

(A and B) and asked to state a question corresponding to them and to

solve .the problem thus obtained:

Gondition A. For May Day a school bought 62m of red satin:

32m,was used for posters, 24m for banners and the rest for flags.

Gondit4on B. Z birdhouses and one little table were made from"

17 boards. 2 boards were used for each birdhouse And the rest for the

table.

The question following immediately from condition A is, "How many,

meters of satin were used for the flags?" From condition B it is, "How

many boards were uaed for the table?"

Condition B is sothewhat hirder to dolve than A because:

1) The mathematical content of B is more complicated than that of

A (the first question is solved by multiplication, the second by sub-

traction, while condition A requires either addition and subtraction or

only subtraction).

2) The disposition of the nuterical data in B is also:different:

it hinders the selection of data for the solution (data for solving the

first.question are placed in two semantically distinct parts of the

conditions).

3) The question follows more-easily from A and has logical

sense: boughtused for; (spent)remainedhow much remained.
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4 In B there is no such clear sequence im the placement of the parts

Of the conditions.

Several methods may be used in stating the questions for conditions

A and B:

First Method

The'questiOn for the conditions is stated in the logical sense of

the whole condition, without solving the problem from its nuMerical

'data; only then is the solution for Elie stages of the plan indicated

(numerical data, arithmetical operations). in this case the solution

of the problem may be correct; but a mistake may appear when the logi-

cally correct plan.of solution is not realized precisely enough in

terms of the existing concrete data of the conditions.

Second Method

One may begin the. salution from the existing numerical data, and,

in solving the problem, may answer the last question ending the solu-
,

tion. The last result may be written As the answer to,the problem.
, -

The snlution to the problem may be" correct, if the subject composes a

correct plan anfl the final question coincides with the4possible question

of the prOblem; or it may be incorrect, if the questions solved blindly

are not interrelated but instead are superfluous or incorrect.

Third Method -

The question may be Iltated with respe,c,t to a feature of the words

at the end-of the conditions: "...and the rest fór flags" (ending of

condition A) means one may ask, "How much was used for the flags?"

...and the rest for the table" (ending of conditiori B) means, "How

much.was used for the table?"

Such a solution to the problem is often Wrong. Let us examine

how our pupils selected questions for the conditions, and how they

then solved their own problems. The third graders selected the ques-

tions and then solved the problems by varinus methods; the difference

was4t4ore noticeable in average and poor pupils:*

1) Some pupils selected questions from the logical sense of the

conditions, stating in passing the solutions to the questions of:the

plan (Yuliya S.); others began the solution withoutihaving selected

the questions for the conditions. .However, these solLtions were
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accmipanied by the questions, end the laSt question for the last solu-

tion is taken for the question of the whole conditions (Lesha S.).

In both cases, however, the questions ofthe pYlan and their solutions

were closely interrelated, the difference being which of them was stated

.first--the question or its solution.

Yuliya S. and Lesha S. stated the questions and performed the solu-
.

tions simultaneously, without disconnecting them. Yuliya S. stated a
,

question and immediately corroborated it with its solution. Lesha S.

explained a solution with the correct question. If, however, the pupils

did not succeed in stating.the correct questions of theplano\ the solu-.

tion suffered--they then gave incorrect solutions to incorrect problems

(Nts. P.). .46

Yuliya S., having read condition B, correctly selected the cuestion

for it and began outlining questions of the plan, reoiting their olu-

tions: "Here we need how many boards were used for the table... 1

boards...2 board's taken 4 times is 8.-8 boards for birdhouses [wr tes

and correctly solves the first question]. In the second question we

find out..-.take 8 from 17...how many boards were used for the table" \

to.

[she also solves'the second problem correctly].

Nina P. tried first to outline the questions of the plan: "How

much satin they bought for flags...for posters and flags...how much \

was used for... for...?" Thus, not having explained the solution and

not understanding what she learned by this solution, she began to carry

f\ait out; then she added "62m + 32m 95m." She stAted the'wTong

question for this--not the'one she had outlined first, but the last one:

"How much was used for posters?"

Nina P. incorrectly stated'questions for oonditions A and B, not
No.

because of. ,the splutions, but because she did not completely understahd

the general sense of the plan; she did not imagine ti* concrete ddta

alp relationships given in th conditions. The solutions were given

according to one pattern: t first two data from the conditions are

added, and the last datum is subtracted from this result. Furthermore,

the solutions obtained were not always explained; the questions orally

stated were not used in the written solution.

. 2) Other pupils-, primarily the poor ones, immediately stated

questions for all the conditions of the problem according 'to a formal
6
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feature--the words at the end of'the conditionar-or, not having stated

a question, they began manipulating the numerical data, giving.no

attention to their own question selected fOr the entire problem. The

qUestion of the problem remained unsolved (Vova P.,)veta P., Yulii P.)

Ynlii P. began performing arithmettcal operations on numbers with=

out being able to explain them, without even stating a question to the
.

problem. Having read the conditions, he began solving it; "We need

to a'cid 32 to 24... it is 56... then take 62 from ..." When he,was

asked, "What do yOu learn by subtracting 62 from 56?" he answered,

"No! I made a mistake...'first you have to take 32 from 62 [to find]

how much material was left "

He did not write the specific question,."How many,metera/of

material wete left?" 'He began to solve the problem following the

pattern we have seen before.' He subtracted the second datum from the

first, tten added the last one from the numerical data in.the coAditions

to the result:

1) 62m 32m = Om

2) 30m + 24m 54m

Answer: 54m.

He could not correctly exp.lain his solutions. The pupil ehought

'that in the first solution he was findliig out "that 30m of satin

into flags," andin
.

the second "how much satin wa&.left.

Thus the question was fitted to.the conditions, aot according to

the lOgical semantics of the conditions and not as a result of the solu-

tion of correct questions, but by a 'false solution, based on a serious
*

misunerstanding .of the semantics of the -conditrons, The conditiens

stved pat 'satin "went into" a flag, There is a question implied in the'

condi,tions, "How many mbters of material were left?" Statemerlp of the

qaestion'of the Problem preceded a series of attempts to solve the

conditions without a queRtilan, "We have to take.17 twice; we mi§t add

4 to 17; we mnstftake 4. from 17," and so on.

Having written the cipestion Cor condition B, the: pupil gave this

solution:,

1) 17 boiirds 4 boardg t 13 boards went_into
'making the birdhouse

13 boards : 2 = 12 (1)**12 boards were left.

dr
*(1) indicates'a rema0inder of 1 (Ed.)
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Characteristic traits of these c ldren (lova G., Sveta P.,

.Yuliya P.) are their insufficient undestanding'.of the senae of the

conditions and.the fact that they brbuiht something from themselves

r
tnto the problemsThresiAting situatiOn different from the one

proposed in the problem. VovEi G., having stated the correct question

to thd,conditióna, gave an incorrect solution: "27 4 " and

explained it, disregarding the conditions. "how much went into mak,ing

boards? How much 'went into making a chair?, Bow much went-into making

a fence?". 'Nothing is said in the conditions about a chair or a fence.

Sveta P., at the same time she read the problem, stated something that

was nbt.there: "2 boards went into: each.board, 2 boards,-2 logs

went into each..." while there was no mention of logs in the problem.

Fifth Grade (serieg III)

The4filt grade pupils were given the following conditions and

asked to state the queition for them and then solx;e the problem: "Far

their work on a new building the plasterers-were-paid 2,890 rubles and

the painters were paid one tenth as much as this."

The following questions may be applied to these conditions:

1. ROW much money'was paid to the painters?

' 2. How much money was'paid to the painters and the plasterers?

3. How many more rubles were paid the plasterers than the painters?

There are several approaches to fulfilling the assignment:

.a). Eithef'state question 1 from the two data of the conditions,

'solve .it, and thedl 'from the amount of money paid the painters and

plasterers, state .questiori 2 or 3; or, do not-state questions 2 add 3,

but stop with the solution of question 1, which is a posilbte ablution.

b) Or, wlthout solving question 1, directly select question 2

or 3, following the logical content-of the conditions, write dArn the

seleAed questiod, and loolve the 4problem.

The problem -xcept for the novelty of-its formconditi:ons

without a question-16 not difficult.

'The fifth graders solutions of the problems differ uot so much

in fhe results as in the ways they, are obtained. The fifth graders

4 fulfilled ,the assignment similarly to the third graders:

a) Some pupils, r6ading the conditions, stated the apPropriate
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question and then began to s lve the problem (Tolya A., Vova M.,

Nina Ts., Vitya K.);

b) Others, without stating a question for the entire condition,

began the solution (Tonya L., Kolya D.,)Kolya M., Manya V.).

Of the pupils in group a, Vitya K. was unsuccessful in correctly

stating and solving the question of the problem. He read the conditions

and noticed ths4absence of the question of the problem; "But what is

ithe question here...? There isn't any! Oh, it must be how much.,they

plastered: how much the plasterers wer,e paid for 3 rooms..c."

,06kHe stated and solved this incorrect question ce ing the bounds

of the given conditions:

1) How much did they pay the plasterers

. 2890 rubles 3 = 963 (1) rubles

o s?

When requested to state and solve another question, Vitya gave

anotker question and solved it, now not even using the numerical data

from the conditions but making it up himself: 2)"How much did they

pay the painters for 1 room?" He began seeking data, wrote down

changed the question from "1 room" to "2 rooms" (obviopsly so he would

be able to divide 10 by,2), and gave this solution: "10 :.2 = 5 times;

Answer: 5 times." He himself.was amazed at his inept solution: "What's

this? It comes out-5 times!", He thought a moment and agreed with him-

self, took this solution as correct, since "it dOesn't come out any

more...."

All puPils in group b, who did the solution according to their

habitual synthetic-method, solving question after question,.completed

the assignment correctly. However, having solved the first question,

they did not continue solving the problem unless reminded of this.

Seventh Grade (series III)

The seventh ils were given the following conditions and

were asked to select a question and solve the problem obtained: "Two

bicyclists each traveled a:distance of 52.8 km: The first was on the

road for 6,hours, and the second for 4 hours."

For these conditions there are two questions for-whose answer all

the given data must b used:

1: How many kilum rs per hour did.' each bicyclist travel?
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How many kilometers per hour .faster did the second bicyclist

the first?

o solve question 2 one must first solve two independent'questions:

How many kilometers vx hour did the first bicyclist travel?

How many kilometers per hour did the second bicyclist travel?
o

The problet is characterized by the difficulty of establishing

the relationship between its data (4Astance-speed-time of travel).

Only Nina M. could handle this task successfully. No other pupil

could cope with such a task, although they made various attempts ta

complete it. Each pupil tried to do the task in his own unique manner;

as a-consequence there are no identical answers among the obtained

results. The solutions differ in thk questions selected for each con-

dition, andin the methods of sOlution of the problems obtained.

Among the questions selected by the pupils there are none alike.

The pupils selected questions such as:

"How much earlier did the second bicyclist return:than the tirst?"

.1mr

"How many kilometers did each travel?"' (Yura B.) 4

"In how many hours will they meet?" (Ira S.)

Such diverse questions convinced us again of,the exclusively

individual approach to the solution of problems, characteristic of

pupils in the seventh grade. Identical tonditions were understood

and solved differently by each pupil. In doing this: (1) some pupils

carried all the possible solutions and made mistakes, but did not alter

the conditions or introduce something from themselves into the con-

ditions; they did not distort the original sense; (2) others, however,

with little regard for the given conditions, imagined a problem similar

(Kolya S.)

"HoW tany kilOmetersdid they both travel together?" (Tatars Sh.)

"How much did the first bicyclist travel?" (Katya B.)

"How many kilOmeters did each bicyclist travel in 1 hour?" (Nina

N.)

"How many kilometers did both bicyclists travel together in 1 hour?"

(Nina M.)

'How many more kilometers in 1 hour did the second b cyclist travel

than the first?" (Nina M.)

"How much did they travel altogether?" (hours?) (Olya T.)

5 8
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to, but not quite the same as, the given problem and solved it,

distorting its conditions.

The pupils in group (1) (Nina M., Olya T.) carried out the solu-

tion according to the given conditions, without introducing anything

from themselves or distorting the sense. Either they understood all

the conditions and carried out all the solutions possible from them

(Nina M.), or they used only a part of the conditions for the solution

(Olya T.). In both cases the stated questions and solutions did not

deviate from the given conditions.

The'pupils in group (2) (Kolya S., Tamara Sh., Katya B., Yura. B.,

Ira S., and Ira G.), misunderstood the conditions or, having changed ..

them at their own discretion, stated questions which deviated from the

conditions, and, therefore, could not be answered correctly. At the

time.the pupil.was reading the conditions, he was trying, to understant

the given problem, and he was also answering the teacher's questions;

that is, he was solving a concrete problem. Therefore, the questions

which the pupil stated ,nd solved sometimes combine tdo plans of solu-
, tl,

tion for two problems- e given concrete problem and the problem imaginedh

by the pupil. Because of this fact, th-euestions are distinguished by,

their'extreme vagueness. In such cases the solutions almost always
-

proceed independent of the questions; they digress from the stated ques-

tions, and usually reflect the conditions of the given problem, rather
,

than the imagined one.

Yura B. quickly stated an incorrect question to the conditions:

"How many kilometers did eaeh bicyclist travel?" He assumed that the

bicyclists were traveling toward each other. He made it his aim to

find:

1) vow many kilometers did the first bicycllist
travel in 6 hours?

2) How many kilometers did the secOlind bicyclist travel
in four hours?

For-such an assumptton, these questions cannot be answered from the

given data. In his solutions to the statea questions, Yura determined,

not what he had indicated in the questions, but th.e speed of the first

and second b/cyclistA in 1 hour. .

Katya B.'s solution is even more characteristic. She assumed

that the bicyclists traveled the 52.8km going toward each other., that
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each one traveled half the rout, (which is also not given in the mon-
*

ditions), and that each bicyclist was en .route for half the time indi-

cated in the conditions. From these suppositions, but without

utilizing the relationship between the data, which is given in the

conditions, she solved four incorrect problells:

1) How, far did... What vas the distance between
-, the,two bicyclists?

52.8km f 2 = 26.4km

2) How

t
ng did the first bicyclist travel?

hours 1 2,... 3 hours

3) How long did the second bicyclist travel?

4 hours + 2 .- 2 hodrs

4) How long did 1 bicyclist travel?

3 hours 1 hour = 1 hour .

Answer: He traveled for 1 hour.

As we see, Katya carried out the solution', not on the basis of

the conditions given her, but "rather on the basis of the problem she

had,made up herself, which she imagined as she read the given conditions.

In conclusion,we present,an original solution of the problem by

Kplya S. He was able to choose numerical data with only one terminology:

he stated questions either on-finding the time of travel or on finding

the distance. Kolya could not establish the relationship between the

numerical data (route--time--speed). Judging the time of travel, he

tOught only about that; judging the distance, Ale imagined it, too,

outside any connection with other data (time--speed). He tried to

solve the problem, stating a series of incorrect questions which diverged /

from the stated conditions. These thoughts and questions, stated in

passing about the condi ions, do not correctly reflect a single relation-

ship between the data a d the conditions: "By how many hours...in how

many hours did the st bicyclist travel...how mIch longer... I dowtt,

know, I'll break my head over

He stopped stating questions on the numerical data ekpressing time

(hours) and began stating questions on the data expressing, distance (the

route in kilometers); "What distance more did the second bicyclist travel

than the first... and how many more kilometers did the firSt bicyclisl

.travel than the second...:"
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The pupil was asked to write the questions he had stated and to

solve tgem, "Please, you write, then they'll swear... I have to take

a look... I don't understand." And again he gave incorrect questions:

"What distance did the bicyclists travel toward each other?" This

question is not lacking all meaning if it is assumed that the bicyclists

traveled the 52.8 km goins'toward each other; but such a supposition

deviates from the data of the conditions.

At this point Kolya S. stopped stating questions, holding to the

conditiOns, and began recalling a similar problem he had once solved:

"We solved a problem once... how much earlier dicIthe second bicyclist

return than the first? But I don't know how to solve it... take 4

hours from 6?"
4%) .

Finally he wrote one sinsle incomzect and unclearly formulated

question:

A) 'Bow much earlier did the second bicyclist
return than the first?

, 6 hours - 4 hours 2 hours

Answer: 2 hours!

A
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Preliminary Analysis of the Conditions, Composition of the Oral Flan,

and Written Solution of the Frobiellt

Third Grade (series IV)

Prelimina analysis of th, conditions by the analytic method

The third grade pupils were given a composite arithmetic problem

solvabt in two operations (taultiplicati.on and subtraction): "From 17m,

of cloth 4 coats and 1 smock were sewn. 3m of cloth were used for each

coat. How many meters of cloth were used for the smock?"

Eal.pupil was asked to read the conditions of the problem aloud

and, with the solved problem before him, to answer the teacher's ques

tions. The. teacher's questions and the pupil's answers aimed toward

'examining thea problem analytiially.

1. What was sewn from the cloth?

Ia. And what else? (If the pupil does not give a complete
,

answer.) '

2. What must be found out in the problem?

3. What else was,the cloth used for besides the smock?

4. What must be known in order to determine how much

cloth was used in one smock?

5. How4nan37 meters, of cloth were there altogether?

6. Is it known in the problem how much cloth was used in

all the cOats?,

441111". 7. How can we find out how many meters of cloth were used

in all the coats

8. By what arithmetical operation can we find this? (What

do we have to do forthis?)

9. How do we find out howmany meters of cloth were used for

the smock, if we know how many meters of cloth were used in the coats?

After answering these questions, the pupil orally composed a plan

and began the written solution of the problem.

The aim of such a iftdividual lesson was to ascertain: a) which

questions the pupils.find hard to answer, and why; and where and what

are the greatest difficulties encountered by the children LI the

analytic method of examining the given concrete problem; and b) how

much this analysis of the problem will help the pupil solve'the problem;

Itt
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in other words, what is the rtlationship between the ability to

answer questions in analyzing a problem, and the ability to compose a

plan 9f solution and solve the problem independently. We,should

examine the la ter, since in the preceding series the pupils showed a

divergence beiween their oral arguments and their subsequent written

solution of the problem.
,

In order to answer the questions posed in (a) and (b), let us

examine the results of the pupils' solutions. Analytic analysis of the

ifiaalhm was not made id ically by the pupils ,6 and showed a varying

influence on their subse uent solution. There were differences between

good, average, and weak pupils. At the same time, there was a common

factor, qharacteristic of all pupils, in their analysis and solution

of problems:

1. A common trait observeA in all the pupils is their inability

to extract the question'of the problem from the conditions and state it

independently. In rylding the conditions, no child could immediately

tell what was to be found in the problem. Instead of indicating the

question of the problem, they began'to read the conditions, to try to

solve the problem; they repeated the isolated parts of thi conditions

which first came to heir attention.

2. In elucidating the question, with the teacher's assistance,

, all the children had trouble taking the nect step in analytic analysisl

t4ey could not indicate both data neided for the solution the ques 1

tion of the problem. Instead of the two data, the pupils:

a) named only one datum, and always an unknown: ," e must deter-

i. mine how Aany meters went for the coats"; that is, they tated the first

qnestion in the plan of solving the problem (Lesha S., Y ya S., and

Vera K.)&.

b) named'no data at all for solving the question of problem,

but solved the first question of the.plan (correctly or-incorr tly);

that is, in answer to the question of what must be known "'Order to

4

6
As might be expected weak pupils, and some average ones,

experienced the gr,eatest difficulties in analyzing and solving problems.
It is the solutions of these pupils which we shall principally consider I

here.
h6.
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answer the question of the problem, the pupils indicated arithmetical

operadons on data in the conditions, either correct ones needed to

beg he,solUtion ("We 'have to multip,ly 4 x 3," Lena K., Vova G.),

, or in ct operations an the first two numbers from the conditions

(mus ye_ 17 - 4... 17 3... 17 + 4... 17 4," Yulii P., Nina
;'

M.)/

iifter analyzing the conditions, the pupils compose.4 an oral plan

o?Psolution and then began the written solution of the problem. In

composing the oral plan, none of the pupils indicated the questions

of the plan of solution, but stated the solution at first (arithmetical

operation and the data), and only then stated questions for the solu-

tions. Written solutions were also begun by solving questions of the

plan1 and only then wds the solution somehow explained.

It is remarkable that the analysis of the conditions influenced

the pupils' composition of the oral plan and solution of the problem

in 44offerent ways.

a) Yulii P. n Sveta P., in.their analysis of the conditions,_
anpwered questions botn correctly.and incorrectly. Beginning compo-

sition of the oral plan, they forgot and could not be guided by the

conclusions (correct in the end) which they had stated in the analysis.

In composing-the e,ral plan mentally, their first, incorrect answers

were used.primarily; the later'answers, which they obtained with the

teacher's assiVtance, were forgotten;

b) Like Yulii P. and Sveta P., Nina P.,.in analyzlng the prob-

lem, first gave incorrect and then cotrect answers. But unlike them,

she did not re peat a single incorrect question or solution in composihg

the oral-plan. She did her solution on the basis of her.correct, but

not immediately iaolated, answers.

c) Vova G. correctly answered all the teacher's questions; but

erred in composing the plan; he did not inmiediae outline the.correct

questions of the plan.



Preliminary analysis of the conditions by the synthetic method (third

grade)

The pupils of the third grade were given a arithmetic problem of

the same difficulty as the problem given for solution by the analytic

method of preliminary analysis. "Ffom 18 sheets of iron 8 pans and one

trough were made. Two sheets of iron wee used for each pan. How

many sheets of iron were used for the trough?"

Aftir reading the conditions, the pupils answered the following

questions, which directed their thought toward the synthetic method of

analyzing the problem:

1. What was made from the iron?

2. How many.troughs were made/

3. How many pans were made?

4. How many sheets of iron were used for each pan?

5. What can'we find out if it is known that 8 pans we're made

and thatv2 sheets of iron were used far each pan?

6. How can we learn this?

7.?' What do we obta.tulf we multiply 8 by 2?

8 What was made from the rest of the iron?

9. How many sheets of iron were there altogether?

10. How many sheets of iron were used for the pans?

11.. What can we find out if it is known that there were 18 sheets

of iron altogether and we know how many were usyd for pane

12. How can we learn this?

13. What do we find but if we subtract 16 sheets frcp'18 sheets?

After synthetically.analyzing the conditions, the pupil composed an

oral plan and began the written solution.

Like the analytic analysis,' the pupils synthetically analyzed the

conditions with varying deeees of success as they encountered their

own particular difficulties; the analysis had a varying influence on
r.

the sul5sequent written-s6lution of the probIm,,

i In their synthetic analysis of the conditions, the pupils experi-
.

enced the .following difficulties:

1) For most of the pupil., it was difficult to respond to the

questions with the prepared nswers existing in the 'conditions (that

is, they could not isolate, and extract from the conditions, data
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necessary for the answer). Lena.K., Sveta P., and Nina P. could not

even ansWer the first questioll i_e" "What was made from the iron?"

Vera K., Yulii P., Lesha S., Yuliya S., Nina P. and Vova G. could

not state the number of troughs made--a datum given in the conditions

(in answer to question 2). One of the reasons.for this is purely

formal--the number of troughs ("1") was given not as a numeral, but

as a word ("one trough").

2) For all pupils, however, the main difficulty was with question.

5, in which a question is stated using two numerical data. Only one

pupil, Vera K., stated the question and then indicated its solution,

The majority of pupils, however, gave the solution (numerical data

and arithmetical operations) without stating the question:

Correctly: Yulii P., Valya Ch., Lesha S., Yuliya S., Nina P.,

Vova G.

b) incorrectly: Lena K., Sveta P.

No pupils who indicated a correct sol4kion of the first question

could explain it correctly (the)result obtained by multiplying 2'sheets

by 8). The children.first stated an incorrect question to the correct

solution they gave, and some.of thet could not correctly explain this
54.

solution (Valya C., Nina p., Lena K.--second solution).

After a synthetic analysis of the conditions, the pupils composed \

an oral plan'and then began the written,solution of the problem.

Identical analyses of the conditions were not given by the pupils:

1) Yulii P. answered incorrectly and with difficulty; he did not

listen to questions Ittentively and did not realize the logical direction

of the questions he was asked, a realization which could have Iolped

him solve'the problem. It was felt that. he approached the solution in

his own special manner, shifting with difficulty to the teacher's ques-

tions. However, despite the incorrect oral answers given during his

analysis bf the problem, he correctly solved the,problem in writing.

,Valya Ch. answered the questions proposed and orally composed a

correct plan of solution: in the written solution, however, she did

not state the first question of the plan which she gave orally; in

other words, the oral argument of both Valya Ch. and Yulii P. differed

from the written solutions.
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2) A different quality is observed in Lesha S.,.Yuliya S.,

and Nina P. These children employed the orally stated ideas more

directly ip the, solution. They answered the teacher's questons

correctly and then correctly solved the problem (Lesha S., Yuliya S.);*

they erred in'their argument, however, and in the solution (stating,

the question for the solutions--Nina P.).

3) Sveta P. answered only ,a few questions, requiring great effort

and the teacher's assistance. She even incorrectly selected the data

given in the conditions for her answer. Incorrect results were given

, independent of the incorrect answers made during the analysis of the

conditions.

Tifth Grade (series IV)

Preliminary analysis of the'conditions by the analytic method

The fifth gtade pupils were given a compound arithmetic problem

solvable in thiee operations (subtraction and two questions of'addition):

"A harvest of rye and oats was collected on a kolkhoz. inm one field

rye they collected 132t 4c and from another, 9t 2c less.

124t_ 7c of oats were collected from the first field, and 17t 3c more

than this from the second. How many tons of grain were harvested from

all the fields of the kolkhoz?"

There are two ways to solve the problem.

The first way leads ipore quickly to an answer for the question o

the problem:

1) Row much rye was harvested from the second field?

2) How much oats was harvested frqm the second field?

3) How many tons of grain did the kolkhoz harvest from all

its fields?

The second way is longer, in a plan of five questions, and contains

two superfluous questions (2 and'4):.

1) How much rye was harvested from the second field? ,

#
2) How much rye in all was harvested from the two fields?

3) How much oats was harvested from the second field?

4) How much oats in all was harvested from the two fields?

centner nag (Trans.)
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5) How many tons of grain did the kolkhot harvest from all it6

fields?

After he read the conditions, each pupil was given questions from

the analytic method'Of analysis:

1) What must we find aut in the problem?

2) What does "how many tons of grain in all" mean? 'Is this how

many tons of rye or of oats?

3) How many fields were Rlanted with rye?

4) With oats?
/

5) WhatT Fe have to know to determine how many tons ofigrain

the kolkhoz hvBsted from all its fields2

6) From which fields do we know how many tons of grain were

harvested?

7) And from which fields is it not known hpw many tons of grain

yere harvested, a quantity,which we must determine.

8) How do we...find out how many tons of rye were harvested'from

the second field?

9) HOw do we find out how many tons of oats were harvested from

the second field?

10) How do we then find out how many tons of rye and oats alto-

gether were harvested from all tha fields by the kolkhoz?

After the analytic analysis, the pupil is asked to compose a plan

("Tell me how you are going to solve this problem"), after which he

begins an independent solution of the problem.

The excellent fifth grade pupils were relatively more successful

in anAlytically analyzing the problem than were the third graders. The

poor puplas (and Kolya D., an average pupil), however, encountered the

same difficAlties which had been observed in the third graders (see

above). Kolya D. could not say whatzwas to be found out in the prob-
,

lem. Only at the teacher's request did he read the question of the

problem. When asked que4lion 5, what must be known in ordtr to answer

the question of the problem, he named only one unknown datum. This.is
t -

the cause of the error in kolya's solution; )1e did not select the known

data given in the problem (the quantity of grain from the first fields)

in order to solVe the third question.
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The poor pupils '(Manya V., Nina lik., Vitya K.) did not recogn'ize

the question of the priplem. When aske what must be found out in

problem, they stated the firat question of the plan of solution: "How

,much rye was harvested from the second fiield?'.! Just like the third

graders, the poor fifth graders had trouble answering qu'estion 5 (what
I

must be known to answer the question of the problem?). Instead of

the answer--"We must know how mucclgraitIthe kolkhoz harvesta from

each field"--the pupils stated an arithmetical,operation (addition):

"We must add..." (Vitya K.).

"We must add..:.. frdt the'first and from the second" (Malaya V.)..

"We must join oats and rye together" (Nina Ts.).

Besides the general difficulties common to third and fifth graders,

individual fifthioraders mjeOunterAt-special troubles). For,a'long time,
,

1.. for instance, Vitya K. could not understand wliat was already known from

the conditions (from what fields rye was harvested) nd what was un-

.known. Manya V.°gave three incorrect answers to therquestion, "From how

many fields was rye harvested?" 1
.--

/
.

'. Each pupil composed hia oWn Dial plan and solved the probleM in--
0

writing. Vitya K. deally.outkined 1-iree,correct questIons of the plan

and named the cor'rect -ate for solving the third question (the question

of the problem); but in the .written solution he di4 not use' a/1 the --'

v
data for solving the third question, and hence did not anslor the ques-

.

.

don of the problem. Manya V., ilespite mistakes in analysis, outlined
,

edetailed and time consuming way of solving the problem in.five ques-

tions, and Obtained the.precise answer to the question of the problem
,

(sheAloneofalithepoorpupilsdidthis):NinaTscomposing anr,
,

oral plan, *ated necessary and.unnecessary questions and finaliithe-
.

came completely Confu ed. However, as soon as she was asked,. "What is

the first question?", stated the correct first quebtion and was

.0n able to further or lly outline the plan of solution in three

stages. But she erred again in the written soluttin. She did not

indicate all data for the solution of the third question (the question

of' the problem), bu.t added only the quantity of oats and rye harvested

from the second fields.

Why do thp poor pupils (including a good pupil, Tolya A., and an
0
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aVerage pupil, Kolya D.), when asked to'state the. question 'of the prob-

'1;em-sotate the first question of the plan of solution? It, appearsthat

as soon-as the pupil has-read the conditions he be-ins the solution bf

. the question--an attempt is made to state the question from the give

data (synthesis). He states this solution as the ansWer to the teacher's

queStión. Moreover, the question far directing the subject's.thinking

("What must be found outin ttie problem?"), when ke has alrea4 found

pub something in the Iroblem, is perceived by him as a confirrIlationoof

hIszi. This is why, the pupiranswers .without even notieing his

m ista e states.the first question of the plan of solution, ,As can

s
be \seen, the basis for this tendency is the habjof solving a.problesa

without the requisite understanding of the requirement of the question-

of thepYoblem, the habit of approaching analysis of a Iroblem in-the

'synthetic manner.
y.

Another fault characteristick-of most pung_ls of the fifth grade,

and of all pupils,of the third grade, 1n Lswering the fundamental

questions of an analy4c character (our question 5), is,the "half-and-

half answer "--the indicatiop of only one daellm necessary for solving

the question of the problem and, as we have seen, an-unknown-datum.
0

What is the cause of tfiis characteristic peculiarity? 13esides the flaw

in ihstruction, in which the children hre usually not required to sate

two 'data, the pupils uhderstand the question, "What must be known in

order to answex the question of the problem?" as the simpler quetion,

"What must be foUnd In the prbblem, which umknowns are to be deterYined,

in order tO answer the question'of die problem?" Therefore the pupils,

almost without noticing their error, state only the unknown datum for

solving the questions of the pyóblem tosind sight of the known,data
g

given in the conditions. For this reason,' as' we saw ibove, the ques-
%

tion'of, the probldM, was Incort'ectly Solved by several pupils (Koiya D..,
.,

,

Vitya Nina,Ts4. '

;.

Vie---sood and average fifth grade pupils, 111)1J,ke the third grad4e.

w'ere, able to isolate and s ate' the qus'tionsof\the problem.

Motreover, they show (qualitatively increased abflities in plan4compo-
/

.,:sitIpA and in problem Olving. _The pupils outlined the oral i'lan not
.

4by indicating the arithMeti4a1.00 ation .as ndthe data,.but by first
9

staLing the questions; they rafel stated the 'SoltStione to Lhe

.1 ..6e1A1
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' Written solutiojawere also always begun with a.statement of the

'queStions; then, e solutions were given. questions of the oral .

plan and the wri tea solution did not differ. .4

PreliMinary analysis.of the conditions by the synthetic method (fifth

1/rade)*

The fifth grade pupils were given a compound arithmetic problem

with the same mathematical content as'the problem given for solution

using preliminary analysis by the analytic method: "Some fruit's and

vegetablei were bought. '24r 40k were paid for pears and 4r 70k less

:Chan this for apples. 7r 40k were- paidfor potatoes and 14r 60k more

than this for o%ions How muCh moneY was paid for the entire purchase?"

There are two ways to solve'the,problem: e77.
The lid.rst way (the ahorter one).uses a plan with ehree'questions:

1) How much money was paid for the apples?

2) liow'much°money was paid,for the onions?
'44

much mons); was paid for the entlpe.puechase?

The second way is longer, requIring the solution of these three

questions and two others.

After he has read the conditions; the pupil ie given ulestions

from the synthetic method of analyzing the problem:, ,

1. 'What fruits and vegtables were bought?

4. How much was paid for ,potatoes? For_onions? VOr pea

,For apples? ,

2a. For,which iteMs do you know how much was paid,.and for which

do you not Low?

3. How.much was paid for the Forthe apples? What may

be found out from these numbers?

4. How can you find out how much was paid for, the apples

5. What else was bought?

6. How much was paid for the i)otatoesZ For the onions? What

4 may be found out from theee numbers?

7. How can YOu Pind out how much was paid for the onions?

8. When you have,..fqund how much was paid for the applea and

the onions, and the prtblem'indicates how much was paid for the pears

and the potat what wiTl you tAen be"a1.2je ro find out?
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9. How will iou be able to find out how much was paid for the

entire purchase? -

After the synthetic analysis, the pupils bebn oral composition

of the plan; they then solVed the problem in writing.

The fifth graders handled this type of assignment with more
4

success than the third graders. ,

The results of the analysis and subsequent solution of the problem

are somewhat different in children of different degrees.of aptitude;

this distinction is most notizeable in children of weaker aptitude and

less noticeable in the good and average pupils.

a) All the good andYayerage pupils correctl
alswered the ques-

,_.

tions in the analysigl, composed oral plans and cor ectly solved the

problems. One average pupilKolya D., erred in so ving the third

question (in selecting the data).- \I

t) the,poorer pupils had trd4le answering, And gave incorrect

answers to, several questions in ,the problem analiAis; they coald hot

orally outlipe a correet plan., and they LI sOlved the last qstion of

the plan incorrectlY-.(they erred in selecting the data).

The greatest diffitulty for third -and fiTth graders alike was

, presented by questions 3 and 6. To antwer both these queStions it

is necesSary to State and solve4A question using two data. Even

though thty had already answered question 3 correctlY, some children
r

(Kolya D., Vitya K., Manya had.trouble withiitiestion 6 (requitini

the same ability to state a quegtion using two numbers).,

Why is this so? Why did thP children draw.A co ct conclusiOn

from the existIng data in the first case And eri {n th s onLI?

.It appears that the success and correctness of the swer depends,

greatly on whether the teachd'rlsoquestion coincides Witk the pupil's

train of thought as he goes through,the solutiOn. tit is not hard to'

see that in the first cas the pupils answerdh the teachePs question'

correctly because it coincided`with their already fixed sblution

the question, a coincidenCe which was mit found in the second question.

Seventh Grade (series IV)

Preliminary analysis or.thd eonditions 'by the analytic method

The seventh,grade pdpilsyere giv'en t ftcopound arithmetic
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problem: "A kolkhoz harvested 120 egntners of oats and 3 tAles as

' much rye. Three-fifths of the grain was given to the goverument.and.

75% of the grErin remaining.in the kolkhOz was distributed to the

kolkhoiniks. How many centners of-grain were giyen to the kolkhoznika?"

We conducted an analytic analysis with the pupils afttr they read

'tge conditions; we asked:

1. 'What is to be found out in the problem?

2. Can you immediately answer the question of the problem?

3. What must we know4in order to deterMine how many centners

of grain were distributed to the kolkhozniks?

4. What must we know in o rder to determine how much grain the

kolkhoz harvested altogether?

5.. How can we determine 'how many centners of grain the kolkhoz

1

Agollected?
'

6, ,How can we determine how many centners of grain the kolkhoz

gave the government?

7. What must we know in order to termine how many centners of

grain'remained in the kolkhoz?

8. How therican we find-out how'many centners of grain were

- distributed to the kolkhozniks?

After the analysis, the pupil were first ask d to tell how they

Were going to solve the problem, an were then allowed to begin the

solution. The seventh grade pupils' answers to the question (the

analysid of the condftions), composition of the plan, and solutionof

the problems differed in their greaten individuality. Some pupils

Arasped the general idea of the problem, outlined a general plan

from it, ut still did not imagine that they might use this plan and

the existing conditions to solve the problem. They stated the plans

but appearedVIcapable of carrying it t, nsing the existing con-
,

ditions of the concrete proble -(KoafS., Tamara Sh., Ira S., Yura

B.). Others-Outlined incorrect quAlltions in a general plan, but Axe

correct solutions.

Characteristic is the Solution by Ira G. The_pupil's questions of

the plan reflect her rather general and imprecise understanding of

the idea of the probleM. But the solutions to'these questions

(arithmetical operations and numerical data) are correct:



;

1) How 11:41Uy centmers of Ve were there?

120x.3 360c

.2) 4ow many c.entners of. grain were given to the

120c + 360c - 480c

3) How many centners'of grain remained from the

3/5 of 40c ... 288c

How many centners of grain
\
ere left?

480c - 288c 192c

5) Haw many.centrie'rs of grain were distibuted to the

kolkhozniksZ

'15% of 192c ... 144c

Answer: 144c.

government?

government?

Still other seventh.graders outlined a correct oral plan, and correctly

used it to solve the problem (Nina M.).

Preliminary analysis of the conditions by the synthetic method (seventh

._grade)

The seventh grade pupils were given a problem identical in diffi-

culty and mathematical content to the problem given for solutiOn using

a preliminary analysis by the analytic method: "A Shoe factory made

240.pairs of .shoes and 3 times as many slippera*. Two-fifths of all the

footwear was sent to a store and 25% of the remainder was sent to a

booth. How many pairs of footwear were s* to the booth?"

After reading.the conditions, the pupils were giventhese questions

or a synthetic analysis of the problem:.

4, 1. How many pairs of footwear were made at the factory?
or

2. How many.....tkmes mare.slippers were made than shoes?

3. What can you learn if you,are told that 240 pairs, of shoes'

were made and 3 times as many slippers were made?

4. How can you find out how many Pairs of slippers were made?

5. ,Wha't can you find out if. you are told that 240 pairs of

shoes were made, and you learn how many pairs of slippei's weivade?

6. 'How can you find out how many pairs of footwear were made
I

altogether?

7. i*f you know how many*pairs of footwear wee made altogeth

and you know that 2/,5 of these went to the store, what can you find
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8. When it is known how many pairs offootwear,there were in all,

and how many pairs were sent to the store, what will you be able to

find out?

9. Hoy can you find out IlDw many pairs of footwear were left?
4

10. If you knew how many pairs of footwear were left after some

had been sent.ta the store, and it is given in the problem that 25%

of the remaining footwear was sent to the booth, what could you then

find out?

After the analysis, the pupils were-asked to 'compose an oral plan,

and then begin the written solution.

ihe pupils' answers to the questions in the analysis an.d their

lb solutions differed greatly (and this difference depenged verY little

on the aptitude of the pupils): a) some pupils cosrectly answered_

the queStions, composed Itt correct plan, and solved,tha problem,(Nina

(Ilya T., Yura B., Ita S.); b) others answered the individual questions

incorrectly and made various errors in thsolution; for a long time

Ira S. did not, understand how to answer question 5, and she erred in

the written solution of questions 5 and 6. Kolya S. and Tamara jh.

could not itmediately answer questions'5 and 6 (where.it wast-necessary

to &tate a question from the data), but, neverthelead, correctly composed

(orally) the plan of sOlution, although they erred in the written solu-

tion (Kolya S. selected incorrect data for solving correce questions--

the fourth and fifth--of the plan, and Tamara Sh. did not state and

did not solve the fogrth question of the plan); Katya B. answered all

questions correctly, but she.-couId not orally compose a precise and
-

correct solutibn plan (among the correct questions she gave several

incorrect ones), and she stated a third question incorrectly in the

written 'solution; despite all this, alesolutions Were correct and led

her to the exact answer to the question of the problem.

Com2arison of the Analytic and Synthetic Methods of Analyzing Complex_

Arithmetic Problems (from experimental data)

In our conclusions for each grade third, fifth, and seventh) we

considered, as flr as the factual material allowed, the general and

individual diffiAtities characteristic of the pupils in employing the

analytic and synthetic methods of analysis. Now let us make acompara-
4e4L

tiiie evaluation, on the basis of the Ota obtained from this ,serNs,

of the synthetic and analytic methods of analysis, using as criteria
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their comprehensibility and efficacy.
7

From the results obtained let us answer these interrelated, valtu-

ally,conditioning questions:

1) In analyzing a concrete problem, which of the methods of

analysis was the easiest and most comprehensible for the 'children?

2) With which method of analysis did the children have most

success in the oral composition of a plan and the independent written'

solution of the problem?

Having answered,these two questions, we can consider the most diffi-

cult question, which requires special study and pi-ofound pedagogical and

psychological analysis:

3) What is the role and significance of analysis, the tnfluence

oi one cr the other method of analysis on t e subsequent process oi

solving theyroblem? In other words, during ich of the methods of

analysis--the arytic or the synthetic one--is the childls mind best

attuneclto the correct way of solving a problem; with which method

qoes the child best grasp the logical system of -questions which leads

to establishing relationships among the dAa and to composing a pla0.'

"-of solution&

11111The difficulty in answer g the third questfonlis t4t the solu-

tion itself-does not permit us to judge the role of analysis with

thoroughness. There are two reasons for this: first, in this and other

series we observed a discrepIncy between our pupils arguments and

eheir solutions; that is, the results which the child obtaided an

wt.

analysis of the conditions were not always used in the solution; secondt,

since, to a certain extent the soNaion is conducted independently oft.,

the arguments in the analyads, the pupil can understand in the solu-

tion process something he 1d not understood in the Analysis. It can-

not always be established whether the pupil arrived at Ae correct

solution during (he oral_ analysis, or during the .written solution., An

intermediate, transitional stage aids somewha i. in understanding the

dependence'of the solution upon the analysis. The stage is the cothpo

sition of the oral plan, after Che analysis of the conditions, and

7
Here one must remember tbar in the school where the material was -

gathered, the bhslc m6thod of analysis in teaching children problem

solving during the first years of instructiA was the synthetic metliod.

I
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before ihe written solution of the problem.

Let us now answer the three questions posed. above.

1. Which of the methods of analysis was the most comprehensible to the,

pupils in ailalyzing a problem?

Among pedagogs and methodologists there is a rather widespread

opinion that the.analytic method.is more difficult, and is therefore

recommended only in theifinal years of instruction in the elementary

school. The results of series II7*of our experiments do not uphold this

opinion. In analyzing problem conditions, for 68% of our children, if

synthesis
8
was strong, analysis

9
was also strong; if the pupillikectly

answered questions during synthetic analysis, he answered questions

equally well during the.analytic method of analyais. The 68% was

divided in the following way: 44% had trouble wit2'both the synthetic

and the analytic methods of analysis; 24% correctly answered questions

' La both types of analysis. The other 32% were pupils for whom the ana--

lytie and synthetic methods presented varying difficulty. Of these 20%

gave more, incorrect answers during the synthetic analysis than during

the analytic analysis, and 12% answered.more questions incorrectly using

the synthetiC. The third grade subjects gave more,inCorrect answets

-during the synthetic method and the fifth and seventh grade subjects

gave more incorrect answers during the analytic method. Thus, no

significant advantages in the ease and comprehensibility of either the

analytie or the;synthetic methods of analysis were observed for our

pupils.

2. After which metk,d of analysis did the pupils more successfully

compose aa oral plan and give a written solution to the-problem?

a. The pupils' composition of the oral plan of solution after each of

the methods of analysis of the conditions.

The quantitative correlation of the qualitatively diffdrent types

0

of oral plan comeositiOn among the pupils changed in relation to the,

nethods of analysis. We saw above that, after one 6t the other method

'of aaalysis, the subjects approached comilosition of the4oral plan in

different ways: a) somerof them outlined the questions of the plan,

b) some also showed the solutions to the questions they stated (that is,
ir

8,9
With regard to the pupils' answers to questions during the

appropriate method of analysis.
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arithmetical operations, numerical,data), and some'composed incorrect

plans by not stating the questions, but indicating solutions only, or

else by first stating the solutions and only then posing questions to

fit solutons. .

)The dependence of these qualitatively.different types of plan

composit4on upon the method 9f analysis are_presented in Table 2.
. k

. The Vsults shown in Table 2 indicate tthat after the analytic'

method of.analysis the number of cases in which the.oral plan of solu-

tion was composed by stating the questions increased (as compared to

.the synthetic method) and the number of cases in which it was composed
;

bt7 indicating the solutions (operations, data) decreased; this shows
0 .

the influence of the analytic method of analysis (whiCh facilitateg,-

.the composition of the plan, and makes it more logicaT'than the syn-

thetic method) upon the subjects of the third and fifth grades. The

differe ces in composing a plan stem t9 depend less itiPon the different

meth s of analysis among the seventh grade subjects. .

After using the synthetre method, not one of the third grade sub-.

jeCts outlined the plan by stating questionst while after the analytic

method, 8% first stated the questions, and half of.these also indiCated

the solution to the qoestions. CaseA of composing a plan by indicating.

solutions (and not questions) decreased to leadn third grAde pupil

after the analytic method of analysis (from 34.6% during the syhth tic
,

e,

method of analysis).

The fifth grade behaved similarly. All subjects of the fifth
t .41

grade, after; the analytic method of Talysis, stated the questions of'

the solution plan of the problem, white-, after the synthetic method,

7.7% had outlined a plan by indicating sol'utions, after which they

stated the questions. ,

.

The seventh grade pupils, on the other hand, produced moire correctly

composed plans 'after the synthetic method than'after the analytic method.

,

b. The pupils: completion of the written solutFon, after each of the

methods of analysis. /
,

After;being intrgduced to both the synthetic and analytic method

, -

of analysis and compositi of the oral p.lan, the pupils solved the

ICproblems indeptndently. did not ohkerve as great an influence from

the method used in the preliminary analysis'of'the conditions in the

written solution as we, notTced'in the composition Tf the'(ral plan' of

., 4 .,.'

solution.
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TABLE 2

, COMPOSITION OF AN ORAL PLAN AFTER ANALYZING THE!6ONDITIONS

Method
I

of
Preliminary
Analysis

Questions
of the Plan I

Questions of th
Plan & S t io

Plan Composed
by

Indicating
. Questions

Plan Composed Incorrectly

Grade
III

Grade
V

Grade
VII

Grade
III

Grade
V

Grade
VII

Grade
PSI

_

G ade
-'''

Grade
VII

$ynthetic

Analytic

t

0

4.0

26.9

36.0

23.1

20.0

0

4.0

0

1

7.7

8.0

57.7

72.0 \
t

57.1
r

28.5

22.3

11.2

,

37.

62.5

NoteEntries in,the first seven columns appear to be percents of all students using A given method of
preliminary analysisCentries in the last three columns appear to be percents of all students
in a given grade using a given method of preliminary analysis (Ed.).



For convenience of coTarison we have put this in Table 3.

TABLE 3

INCORRECT QUESTIONS AND INCORRECT WRITTEN SOLUTIONS OF THE

PROBLEM AFTER ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITIONS AND CO4POSITION

OF THE ILAN .

Method
of

. Preliminary
Analysis

Incorre t Questions Incorrect Solutions

Grade Grade G'rade

III V VII
Grade Grade Grade
III V VII

Synthetic

Analytic

6.2
4

3.7 8.6

7.2 0 lf.4

21.3 18.5 17.2

21.1 11.5. 17.1

*
&.6% oethe students did not state questions.

NOTE--Entries are represented as percents of all students in a
given grade who solved.the problem (Ed.).

4.1

From Table 3 it can-be seen that in fifth grAde pupils, after

the analytic method of analysie4there is a slight decrease (compared

to the synthetic method) in incorrectly stated questions and-solutions.

In the seventh grade pupilsehowever, there is a slight increase in

mistakes. The written soluti94ls o& the third graders after the analyti

avlysis were almost thaisame as the written solutions after synthetic

analysis.

3.. What influence does the preliminary analysis have on the process:

of the solution of the woblem?

On th\basis.ot the data,(given in answer tp questions.1 and 2

above) of this series, let us now discuss how the soluti8n process

depends upon the preliminary method 04 analysis41 From what has.been

presented it is not hard to see some very essential facts.
. (,0""

a) The composition of the oral plan is determined by the prelim-

inary method of analysis. After he analytically an,alyzes the condi-

tions, the subject is, more successful in outlining the soluion plan;

tftig dependence of the plan compositiOn upon the method 'of analysis

decreases gradually over the years of instruction- Thus, In the third

grade, the number of incorrectly composed oral plans was 28.6% fess

8 0
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after the analytic method of analysis than after the synthetic meE'hod;

. in the fifth grade the decrease was 1,11.1%. In the seventh grade,

however, there were 2511bnore correctly composed plans after the sYhthetic

me0od than after the analytic metho4 (see Table 2).

0) liowever, the Success of thp Written solution depends luittle

upon which.one of the methods was dsed to make the analysis; it depends
1,more& how the analysis of the.conditions was carried gut; how the

children answered the,stated question. After the analytic met4lod of
f'

analysis the number of incorrect questions decreased by 3.7% in fifth
^

grade pupils. In seNenth gradepupils, however, it decreaked by'2.8%
411.-

after 04 syntA hetic method was used to analte the inborrect written

plena; this is'ein acordance with the sUccessopf the preliminary
...,

analysis (see Table'3).

It follows ,grom:',this that the increase of correit reas

the analyeic method, observed in third and fifth gra

,

ing after

pupils during

oral,compbsition of the plan, w not realiied fully in 'the written

solution. In other words, when beginning the written solution of the,

problem, the children were influenced little byitheir oral,yeasoning.,

The results orthe aforementioned qualitative analysis of the

pupils' performance of assignments in other series helps us to explain

.

this fact. In particular,, we law (see series 11, seventh grade) that
...

one of the characteristic 4atures of the pupils' solution of a proble ..-

was the insufficient use of conclusions drawn while mastering the cond-1-

dons of the problem. When returning-to the conditions, the pil tries

, to recall, not what he understood and indicated during the analysis,
,

but how he had once solved a similar, familiar problem; the success of

the solution is detemined more .by'earlier mastered devices of problem
,

solving, sometimes simply'bY a mastered stereotyped paltern of solution

(see,series I, third grade).
4

In the results of series,I1 we oted that the upper-grade pupi1 si66'

give evidence of thei ownindivi ai.approaches to the solution of

problems, with all the weaknesses acquired over years of instruction.

Hencg the analytic mettod of analysis and the subsequent composltion

of.the plan, as well as t, Written solution of ,the problem, gives way

in he seventh grade pupils to the habitual syntheticVethod of ana?ysis

and so ution.

H1
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Thus the qualitative feature of the pupils' approach to solving

the problem explains the obseved discrepancies between the oral

composition'of the plan and,its written realization. The results of

this series once again confirm: the existence of this peculiarity,

characteristic of our childyen's approach tb, the solution 'of problems.

Th'e.pupils carry,out more,correct arguments and conclusions with the

analytic.method than.with the synthetic, but use them less in the written

solution. This ran be explained by the peculiarities of the types of

approach as well as by the need for switching from oral reasoning in
.

an analytic plan to the problem's written- solution, which is always
,

done according to a synthetic plan. Obviously, the pupils have.in7

Sufficient ability to Make sUch a transition, which demands flexibility

and quick-witteAness. Since the transition is not reproduced by the

pupils, it escaAs the 'teacher's attention while she is teaching them
4

to solve problems. The metbods of analyzing problams bypass this goal,.

Thus we see in the results of this'series'that the analytic method

may be used as successfully as the sYnthetic method in the prpblem

(
analysis of pupils of the lowerigrades.

4r

The seventh graders' abillty to apply the analytic method,of

analysis is weaker han their ability to apply the synthetic methOd..'

These pupils hold bore successfully and stubbornly to the:Synthetic.
mpde hich vredominates in school...practice, than dp pupils in the A

lower grades, who have been less influenced by instruction.. The pupils .

4'1

of the lower/grades ,analyze the conditions of a probikem by the

method just as,successfully as by the synthetic method:
4

Thus, on the hasis of the-experimental data we draw this

confirming our hypothesls based on a search of the literature:

analytic.

;2r--

conclusion, .

analytic mgthod laf analysis should e used in the later years of stud
4

thereby making 1possible to consolidate.the-ability to use the

synthet4 method, leading to the development of less conscious solu-
elk

ioas of problems by the isolatioin of the solutions of separate part's

of the coniiitions.

-If we consider, furthermore, that the auxiliary school pupils

more to-what theY have learned (often not.consciously enough) in

jjAIE Yorukof .mechanical devices, 14emes.and stereotypes of the solution'

of a problem, and ,that their try to operate with them, but not With
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ocscious

ry

mentally

reasoning according te the giveh conditions, then fqr the

school onr,conclusion is tlie first step in correctinkthe

tarded child's personality; problem solving can help attain

ttlis goal,

Only when both the synthetic and the analytic methods are used

simu1t4neouily in pioblem-solving instruction isit'poZkle-to fur er
k A

ovtrcome the insufficiency characteristic of auxiliary school ChtLaren's

approach to probltm solvicIthe attempt not to,reason, but just to

operate; not,to explain or substantiate one's actions, one's steps

along the road to solution, but to,"sol% the problem";.to outline' a
" r

barren, incoherent course of. solutipn. How can I solve.it, what should

I do? pur.pupilsAJconcentrated primarily 6n1such a guestion and weke

little interested in the more essential questionswhat had to be'

solved, and.why must this and not that operdtion be used? Why must

such-and-such a question be stated, why must this and not that operatioi
.

be selected? Whi?,- should precisely these and not those data be used?

And on.

Application of the analytic method of,analysis from the first years

of instructien would be directed againWth'emain defect, the weakest

link in the development of the;,SkAiofg problets--against the

yearning . to arriv!e atthe ansleue4Wion of the problem b; a- .

en,40insuffio.ienly onSideTed an4 unsubstantiated solution.

Some Featufes of-Recognition, of the SoltItion of Problems,

, and oftha4Preliminary Analysis.Pf the Conditions
Nes

'The function of analysis is not limited cerely to the dietct break-
.

downofa'complex,ari\thmetic problem into a series of simple ones. In

our opinion this is the end result of that mental activity.which is

active during the'analysis, before it, cnd'after it, which begin;6'as

.soon as thie pupil has Teed- (or heard) the conditions of the problem.

The analysis of the conditions of the problem is'insevarable, from

the psychological

solution. On tile

of t:Ife Conditions

iherefare,

ferns, and those difficulties observed in our,Oupils during such

standpoint, trom the process or recognition and

contrary, the process of analysis promptes recognition

, complete understanding, and solutionof the preblems.

fare dwelling on the features of the analysis of

r--



analysis, let us pofnt out several features of rgcognition and or the

solution of problems/

Sortie Features of Prohlem Recognition, Characteristic of Auiiliary'Schopl

Pupils A

We can point out only certain general atld individdel peculiaritiem

of'the pupils' recognition ofCproblems. The pupils' recognition'of a

problem changes depending on instructional experience. Qualitat'ively,

however, this change is insignificant: -

a) The third sraders are best aware of the problem as conditions
1-

without a /uestion. The queation of the problem remains outbide the

ce.gnition and does not detertine or guide the soluillton--it does
r

not influence the selection of data br of operation (see the solutions

in beries I). The third grade pupils4when reqdested, could not even t,

extract.the question of the problp from.the conditions aiee 'series IV).

Moreover, they recognized Ow conditions of the problem as A04614414

nondifferentiable, an indivisible unit-., The children ilad trouble not

only in extracting the qdestion of the prciolem, but in stating the
.

'separate numerical data, words, etc. Instead 9f the obeirequire4. datum ,

they named it along with a:series of associated words, and sometites taqk

into consideration the entire collations; here the recognition of Os

conditions, evervithdut,a question,' occurs only when the ,problpm '

0
appears in a fotm

4 fami,liar to the children from school instruction...If

,its cohtent is changed, for instance,.by omitting the numerical data

but leaving the story of the problem and the question-(Seried II), odly

the strong pupils will recognize'the problem. Aver4ge pupils no longer
-

will recognize the conditions as a whole even without Ihe question;
,

they will under4and only separate words, only parts'Of the coaitions.

'Some poor pupils perceive the stated problem. with its meaning distorted

and find things in it that are not there; they cornpose diEferemt'prob

let of their own making.
v.

b) In the fifth graders the question of,the problem also did not ,
0

, determine the solutions. rRecognition, of separate yarts, ofthe condiAaris

was somewhat better, ,Ilowever._ The fifth grade pupil's oarried out little
S.4

Yelated solutions, using sephrate parts of the conditions ,more freely,

,

and they could already state the questibn Of the problem, which was



usually copied down last in the solution.

) The seventh graders freelY produced all possible solutions Of

,
the epwrate parts-of noncOmPleX conditiocls (series II), but the ques-

.',
4

tion of the problemATas also often'insufficiently recognized. At best

the strGng and average pupils became aware of the cuestion as a tesult

of tile individual solutions. Some of the weak pupils also.-showed

insufficient recOgnition of the conditions,altering the conditions'at;

their own desire,.Or imagining and solving a problemi different- from

the.given'one (serit III). Strong and average pupils could extract

estion of the problem. . The poor seventh graders, v.7.-L requested;
A 4

no imafediately point out what was required to be found in the

prob m (series IV).

- The ways in whicll our pupils realize the condilAgn of the.probl

and understand.the questkon,of the problem enerally coincide with the

results obtained by N. A. Menchinskaya [2] in her experiments wi pupils

't of the mass school. The process of problem recognition in our

however, is qualitatively'different. While the pupils of the

upils,

ss school

(first grrde) operated in their solutioni upon ate partial racted

conditions, and were aware of their semantic aspect, our pu ils, even
)

those of older school age (of the third, and sometimes eve the fifth

grade), could not take into consideration the sem/tic a ect of 'the

...giyen conditions.

Such.were the general characteristics of gost of pupils. How-

evar, there were more subtle distinctions in individu

recognizing the conditions. Some pupils did no.t re

ity,of semantically identical problems differing on

ways; others remarked on the general similarity.a

requirements of the conditions'of the prbblem (se

Other pupils, in place of an unknown-situat

tion, 'or a relationship between data of a'probl

tuitions, numerical daa, etc., distorting the

, others stopped when they came to something th

made no incorrect calculations, andLdid not

With some pupils tfie recognition of th

&sbaine the success Of the solution: We saw

correct judgment4, by which we could infer
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1 featurts of

rk ()A the similar-

y in insignificant

thd finer concrete '

ies II, III)..

part of a condi-

m, named made-up sit-

riginallaroblem.

y did not understand,

istort the given conditions.,

conditio did not deter-

t individual pupils stated

tiat the conditions were
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understood. But as soon as the subjects began the written sdlution,

as soon as they pondered the question of how to solve ehe problem; they

forgot the conditions which they-understood and produced in their solu-

tions something quite different from what they had stated, what they

had de'cided to dd (series IV).

Some Features of Problem Solving Characteristic of Auxiliary School

Pupils

The thought process in solving problems is a complex% intellectual

process, whose nature is still not*clear even in a man whose intellectual

activity is not disturbed.. One can therefore imagine all the-complexity

and difficulty of studying the problem-solving process in children with,

various disturbances of...,psychological, mainly iintellectual, activity.

It.is hardly possible to imagine two persons, even without brain damage,

who think identically when solving one and the same problem. It is all

the more difficult-to find this generality in children who haVe sustained

various types of brain damage--various in time, depth, and strength.

Therefore, however hard we may try,'we can discover only certain general

characteristics of problem sdlving common to all children.

The abovementioned peculiarity of problem recognition,like that

of conditions without a question, is more or less characteristic of all

pupils.; the possible tethod of solution is cOnditioned accordingly 0.n

this /cas
e
-41.a solution on the basig of separate parts, words, and numeri-

cal data of the conditions irrespective.of the question of the problem

(the synthetic method).

Attually we have.seen above th almost all our pupils, despite

'the qUalitatively distinct individual peculiarities infche Alution,

went through the solution carrying out oll possible.operaelons, based

on the conditions of the given problem, irrespective of its uestion.

in doing this, a) the third graders did not perform all the operations

and did not clearly recognize the conditions of the problem. Indiviclual

solutions were not linked with eacil other, they disagreed not only wii.h
A

(
the question of the problem, but with each other; b) the fifth graders

produced moreimssible solutious in temis of the existing, understood.

conditions of the problem, but the" also selected them poorly for th'e
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answer to the question of the prob em, and related theth poorly to each

other; c) the seventh graders proddced possible solutions from the given

conditi,ens of the Rioblem and sften finally came to understand the

problem,and the answer to the question of the problem. But this occurred'

\nly when the problem wais given the chadTen in.a fOrm 'familiar from

instruction. We had only to present the,children Arprobfem in a form

new to them (for example, withodt giving nuiteriCal data, as in series

4 JI), and ,they produced all the possible (both neceisary and unnecessary).

solutions.to the queation of the problem. Some pupils, however, in

solving the last question, could not isolate the solutions necessary foc,..

,it from the total number of existing ones; thex became conf e and did'

- not obtain a correct answer.

'We cannot overlook Mentioning someching qualitativelynew which Was

observed in the seventh graders' solutions when they were,given a problem

in a new form; i.p., ehe'ability to compose a general plan of solution,

to state the questions tf the plan, beginning from the question of the

problem. The questions of the plan, however, were often composed,
. 4

without enough awareness f the concrete data of the proposed conditions.

In such cases we abservedi on the one hand, an_abstractioil of the analyti-

cally oomposed oral plan of solution from the concrete data of the condi-

tions, and the absence of direction in the written plan on the-other.

Despite such a general path of solution, there were diverse individual

qualitative peculiarities in Vgerious children. There are children, who

when working on a' solution, strive to applY a pariicular device learned

in instruct,pn, a particular sequenee of arTIhmetical'operations used

with insufficient understanding of the meaning of ttie questichn and the

meaning of the conditions of the,prOblem presented. In each grade this
A

. peculiarity appeared differently during various assignments .

.1

In their approach to solving problems of various types,.somt-third

grade pupils 'employ, almost*exciusively, a single stereotyptd pattern

which they have mastered in i truction. The child's first oral argu-
e

ment, made on the basis,of the Understood individual parts of the uondi-
,

tions, is muctfmore correct and precise than later conclusions, espe-

cially when the Child begins thinking of,the writeen solution of the

problem, of how to solve the problem; that is, when he begins to recail

8i'
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and apply th maStered stereotype. Thus in these children, written

completion 'of the'solution to the problem deviates
01

ftom oral argument.

Sope fifth traders already possess a large, store and a limited

variety of learneprsolution stereotypes. But one of them, ol:Ice adopted

for solving a probleat, is used.:ao lesp stubbornly'than was done by the

third grade pupils. The fifth graders could not drop an adopted plan

even when they themselves noticed that the seleCted plan of solution_

was incorrect; they deliberatilly.contInued along the incorrect path

(series I, II, III). In solving a problem they did not consider the

finer requiremeiits of the conditions i(series I); problemsdifferent in

form and content were solved identically tseries I). In solving

problems of urnisual form (in which it was harder to use the stereotype)

even greater unrecognized htiti unsubstantiated steps were taken; the

. pupil implies that he knows and understands all, and that he has litt e

trouble in a solution. He does,not ponder the correctness of his

solAtion, arid he solves a problem "with certainty"; but,in fact he slides

impetuously over the Conditions of the problem; hurrying to effect tI4

solutIon accotdiug'to a prepared plan, a stereotype, he combines the

possible and the impossible in the solution.

Some seveath graders attempted to solve ptitblems without relying

A'a stereotype already'mastered. This, was more successfully accomplished

in oral reasoning; the pupils 'could now outline aTlan of solving the

prqblem, beginning-from the meaning (and not 'from the numerical data) of

the conditions,'and'the.better pupils colp form tt from the question

of the problem. But the composed plan is related oo vaguely-to the

concrete conditions of the probletii. .The solutio

arithmetical opel-ations), howev, ake the

of the,stared (sometimes incorrec

pupils, in particular, therl,is i

swithout stereotypes in the oral solution. In thewritten solution,

however, "tbe logic of operations takes over the logic of the question."

.As'we saw above, there are pupils in whom the "logic of operatiotre

also determine, to a large extent, the entire course of the soluLion;

1;ut such logic gives way to the "/ogic ofthe question" under the in-

fluerice of instruction more.quickly in theChildren just indicated in

group I.

. Some third g.rade pupils are no longer.characterized

(numerical data,

wn route independent

questions. In the seventh grade

illed a strong desire to get along
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in using one mastered order of arithmetical operations; the more the

child works oh the solution and analyzes thp conditions, the more

accurately he recognizes it; he makes subsequent deductions more

correctly than otherp. What is stated orally is put in the written solu-
.

eion; if he.errs in the oral solution, he errs i the written solution;

lf he states correct ideas, he produces them in the written solutiop.

\No diScrepancy between the written and he oral solutions of theriet.
7

.L.,11ildren was obsetved; the pupils sat fied the finer xequirements,pf

,the conditions more precisely (series II);,their solutions, moreover,

were cloSer to the concrete conditions (series 1). ThIer gave more

correct solutions and questions and toOk fewer incorrec unsubstantiated
4

steps {series III); they took up and completed more oftet what was within

their capabilities, what they recognized. The children of this group,

however, display their own weakneSs in solution; the solutions they made,

were within their capabilities, were often not enough to answer

.theiquestion of-the pro131,em (series I); individual questions were not
4

always combined in a general..pinn of the solution-(series I). \..

4

The fifth graiie/pupils of this group also evinced greater flxi-

,bpity in that they imagined .their solutions within tityconcrete frame-

work of the problem; they 4tisfied the cOnditions and requirements of

.
the assignments in series 11 and III precki.sely, Which the pupilslwith

the cheracteristics'of solution mentioned earlier could.not do. Solu-

tions of the various problems were different, and were obtained from

more than one'plan (series L, II, III);Iin these pupils, we could noticV

mental operation, on the conditionsthey'doubted the correctness of

their solutions, they wavered; they tried tO find in the conditfons a

confirmat,;ion of their action (series I). Pupils of this group, in other .

wQrds, are disttnguished- more by s.critical approachs and an indepen-

)dence in seeking ways of solution.

All-seventh graders completed solutions of which they were capable,

according-to the,pxisting conditions of the problem; they did not alter

or rework the problimi, and they did not incr-odUce 'anything personal
r-.

into the problem.

ThuS the pupils of tdentical grades dispayed Various weaknesses

in thelt solutions; in turn these solutions changed from year to year

under the influence of instruction. *
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Difficulties En buntered by. Pupils during.Preliminary AnAlysis oi the

Conditions of the Problem'

The dein charatteristics of an unde'rstanding ot
.111

the conditions and

the solution of probles which we were able to notice in puplis in their

individual pursuits we e significantly related to the analysis of prob-
t

lems, and thelefore explain some some difficulties which the pupils

encountered when directly analyzing problems. Of these diffiiculties

twe were able to observe the following:
-

I

a) Some had.difficulty (during the analytic-method of analysis). 1

in extracting the question of the problem from the conditions in the

form in which it is given '(all third.graders and weak fifth graders):

b) SOM2 had difficulty.in stating both data necespary to solve

the question of the problem (most of the puiils of all gradea). Inatiad

.of two data, the third graders and weak fifth graders Stdted only one

datum; .
*.

.
.

c) Some had difficultr in stating the ques two data (in

the synthefic method of analysiS);
* 1#

d) Some had difficulty in attuning themselves to, :iir'remaining

pon, the'definite track, designated by the'teacher, ef breaking down

(a, complex problem into simple problemss(in both methods o'f analysis).

After becoming acquainted.-with the conditions, the pupil set

about solying-the problem in,his own way and answered the teacher's

questions (in both analytic aad synthetic metho f apolysis) with the

thoughts which he had while trying to solve the progtlem independently.

Although the pupil was able te give correctnswers to our questions

(af,ter in6orrect cines) during analysis\pf a prOblem, the pupil could not

alliays, as he began the independent written solution, distinguish correct

answers from incorrect ones; correct answers did not-serve:imoreoybr, .

as the'basis for a clrrect solution;

e) Some pupils did not use eye.rything which they had obtained and

rec ognized from the analysis in their solutions; in such caes the writ-

ten solution differed from the oral argumptit:'

f) Some had difficulty (followin the analy lc method) in changing
6,

6

over to the independent written solution of the problem, since the

9,0
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questioni of the written plan were i,1-1 reverse'order eroiii the questions

obtained in the analytic method of analysis.

This difficulty with the analytic method is the main,cOrrectional

advantage, compared with the synthetic method, because the necessity

of shiftipg from "one's own" method to the*analytic method of decomposi-
.

Ntion, and then to composing a plan of the solution (in a reerse order

to, that obtained through the an4lytic t'iethod) is directed against the

basic disoisier of thetmind, the s low progress of-the pupil's thinking.

Pedagogical and Methodological Ways of Teaching'Problem SolvIng

Concerning the Methods ol Teaching Problem Solvtng

The aforementioned peculiarities of the processes of the recogni-

tion,'analysig,and solution Of a problem make it possible to answer a

seroi.es of questions connected with the methodology of teaching mentally

retarded children how tkt. solve complex arithmetic problems.

We did not aim to select th'e most rational inethod ot teaching problem

solving (the method of analyzing the conditions, the method of manwo.rob-
,

lems, the method of analogy) and we did not do'cOmparative research in

this direction. There can be no universal method 9f instruction. Never-
4

theless, considering the peculiatities of 'problem solution noticed in

-our pupils, one may speak of the advantage of o ne or another method of

teaching Ptoblem solving:
,

We saw above that children, through instruction, have a tendency to

master a Single'stereotype and to apply it.for solution of various prob-

lems; use of the mastered convention'in problem scilving often 'occurs
^

almost, irrespective of the conditions of the proposed concrete prob-
.-,

lem. In such a case it seems that the mentally retarded chtld is not

solving the problem Fiveu him. No matter*how many prolklems are,given

,the child, they are aillved" by him according to one steraotype,

in the same way he solved the preceding problem. At best.only numeri-

cal data from the conditions are used in carrying out such a solution.

Obviously the method of'instruction involving solution of a large uum-
.

ber 9f homogeneous problems cannot be recommended as the basic method

of teaching auxiliary sc'hool pupils. .

In applyinii, the method of,analogy, without which it is diff.i.cult

to proceed in teaching problem solving, there are, however, not enough
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possOilities'for overcoming mechanical and unimaginative ways of solving
. 0

problem. We saw above that pupils reolled a problem-whiEh they had

once solveg not by understAnding the meaning of the entire given problem,

but' on the basis of its individual words; This led.to their recalling a

problem which was not analogous7-a different, almost dissimilar problem.

Instead of helping the child,Xit diverted him from the correct path of

the ,soltlion, from his attempt to delve into the conditions of the given

proMem and unpierstand them. Such mental labor--i.e., recalling or

thinking pp an easy problem analogous to the given one--was not with4n
4

our pupils'tpowers,' Moreover, even when the child was able to solve an

analogous problem,-orally, he was unable to aoIve it in writing. However,

there are no experimental data on the tranlifer qf the problem-solving

'skill of mentally.retarded schoolchildren; thiacquestion,has not been

studied yet. Therefore we cannot .decisively reject use of the method

of analogy. 9

The method of teachIng thi.ough preliminav analysis of the condi-

tions of pr blems is notable for its comparative advantages. During

the analysis of the conditiOns of a problem, the child's thinkIng is

directied towa

given problem,
0

has understood

intellectual a

d a morg profound recognition ,pf the conditions of a
0

toward deductions and solutions,on the basis of what he

The ppthod Pf solution here is "reviled" during the

ivity of recoguizing the conditions and' the question

of'the problem,

latter occurs wi

developed the ski

of the conditions
4 \

is directed toward

Either than recalling a known-method of solution (the
11

h the methodof analogy). In ather words, there is

1,of beginning a solution frol a thorough reeognition,

'Preliminary analysis of the conditions of a problem

overcoming one of the major defects in the thinking

'4'1

f the mentally re arded child--"reproductive thought'sand attemtts to.

e *nate t'he appeaiance in the solutions of mechanical and unimagi-'
4

na4ve methods whicharise when the conditions are not quite recognized.

°undoubtedly in this.we see a correctional advantage of analysis of the

conditiona over othermethods of teaching mentally retarded children

problem solvimg%

These are the oskibilities. of the method of Apeflelnary analysis

oi the conditions, whose realization, hoWever, depends on many things.

Among theOthe most important are the Use of existing methods (analytic
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and synthetic) of.analysis in their correct relationship, taking into

account the peculiarities displayed by pupils in their solution of prob-

lems.
0

Me mentioned the mutual relationships of,methods of analysis above,

when we were comparing both methods (see conclusions for series IV) on

the basis of the experimental data we obtained. Let us note here that

elementary school methodologists, still as N. N. Nikitin and A. S. Pchalko,

and auxiliary i;c1:ool methodologists, such as N. F. Kuz'mina-Syromyatnikova,

pOint out the need foe 'L.:sing the analytic method at the same time as the

synthetic method, that is, in th'e early Years of instruction. N. A.

Menchingkaya game to a similar conclusion in her. experimental psycho-
(

11441

logical investigation conducted ln the first grade of the elementary

school [2].
A

A2p1ying the Methods of Analysis

Let us examine the possibilities of.using the methods offanalysis.

Work in 4le school on eliminating the exisAng flaws, the weak links in

th,scomplex problem-solving progess which are obseryed in auxiliary ,

school pupils, can be succeSsfully carried on during the preliminary

analysis of the conditions.

Above all it iS necessary, during analysis of the cgnditions of

a problem, to impnove the pupils' differentiated understanding of the

conditions, primarily the extraction from the conditions and'recognition,

of the question of the problem. This goal of analysis should remain as

'the children ate being taught to solve problems, since insufficient,

recognition of the question of the problem was observed in'children of

all Trades. In the later years of inserwtion, the, pupils attention,

dug analysis should be especia1l?4pected toward establishing the

interconnections between the Separate solutions and their relation-

ship to the 'cluation of the probleM. To surmount this basic flaw,

characteristip of all pupils, there...are obviously greater possibilities

in the 4na1ytic method of analys s, which begins with finding out and -/

solving the question of the prob em.

The following devices can be recommended to attain this goal.

93 4
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a) The pupils retell Ole con4tions of the problem without
1()

numbers, (tell the "picture of the story").. This device, verified in

-practice, facilitates recognition of the conditions of the problem;

dividing the material into logical, semantic, and numerical materipl;

the child's thought is directed toward the'differentiated recognition

of the parts of the conditions, mainly toward recognizing,the Meani

of the conditions and the question of the problem. ThA makes it,
d -

easier to conduct the subsequent analysis of the problem by the an'

meth8d;

b) Notation (on the blackboard) of the main unknown question of

, the prOblem in an abbreviaad formulation;

c) Extraction from the conditions and notation (on the blackboard)

of the unknowns (in words) and, apart from them, the known data; study

*of'numerical data (value, units, connection and relationship), and, only,

aer this, analysis of the conditions. )

These devices greatly facilitate the analysis of the ,conditions,and

make it more domprehensible to the pupils;,they help strengthen the weak

links in problem solving characteristic of mentally retarded schoolchildren.

Changing the very prOcess of analysis, its course or sequence, can

scarcely be juLstified, considering the peOuliarities of mentany'

retarded liildren. To the.contrary, tfie analysis of the problem by a

specific method in strict sequence is highly dloirable in teaching
A

problem solving to auxiliary school pupils; it Is necessary to attain

precision of formulation and a complete statement of the

answer. ,For example, the pupil'must be required to name both given

data needed to solve the problemv not just one of them (the children

often name an _unknown). This need for work on the child's oral formu-

fation derives from the necessity of'attaining the primary goal in

solving proLems--the goal of developing th4ght, which is directly

connected with language.

Here it must not be forgotten that, alxhough the sepdration of

the'synthetic and analytic methods is conditional in terms.01 psychology,

each of the methods has its faults and itdotantages in terms of

-
. This device- is widely and successfully used by D. V. Csvetkov

in
,

the "Rbstromskaya Auxqi.a62Sch Aal whoso chiloilrren solve problems
we 1 1 . .
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methodology. If'We coriaid4, moreOver4 that auxi.)10.Ary school pupils

have trouble m4ateking Alt they are gtyen in instruction and blindly,

.'retain what tfieyglaV4k1earngd, it becomes a necessity to teach the

children'both.bethads of 4acalytSisas sodn as posslble', alternating

and transferring from/One to the other. -For example, thay may seive
4

a problem usin preliMinar'analyft.is of the conditions by one method,
-

and then, afteraseveral,dayS, use the other metho,--af analysis.
11

Iiianalyzing'a probleMhand-trying to take actount of the pupils.'

individual differences i ts sorution, it is necessary tcOtemember

L the insufficient flexibility'of'the psychic process which 'appears in

pupils,' solutions through the concentration of aft their attention and.

all their mental vowers on one object: a) either the pupil tries to

i
establish a simple, elemenfary re;stionship among the numerical data

(whiell he often does on the b.*is of a purely exterTsl, formal, similar

feature) and, once the simple connection is established, is unable to

Troceed beyond it to an understanding of the other conditions. and.ai,

general plan of solution; b) or he strives to understand,.noting the'
. .

.
general plan of solution without .attempting to establish S relation-.

sh4 between the concrete data of the conditions; the plan outli ed

appears to be too general and the possibility of solving the prdtblem

with Ihe existing data is not corisidered.
-.

'In a prOken analysis one must striie to,join these two mental

operations (indicated in points (a) and (b) above). After doing one

'operation, the child has great difficulty transferring to the other.
(

.Zerefore it is not enough merely to help the pupil when he is mentally
..

stillggling ATith a difficulty (only within the limits of one 6T the
..-

tendencies indicated in (a) and (b)); th hest aid for him would

obviously be to direct his mpntal efforts toward anotller object V

whiCh he has not yet become aware.

then analyzing the:conditions one must take into account individual
:

differences in the results of the pupils mental activit), whe,p fEeS-7--eme,

solving problems:

a) Pupils who are able eb better the results o

4
11 -

This device is recommended by N. F. K4z!mina Syromytnikova.

eir mental
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*

activily.by 'moving from stage to stage im the solution.. of a problem_
. . . oir, , -

,
,do nat. equire the teacher!S4 undivided, aftention. They are more of .

-

.4 .. t ... -

less', iblp df,indepen enfly solving separate questionsslometimes ..'
^ .4.0%,' ,

All 6f theuf., For them t e initial' moment of the solution is nof- of * ,

.. .,.
..

'deciSiv.e.signif-icanee; its imprecision, unsuitability, add imporrect . .

first steps 4re corretea later. Here the plipils can.succeisfully
% .

,

use bot4 the analytic and,the iynthetic methods of,.analysis.
,

ilose solutions à4splay.tto 'improvement in reasoning

and who'cannot abandon a plan adopted.at the very-beginning,.need the
r

teacher ..s,.'help.-'How-ihe puPi will end.a.acautiOn.dependsgreitiy on

.b.hot47.he-begatr-iti-therffore all the-teichers's attention should be cOp--

ceptated'.here-on t.he initialifspluelon of a probJA. The child's-

thought_shoeld.))epieVented in all possibfe way from starting.off;on

an incorrect route in the:Solution." While the 'child's cdrisetpUsnesA

is not yet ent rely occupied 13')Pthe solution of individual questions,

k\4)

it is mecessary to help him undersfand ,e/e.relationship"of ill the
r

,Fonditions. The ratter is most cOnveniently realized with the.analytic.
4

.
, po

method of analysis. . i

c) Pupils whose tultal activity gives increasingly worse results
. .

_ .

as they work on a problem tiequire die teacher's exc ive attention

during the course df the entire solution. Here it is highly imPortant

to determine tlist'moment at which, qfter a correct operation, the pukil

begins to.stray from the correct path (which'most ofteri happens when

he,comes to a difficult place in the solution). In such cases it is

best to interrupt the solution and review the supplementary anAysis

of the problem with the pupil, stressing the difficult spot.
o

Teaching the pupils the analytic 'and synthetic methods of. analysis

of Lmplex arithmetic probJems should be begun with'systematic pre"para-

tory exerc1ses,
12

in eich .(especially the analytic) method of analysi..

Here one must remember that the sequence in a system of preparatory
, 4 . '!

exercise. Jor the analytic method designed for the auxiiiary school .

pupils sh uld he different from that recommended for the pupils o-f the

.mass school. For:our. pupils It was easier (see series II) to select

12The types of preparatory exercises have been shown by V. A.

Latyshev and, in even more detail, by P..A.

,1
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, .
. .all the data fpr the question, and harde'r'to select the MiSsing

' A 1P. 40 I .

secondsdatum, when Only one chit.= was given. SuO are'thepossibilitles

for,overcoming the weak links'in the.pupilS''kpblem,solvi4.procesa,

during the.preliminary,atgAysis of,the conditions.. oThls type of /ork,.

. however, must not be.considere& the only.kind;'gompletely. stifficient',
-,

deciding all methodological questions ofteaChing'phildren prolabm
_ N.

f . . .... tf 0
,

s4ving. ,%. .

.

...
. ..

. 9 .. '4

. Sdma practitioners chink that, by daidY classigni reviel.Y of wOrk .
. . .

..ihe cl;ildrenl they can,

.- .

furth§r develop a4irtia skill'in proKemfsolving.':In fact% however,
1 .

-4, .

with such instruction the pupils Taster onlY a svecifIc device.for
.

.

. , /
..,, ..

so.lvirtg one type of probleja, and apply .1.; lateryre/ying little on ,2t

,
the,condipong of the problgm beiiig,solved.,.::Amything new in the'Proble'

u_

'4
,(in form or Content) leaves the Children'in,a blind,alley; they disre-

gaiLd it In the sOlution, a tenden4. Aharacteriltic of:ndt onlY the ppor

pupils, but also,of pupils who eansolve the.familiar,. icil types of

problems. ,

,

.

, t

.
, .. '

To attain skill in problem solving, not'only must homogeneous,

habitual work on problems be conducped daily, but tblre also must be

review of the diversity of forms of mentaj. actiVity .which demand th
,

pupils' systematic in4epende In.other words, workon the arithmetic
4"

problem in the auxiliary schoo d te donstructed on the principle .

,.. .

f more variation than is presen y,i,oun in prabtice. 4

There are two ways to realize the principle of variation:

1. In a system of problems given in instructFon,(diversity Of

form and of mathematical content).%

2. In types of work on arithmetic problems. Among these, besides

the analysis of the conditiOns, the ,following are recommended:

.a) composition oE two 'simple problems.from numerical data--one

after the other, with subsequent composition of a third problem from the

two simple ones. For example, composition and solution of these problems:

Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3

4kg of groats at 2kg of sugar at (composed from prob-
t.

5 rubles pel- 13 rubles Per lems 1,and 2)
kilogram. kilugram.

b) Composition of4two simple plioblems from vestions and subsequent
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composition of a third(problem from thp

For exargple, compoSlition and soliitiOn of
.'

4

Probldffi'l , Problem 2
.-

two simple ones obtained.

these problems:
.

i

.
PrOblem 3 .

414
,

.,How much does one Row much does one How much more exzen-

book cost? notebook cost? sive is a boOk-that
a notebook?

c) Selection of numbers and'a Ouestion for a situation (in on,

.two, or three,questions). For eXample, select numberd, state the

guestion, and scilL 'the problems:

1. Two boys were gathering Mushrooms. One boy collected

more than the other.

2. Three boys were vlanting trees. Sasha planted fewer than

Vanya, and Kolya planted more than Vanya.

d) Cemposition and solution of a problem from a given arithmetic

operation and questien. For example; compósitl,on and solution or--

these problems:

Problem 1

+ (on addition)

How much money
did Vasya have?

414

Problem 2.

on subtraction)

Prôbrem 3

'+/-
'(on subtraction
and addition)

#

How much money did , How much money did
Misha have? Vasya an& Misha

have together?

e) Composition and solution of arithmetic problems from an assigned

arithmetical operation, For example, composition of ahy problem on

addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division; coniposition of any

problem requiring that a number be iridreased, decreased, taken several

time: ete.).

f) Composition of arithmetic.problems from numbers and operations.

For example, composition and solution of these problems:

Problem 1 Problem 2

370 150 = 2,0 160 : 4 = 40

g) Solution of all simple problems from the conditions of a complex

problem without a guestion, then with the added question. For,example,
_

solution of any questions:
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.

A hLt. costs 80 rubles, a tuit is 5 tiMeVas gxpensilte, and

°coat costs 800 rubles.

After ,the,pupils solve all. possible questions, they are adked to

so ve this same problem, first with one, then withanother queStion:

1. ifow many times more expense is,a coat than a suit?

2. HoW much was the entire purchase? .

' Work of tNis nattge helps the pupils to unde'rstand the relation-'

ship between the solutions and the main question of the pr. oblem. .

a h) Cor4ositibp and 'solution of a prOleip in a specified number.

of'que4tions. For example, composiiion and solution Of Any problem
*1

%

in one,''two, three, or tour questions.

i) Coiriposition of problems from data obtained from the pupils'
---r-

pyactical activity (measuring, weighing in class, buying and selling,

etc.)

j) Complsition and solution of problems on, a given topic. For

example, composition of 4 problem on xtushrooms, trees, candy, etc'.

k) Composition and solution of any .problems. e.

Activities o this type
13 show that the pupils handle the given

assignments,,with difficulty and that the teacher's assistance,is nec-

essary.at first; later tile pupils become increasingly better. Lesson (

by lesson the pupils approach the solution of problems, the selection

of numerical data, and the statement of the question more boldly amiL

more consciously; they resl.ate to their solutions more critically;

they check them. Interest is awakened in the chifdren, flashes of inde-
q.

pendent mental activity occur which are phenomenaohserved even when they are

solving ordinary tykes of problems; they,come tohave questions bout

the possibility and impossibility of a sdlution, of different methods

./of solution, etc.

The teacher, however, must be warned against excessively.increasing

the types of work in problem solving which are.offered. Experience has

.shown that it is best to do thisotype of work once a week as a special

lessoft with an obligatory connection with the curriculum material and

requirement,s, enriching instruction in solving curriculum problems in

only one way--the method of preltminary analysis of the condition.

13 They were conducted in the 1949-50 and 9 0-51 school years by

teachers of Moscow Auxiliary School No. 11I With the author's

participation.
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There can' be no doubt that work in this direction, as well as

:the experimentation c.?,'f teachers, will help'to increase the effeectivenes0

of teaching OhilSren problek'solying ih the environs of the auxiliary

r'
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BASIC DIFFICULTIES ENNTERED 13Y AlaILIARY.

'.SCHOGI., PUPILS fN;SOLVING ARITHMkTIC_PROBLEMS

2

M. I. Kuz'mitsiaya

his investigation'was based upo4pedagogical 1;ractice9.iand,'

its.conclusions are direceed to theOltprOvement of the c6n ut.and

metkod of teaching problem solving to auxitiary schpo; 0 t4ents.

The analysis and processing of written work Lnariiimetic by

auxiliary school students of the Russian Federationtwas conducted by.

the Ministry of Education and the Scientilid rearch Institute of
0

Defectology for use in studying the,stu ente.progx.ess'oVer many

years. This stttdy has,permitted us to d velov a method of investi-

gating the difficulties arising in teaching lentally retarded chil-

i dren how to solve arithmetic problems. , !

We set the following goals,for our investigation:

1) to reveal,the fundamental difficulties experienced by

auxiliary school students (pin solving problems).
,

2) to reveal the causes of peculiarities in problem solvin

by mentally retarded sdhoolchildren.

3) to plot the proper direction-af work

-

improving the

bOntent and method of teaching problem solving in the auxiliary

school, on the basis of observations, experiments, and the: past

experience of the best teachers.

To determine.the causes of the basic difficulties in solvinf

arithmetic problems encountered by mentally retarded schoolchildren',

we conducted two series of experiments with the children. .

In one series, problem solving followed oral reproduction of the N.

00

problem's condition. Tn the other.series, a roblem was soIxed

Published in 146ceedings
Sciencv of the RSFSR, 1957,
David A. Henderson,

[Tzvestiya] of the Acadepy'gf Pedagogical

Vol. 88,pp. 115-158.Translated by
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without a prdliminary statment of the conditions. l%these elperi-

ments the children,solv4d all the basic kinds of simple problems. At:'

the same time: in ordel to study the peculiarities of their use of

nomenclature, certain problems requiring several operations, were employed.

Schoolchildren from all of the auxiliary school gra4es .participated; '

in exlielimentsto determine their characteristicAqays of solving simple

problems. In our study on thegreproduction'of problems we tested stu-,

. dents mainly from the upper classes. To gain a deeper iniighi 14to the

' \ .peculiarities of the perceptualsuctivities of tIie- auxiliary scriool\-
.

,. /
students, we also conduc;pd experimental studies'with students,,frog

. 4

'the 'mass school.
(

i'A *
All the experimental material underwent quantitative and qualitative,

,,,,,,40..T,

, .exanituation and was compared with,what we observed in the lessons, as
.

,

\well as with the teachers' systematic evaluation of the children's khow-
--,.

. ...

-

'ledge. In the concluding chapter, which ,contains several Proposals for
t,

improving the methods.of work in problem solving.in the auxiliary school,
*

we summarized the experience of some of otir best teachers; such experi-

edbe confirmed the ba'sic"conc,lusions ot4141.K,special investigation.

Tile Reproduction of Sim le Arithmetic Prot;lems

by Mentally Retarded Pupils

Studj of the reproduction of the conditions of a 15roblem A order to

learn the characteristic way.in whièh the pupils comprehend the problem."

We know from pedagogical and psychological investigations that

0 . features of students' thinking are revealed in their solution ofarith-

metic problems. Investigations into the methods used by uormal chil-

drrth, to solve problems have.unriched our knowledge of the psychology

ot the children's thought processes, and have contributed to the lm-

provement'Of methods of teaching.arithmetic.

Observationo of mentallytetarded schoolchildren engaged in
1

pshlem solving 'show that they are unable to formulate their ideas'in

detail, facia that their statements sometimes lack enough consistency to

lead to a s.olution; therefore, a'study of their reasoning does not

always reveal the course of a problem's SOlution. The thought'processes

of menNiully retarded childrelv.,solving problems are therefore usually

judged 1D.y the nature of the mistakes that arise in the course of their
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solutidh, as well as by the solution itself.

There is, however, one.other method for determining how mentally

retarded children cotprehend the contents(of a problem. 'We refer to

the study.of the characteristic featurea.of the students' reprà- e

duction of the aonations Of a ptoblem. W&;proceed'from the assump-
.

tion that the character of'htheNreproddetion of the matprial,reflect,

the level of celkehension of that material. Inv stigations by Soviet

.psyeheilogists deVoted to the problem of reprodue ion Showed that,: .

4t401A
N lir

. t

correct reproduction depenlls greatly upoik'cemprehension.of the'material.;

It was also shown that reprqdilction depends upon the nature of the

. materlal offeied the chiLdren, upqn conditIons under Which the

material was-memorized, anA upon'the goal,towards which memorization

and reproduction are:directed. The data hsed by,Soviet psychology'

provides a basis for utiliting the characteristics of the students'

reproduction of the. conhifions of a problem, in order to study their

ccotprehension of its contents. ,...,

% i t
VT' conducted individual experiments with 20 fourth grade add with

>1
. .

-.., 20 si h gra4e students in the,auxiliary school.; for comparison, we

condLleted analogous experfments with 20 second zrade students in tile

elAentary school. The problems posed were selected tO correspond

to the curriculum'for 0.14 first grade in the mats school, which

corresponds to the curriculum(for the third grade in the auxiliary
t A

schobl. ProbleMs were offered to the 'ehildren from sections of the

curriculum that had already been studied. By the timel the exPertments,

were conducted, the children had, in tileit'lessons, already solved

problems which were more complicated in strupture; thus, the problems

which we offered should not have presented any special difficulties

for these schoolchildren.

Each pupil was given a card on which the text of the problem was

prined and which the children read over two or three times. After

this the pupil orally reproduced the conditions of the problem. We

wrote down their reproduction verbatim; the material gathered was then

processed correspondingly.

After the first experiments,it became clear that the pupils from

the auxiliary school experience great difficulties in repeating the

cohditions of a problem. Before analyzing the caus'es nf this difficUlty,
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le t.< examine the ways in which the reproduction of5some other dtkr0

of oral material. .
,

The reprodpc4on of a pfoblem--i.e'.., repeating its conditions--

differs, for example, from recounting a literary, historical,or geo-,
*

-gxaphicil text. When reproducing such texts one is not forbiddfn to ,

recount- it in ones own words; indeed, one is encouraged to do po., ,

4 In reproduking such-texts an,alterf_on or eyed' a violation of
4

sequence is sometimes- permissible, so long as thksequence of events,

etc., does not suffer as a result.
... .

Other deMands must be met in reproducing the conditions of a
.. I 4 ..

'problem. The text of a,problem is ge;lerally not very lengthy. The-
1

studdnts must closely approximate the teXt; otly in'Agnificant varia-

`tions in their reproddction of the contents of the problem are per-'

missible, and a completely aceuate reprod tion of numbers.and of the

question in the problem is required. The reproduction of a problem,

however, cannot be identified with learning prose or poetry by heart,t,

since in that case it is mandatory that the text be reproduced liter-

ally. Furthermore, the memorization'of poetry is facilitated by the

'presence,of rhyme and rhymed verse, which do not exist in the text of

a problem.

, 'Retufning to the topic of correct reproduction ot the Conditions

of a problem, we should note that foi this purpose it is,necessary to

carry out a specific logical analysis of the text, having as its aim

a full detdrmination of all of its parts; since, in reproducing a prob-

lett, all of its contents must be given, preserving without'fail the .

relationship among the contentS. The significance of these features

in the reproduction of oral material has been noted in a se es of

psychological investigations. "A precise understanding .internal

relationships' among the parts of a text is essential, so that these

parts dtp.,not stand out in the student's mind as separate units, -but,

as unified members of an interconnected whole" [21: 75].

:Mese statements are particularly significant in connection with,

the reproduction of a problem-, since perfect memorization and repflo-

duction of the problem are impossibl without comprehending each of

its links and-actually showing th reiationships between these links.
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Psychological investigations show that in the process of repro-

?

duction, essential Chapges are introduced into the material which has

already been pereeived. "When we mentall§ reproduce som'eihing, we'not

so much recall it as deduce it from our previous experience [17t:148].

It can be supposed Ehat mentally retarded childrkn Will make more

sipificant Alterations in material they have perceived than win: nor,-
t

mai. children, and that these alteratiens will have a Somewhat different

character. Mentally retarded children do indeed have difficUlty in

reprdducing previous acquired knowledge, as well as ie ascertaining the

relationships between sentenCes and groups'ef entences ia a text.*

These peculiarities in the way auxiliary school children reproducd'an

oral text clearly show that the difficulties they, exiderience in estabL

lishing the relationship between parts of the text lead to'distortion

and cause thedtO substitute other relationships for the original re-

lationships. These peculiarities in the memory of mentally retarded

children should be apparent in their reproduction of the conditions of

a problem too.

The formation and preservation of the new temporary relationships

which are the physiological bases of memory are closely related to the

charaCteristics of the highest nervous'activities in man (strength,

even temper, and flexibility in the processes of stimulation.and

inhibition).

In the investigations of.N. I. Krasnogorskii and his coworkers

)pertain facts are revealed concerning the highest nervous activities

of mentally retarded children. In normal children cOnditioned reactions

are the most dellcate,and specific of all reactions. Their high speci-

ficity, quick formation,and.slow disintegration, their stability with

time--such'are the cha.racteristic traits of conditioned reflexes. On

the other hand, imbeciles and debilitated children have difficulty

forming conditioned reflexes [8].

Parallel to "sequential stimulation,"Krasnogorskii examines

"sequential inhibitation." He notes that these mechanisms appear to

be more complex, and arise'later, than those mechanisms whose aTvities

are not connected with the signal system set aside at the time. Normally

they are alieady formed by the age of,three, whereas in cases of
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irregular developmenf, they are formed only withsextreme difficulty.

ThuS, the "traces" of past exPriencen aaxiliary schodl students do

not.bear the same characteristics as the "traces" in mass school .e.tu-

dents.
0

The statemdht of I. P. Pavlov about theNelationshIp- between memori--
. .

zdtion and understanding has great significance as a revelation of the

physiological.bases of memory: "When a new relationship is formed, that

is, what wsucall- 'association,:, it is, without a doubt, knowledge about

definite relhtionAllips in the external world; iiheu it is employed.the

next time It is, called understanding the use of the knpwledge

that has been acquired about relationships. This iS midersiauding"f

L13:579]. The physiological mechanism of comprehension is _regarded

_here as the ability, to make'use of previouslyacquired relationships,

-the ability to put them into practice. 'Thiti4statement implies that

corriprehension rests upon retaining traces; it is detrimental in this

case for previously acquired temporary relationships notto be'retained

and consolidated, to be changed or erased. These statements by Pavlov

are essential.in determininc the characteristic way in which auxiliary

school students reproduce the Conditions of a problem.

The parts of . a prOblem always have a definite interrelationship.

Whether this relationship is Manifest depends upon the process of

interpreting' the problem. Unlesssthe problem Ls properly understood,

as we will show below, the condiXions of the problem cannot be fully

reproduced. Comprehension of the problem, therefore, appkars to be an

essential requirement in reproducig the prdblem correctly. Errors

made by mentally retarded schoolchildren In repeating the text of the

problem are usually the symptoms of difficulties in interpre ing and

comprehending.the problem. We believe that an anal3rsis of the wa

which mentally retarded schoolchildren reproduce the text of problems ,

may also ascertain the causes of the difficulties they encounter in

solving arithmetic problemss,

A child's work in orally formulating a problem begins when he

becomes acccuainted with it. An arithmetic problem can be presented

in many ways; usually, the teacher reads the problem aloud, or the

pupil himself- reads the problem-. SOmetimes the contents of the problem

Etre illustrated by visual materia a well; this is not our consideration
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here. The queselons that'concern us are related to the tnterpretation

of a problem read by-the pupil independently. I'rectieiiti'teachers

repeat7dly observe that auxiliary school studentse.reaci'to tAeir first
a

,encouhter with problems in a tiery dia4<tive yey and that they have

great difficulty.in interpr9ting a problem. i

These difficulties may result from the students' insufficie4t

acquaintande with the ohdects or situatitns referred to in thle problem,

from lheir inability to picture ate situation on the baSis of art Qral
I.

reading of the text; they may be caused by the students" lack,of tinder-

standing of tke relationship between the parts of the problem, thatis,

by their inability to ialterpret the structure of the problem. In repro-

' ducing a problem the student should visualize the situation set forth

in the problem. In other words, the reproduction of the probleti is made

on the basis of what has been recreated in the imagination. On the

basis of thedescription given in the problem one.must imagine the

situation which reflecs the,conditions of the problem. This situation

should include both the basic facts of the problem, andIAlso the alter-

ations that will be brought.about according to the conditibns.of the

proAem.

'Consequently, it ts necessary-to picture the outcome of the events

as predetermined by the contents of the question. Take, for example,

the problem, "Tfiere were pr:eviously so many-books standing on the shelf.

Then such-and-such a quantity of books were taken away. How many books

remain on the shelf'?" It is a serious assignment for mentally retarded

sehoolchildren to picture the outcome of these events. It is not enough

that'the auxiliary school studentperceive the.conditions of a problem

by reading or hearing it; in oider for him to understand it, it is also

necessary that the images he visualizes will so embody the material

of the problem that they will ensure its reproduction.

Such are-creation by the imagination is oossible nnlv when tilere

is a normal interaction of both signal systems; _Oils is precisely what

'investigators show to be the disturbance in auxiliary school students.

That is 1.3by their words and expressions are often noC related to sub-

stan4ve objects. Although they may f)e used in speech, they are

really incorrectly understood (in too broad or narrow a sense). The

disturbance in the interaction of the two signal iystems in auxiliary

school students ia the source of many of their difficulties in solving
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n 6-rdartto'discover tjia'causes.that haiper'meneall; "i:etardtd
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Of tIle
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ildren ig sorring'prCblems, ke anilvzed their r4ioductlbns

nditions of the pr9blebs. A series of

in41ructural complexit)t tut.

arithmetic problems
,#

one operation/was
l

d to ttie dhildren. Thesewproblems hAd een s914e4 SY the-puoils

e mass school hy the end otlkheirPftrst yiariof schooling, while
,

in the-auxiliary school they lilad.,3een solved-in nd and.194, grades.
't

The numeicai, data in these-v o ems could be handle by second year

/

students in the auxiliary
-

We attoppted to scertain the &ifficulties experienced by menlafly

retarded schoolchildren in reproducing eilferent types of stmple 'prob-
...

lems. Two problems)in addition and two in subtraction were presented

to them. Below era thr text§ of thtikproblem :

, 1. In one cage there are i'vrabbits, and in 'another, 0,rabbits.

Altogethei, pow many rabbits are in the two'cages? (There are 4

elements in the prob1em:)
1 ,

*

2. There were 19 plain pencils, and 6 mor, c4oredlthan.plaiin

pencils. How' many colored pencils were there? (The are 18 elements'

7in the problem.)

3. There were 4i5 noteboLs in the cupboar ; 13 notabOoks were

distributed to the students. How AnAnotebooks remained,i ii. the cup-

'board? (There are 21 elements in the problem.)

4. A pupil spent 15 kopeks; he had 20 kopeks left. How much

money had the pupil previously? (There are 17 elements in the problem.)

The difference between the number of elements in the conditiots

of the problem 41 not great. There are between 17 and ;1 elements in

the texts of-the four problems. The students were quite familiar with

1Each word and eaCh numberis taken as a single element.

black-lead (Ed.)
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the objects introduced in the problems.

The situations in the problems, that is, the relAitionsbyys into

which the objects entered as ea result of the conditions, were not the

same. On the basis' of the features of these relationships, the above

prAlems can be divided iato two, groups, in accor4iticaloWith the yary-

ing copplexity ortheir texts. In problems 1,and 3 the relationships

between the components of the pxoblem are given openly 4n the conditions
%

themselVes. In problems 2 and 4 the int&nal relationships between the , iv
. 4

components of the problem are introduced indirectly.
k

The problems.ixi the first group (prOblems I slid 3) Are charaCter-
.,

iied bY the fact that the "unknown" is closely relaed.to the !!give.n
a

data," and thOluestk asked is'frankly.joined to it...i,In the second
.

group of problems (problems40.and 4) the "unknown" and the Niven data"

are not connected by such -direct, clear relationships. Indeed, although

the purchase made by the pupil is mentioned in the text of problem 4,
0 4

it is necessary, in solving the problem, to find out what the Situation

was before this purchase--that is, hOw much money the pu il had before
-

he made the purchase. It is known from the-conditions.of problem 2

that there were colored pencils, but the question in the problem demands

that the quantity of colored pencils be determined by their relation-
,

lar 0 ships to the black pencils. It is apparent that the relationship between

the "given" and the "unknown" in problems 2 and 4 is different than in
-F.

problems 1 and 3; conaequently, it is more difficult to solve them than

to solve those problems where the "unknown" follows directly from the

"given."

The tufa-groups of problems indicated6'bove were presented to 20

fourth grade and 20 sixth graae auxiliary school pupils. The method used

,in our inyestigation was similar to usual teaching conditions. Although

the problems corresponded to the third grade curriculum in the auxiliary

.school, their solution gave rise to serious'difficulties not oaly for

A the fourth grade pupils, but for-the sixth grade pupils as well. qhis

forced us to pay special attention to ehe solution of problems by the

sixth grade pupils.

Let us0first examine how individual schoolchildren accomplished

the'reproduction of those four problems, *
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First we will look into the reproduction of the two problems

(1 and 3) in which the conditions provided a direct relationship

between the "given" and the "unknown" (the first group of 'problems).

These problems were solved by two pupils from the fourth grade.in ,

. the auxiliary school, Grisha K. and Kolya V.

Grisha K. reproduced the problems of the first group in the

following way: "In one cage there are 17, and in another, la% There

will be 30 " problem 11. Thus, the conditions of the problem were

not fully reproduced: the nomenclature and the question were absent.

The reproduction of the conditions and tim solution are not sepatate

from one another. The meaning of the problem, however, was'caughi

rightly; the solution was' also correct.

Problem 3 -,.."There were 25 notebooks in the cupl;oard. Thirteen

notebooks were distributed. How many notebooks remained?" - the pupil

reproduced it correctly and :74A-44M6yed it correctlY as,well.

Let us examine the peciAlarities of,reproducing e second group '

of problems.

Problem 2 was reproduced thus: "There were 20 plainvencils and

10 fewer colored ones. How many colored pencils were th,ere?" The

structure of the problem was given, but the numbers and the relation-
.

ship between its, components were incorrectly reproduced. The problem

indicated that there were move colored pencils than plain ones. The

reproduction said that there were fewer. The problem had the numbers

"19" and "6," while in the reproduction the numbers "20" and "10" were

named. Having read ptoblem 4, the pupil Was silenx for h few mfnutes,

and then refused to reproduce it.
(-'

Kolya V., a student in the same schoOl-aa4 grade, reproduced t.he

problems presented to him_in the following way: "In one cage there

were 13 rabbits; in another, 17 rabbits. How zany rabbits were there

in all?T' (Problem 1). Here the numbers were given in his.coaditions,.

although the Concrete words "in two cages" were lacking in his question;

but the meaning of the prOlem was correctly given.

In reproducing problem 3-- "There were 25,notebooks in the cupboard;

13 were returjied. How many were left?"-- the pupil substiEuted one word:

instead of "distributed,The said "returned." The very precise words 4
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"in the cupboard" were lacking in the question, but the meaning of

the problem aa.a whole was teproduced correctly.

In reproducing problem 2-r "There wgre 16 plain ones and 6 fewer

colored ones. How many were there in all.?" 7-- the pupil,omitted the

names of the objects and altered the relationship.between the colored

and the plafh pencils, changing the first number as well. 'The ques-

tion in the problem relating to the quiritity of colored pencils was

replaced by the more general question, "How many were there in all?"

° Problem 4 was reproduced thus: "The pupil bought a pencil for

15 kopeks, a:nd he had 30 kopeks left." The pupil 'repeated only the

d// beginning of the problem correctly; he altered the second number given

in the conditions, and he did not reprodut the question in the prob-

-lem at all.

In examining the reproduction of the conditions of aIl the kob-

lems, it can be noted that not only the two pupils mentioned, but also

10' the remaining sixth grade students, often omit the precise conditions

governing the operation and that they often drop.the names of the objects

when reprodunng PrAlems. Often the numerical data of the problpm is

fnot retained. Sometimes the relationships between the numbers are

changea by mistake; fox example', instedd of "more" the children said

"fewer. The question is either completely omitted, giving way to a

spontaneous solution, or it is altered. In cases'where the question
,

was altered, the specific queg'tion asked in the problem .becothes the

extremely genera question "How many were there in all?" which is

not found in the given ir lem.

In a general survey.of the reproduction of alk of the problems,

the chilaren's answers can/be gry)uped in this way:

1. A reproduction which isfundamentally correct an& suffioiently

complete: the structure of the problem is retained and the number are

correctly reproduced, although the question sometimes contains an

insLgnificant. error.

affect tile problem.

2. A reproductioin

-c are partial changes which do not essentially

n which Ore structure of the problem is

fundamentally retained, although individdal words and their sequence aT4

altered, and the numbers are incorrectly reproduced.
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3. A reproduction which contains the individ4U1 components of

the conditions of the problem, but does not'xetain the structure of

the problem as. a whole or the numbers.

, f---
.4. . Refusa-reproduce the problem: "I f .r.g?t; I cannot repeat

. It."
...,

The results of the analysis of twenty sixth grade students'

'reprOductions of the problems are.presented in Table 1 (the numbers
J

indicate the number of pupils wo reproduced the problems in one form

or anoth r).

TABLE 1

FORMS.OF REPRODUCTIONS OF PROBLEMS

Correct Structure of i'arts of

Problem Repro- Problem Retained, Problem

Group Number duction but Altered Retained Refusal

1, 2 6 10 2

2 12 A 2

II 2 0 6 14 0

4 0 2 th 14 4

It is apparent from the table that only problems No. 1 and No. 3

were correctly reproduced, although in an extremely limited number of

cases. None of the students were able to reproduce problems No. 2 and

No. 4 correctly. The differences which we attributed to the repro-

duction of problems in group I and,group II are thus confirmed.

It can be surmisei that ,the problems In group I turned out to be

easy to memorize because the relationships between the part's of each

problem were reflected in the struCture of the problema, La the way

in which their conditions were formulated, and in the terms used.

In memorizing the problems in Group-II the children themselves

should have established the relationships between the comkents of

the problem, since they had not received them'in a ready form (problems

that had an "indirect form" were introduced in this group). Conse-

quently, despite the fact tliat these problems were solvable by'one

operation, they were more complex and less comprehendible, because of
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tile peculiarities of their oral formulation. This explains why the

problems in group I were reproduced more accurately.

In addition, it indicates that when the internal relationships

between the components of a problem are not openly displayed, repro-

duction of the problem is hamPered. It is imperative that the students

comprehend these relationships in order to reMember and to reproduce

the,conditions df the problem.

'We know from investigations of mentally retarded schoolchildren

that they reproduce these texts better when the relationships between

congecutive events are set forth using corresponding tet'Ms,'for example,

withlthe help of causal connections [22]. If the text IF the problems

has no such connecting terms, then this probabl also'hampefg.repro-,

duction.

Furthermore,t# is apArent from Table I that the students had the

least trouble reproducing problem 3, in which it was necessary to find

a remainder; 14 students reproduced its,-structure and contents funda-

mentally correctly, while in the remaining cases the numerical data

mere altered. Eight students reproduced problem 1 satisfactorily.

Problem 4 was the most difficult to r9produce--18 students did this

unsatisfactorily. Fourteen students reproduced problem 2 unsatis-

factibly.*

If we combtne problems 1 and 3 into one group we can see that

the mentally retarded schoolchildren in the sixth grade reproduced

even these simple types of problems satisfactorily in only 55%

of the cases. The more complicated problems, 2 and 4, could be repro-
%

dtced satisfactorily in only 20% of the cases.

Naturally, the fourth grade students made an even poorer showiug

when they reproduced the problems. Thus, the simpler problems, 1 and

3, were reproduced satisfactorily in only 35% of the cases, and prob-

lems 2 and 4, in only 10% of ,the cases.

Thus, the investigation showed that the reproduction of simple

problems containing almost the same quantity of elements varied, even

when performed by the same auxiliary school students. The reproduction

depended upon the type of problem,, that is; upon the 'character of the

relationships contained in it. As is apparent from thc:.data we have

introduced, half the students reproduced the texts of problems 1 and

3 somewhat accurately. The auxiliary chool students reproduced
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problems 2 and 4 considérably less accurately, although some students

attempted to retell them using even more Words than were used in the

text. These attempts, however, did not lead to a correct reproduction

i of the text; on the contrary, we observed a complete distortion of the

meAlng of ,the problem in a series of cases.

Having established.the fact that reproduction of-simple problems

varied considerably, it was important to examine what was retained

and exactly what was Aropped or altered in the reproduction of the

different types of simple problems.
, The students, in most of the cases, reproduced the beginning of

problems 1 and 3 correctly; the first number given in the conditions .
/

li

of the problem was-also remembered' correctly. In cages of incomplete

reproduction the second part of the conditions was dropped most often

jand'the question in the problem was somewhat distorted. In the repro-
/

duction of the'se problems we did not encounter any rearrangement or

. substitution.of words which would have grossly distorted their meaning.

Problem 3 reflected a set of circumstances customary in schools;
,

notebooks kept in a cupboard are distributed, some being left in the

cupboard. The words of the text and the way in which they are combined

directly_ reflected the situation. This problem was reproduced more

accurately than the others. Problem 1, whose question concerns the

number of rabbits left in two cages, was reproduced significantly less

accurately (here it was necessary to carry out the addition mentally,
,

since the problem does not mention all of the rabbits being together

in one cage). The question, "How many are there in all?" used in this .

problem was generalized; it was not as closely related to the contents

of the problem as in problem 3, "How many remained?"
1
ich concerned1

notebooks which actually remained in the cupboard. Th efore, problem
-

I was reproduced, less accurately than problem 3, and the question in

the problem was often dropped.

A soallewhat more complex relationship between the text and the

reality being reflected was set forth in problems 2 and 4.

,We have already noted that the number of words in the conditions

of all of the problems differs little.

Let us recall the contents of problem 2. It referred to both

plain and colored pencils. In the conditions the quantity of plain
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pencils was indicated, while the quantity of colored pencils was to

be determined from their relationship to the plain pencila; this relation-
.

ship was given in the text of the problem in he form of a number which

Oilcontrast:ed the quantities of colored and pla n pencils. There.was ,no

. direct information in the problem about colored 'pencils.
k ...t

The character of the reproduction of this problem.is u i , as

we see from the difference in the reproductiOn of the two parts: the

given data about the plain pencils was usnally reproduced with co para-

tive accuracy; the information regarding the colored pencils was poorly

reproduced--the correct data often replaced by indefinite words, or

by blanks left in the conditions of the problem. Let us introduce a

few examples of such reproduction.

Olya E.: "There were 19 plain pencils, and how many other
pencils were there?"

Manya 0.:,"There were 19 plain pencils by 6 times less. How
many pencils were there?"

Senya B.: "There are 19 plain pencils in one, and tliere are
6 fewer colored ones. How many pencilS were there?"

Katya E.: "There were 18 plain pencils and 10 colored one's.
How many colored pencils were there?"

In reproducing this problem, pupils usually retained the first

group of data; the second group of data was entirely lost or'distorted.

The question was reproduced correctly in rare cases; of the four repro.-

ductions given above, it was retained in one case; in the remaining

cases the question was changed Alost its specific character. In

these cases the quesflon asked was ribt about colored pencils, as the

problem requires, but about pencils in general. The relationships

between the plain and colored pencils were not logical; eVen the colored

pencils themselves were dropped from the problem. If the childrew'

comprehended these relationships to some degree, the ob ects(the colored

pencils) were left in the conditions of the proble .

11Let us examine another case of repYoduction.

KolyA I.: "How many pencils lay... 17 pencils and fewer." T

child named the objects--pencils--and formulated the question.o

problem in concrete form: "How many pencils lay?" The reprodu on,

of the question, in the very beginning of the problem, and late of

only certain of the problem's data, and, in particular, of the rm
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"fewer," show that the chil4 did not perceive the concrete relation-

ships included in the probleA and'therefore could not reproduce it.

Another case: "There'wete 19 plain pencils by 6 times less."

Here the first component of theeO4ditions of the problem was retained;

the second was distorted, incomp14e and lacking in content. In addition,

thechoolboy reproduced _certain exkessions aaracteristic of arithme-
.

;

tic problems. But in this case they in-R '.free" from definite content,

and lacking in meaning.

The relationshipg present fn problem.4 ate distorted even more

than those examined above in prob16m.2; although, at the same time,

individual terms, and sometimes even whole parts of the text, are retained.

The question of the problem sffets even greater damage than in the re-

maining,cases. Let us introduce a few examples:

Misha Z.: "X boy bought a pencil for 15 kopekik. ,He spent
20 kopeks. How. much did he have left? :rake

15 from 20."

Katya B.: "A boy had 15 pencils. The pupil had 17 pencils.
How many kopeks did the pupil have left?".
(Answer: 15)."

,In reproducing this problem the same Persons and objects are men-

tioned as in the conditions, but the person's action upon the objects

is not retained. This leads us to the'conclusion that the relationahips

in the conditions of the problem are often misunderstood, by the school"-

children, and,thus, are not fully reproduced or are reproduced incorrectly.

'Certain expressions, however, which are characteristic of arithmetic

problems or which are used to communicate their specific relationships,

4 are inclnded in the problem when it is reproduced, although they have

nu organic relationship to the problem. By retaining arithmetical

terminology the pupil sees a well known way out of the difficulties which .

,have arisen.

This singular discrepancy b,etween the mathematical expressions and

the objects contained in an arithmetic problem Is characteristic o,f the

auxiliary school students' reproduction of the conditions of a problem.

In many of,the examples the emasculated verbal shells,are retained in

the reproduction while the objects contained in the problem are lost.

these caseS certain arithmetical terms are often replaced by others,

which otten have allopposite meaning; for example, in the repetition
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of the text of the problem,the word "more!' is replaced by the word

"legs," and so forth.

The question in the problem underwent thNc.fet significant change

when problem 2 was reproduced. It was most often substituted by another,

more general, question.

Thus, for example, in problem 2, instead of posing the question:

"How many colored pencils were there?" the pupil asked: "How many

pencils were therein all?" In problem No. 4 instead of the question:

"How much money did the pupil have to begin with?" the pupil-posed the

question: "How much money was left?" In this casettle question was

sim lified.

The character of the change'made in the question is important in

understanding how the children go about solving the problem, since the

question in the problem suggests the choice of the operation used.

Obviously, in the second group, special difficulties in the repro-

duction Of. the.question arise in connection with the problem's struc-
,

ture, and, in particular, with the relationship of the question to the

conditions. That is, the structure of the problems, the peculiarities

of their verbal formulation, and their text appear to be the primary

wurce of difficulties in understanding and reproducing them.

We have suggested that reproducing the preblems will hamper men-

tally retarded schoolchildren in their orai formtion of the text of

the problems, but that they will be able to remembei the objects in

the problems, since the problems always contain very familiar objects

and since they are required to reproduce only one operation with these

objects.

The results of the investigation showed, however, that the defects

in reproduction included not only in4erior oral formulation of the prob-

lems, but also loss of the objects contained in the problems. This

hampered the selection of the necessary arithmetical operation.

In reproducing the problems the pupils restated individual words

and their combinatious, but neither communicated the true relationships

contained in the problem nor expressed them in meaningful, grammatically

formulated chains of words. It was not the peculiarities of the words

and the terms.themselves that hampered reproductiOn--the pupils remem-

bered them and used them. "The fact is that these terms were not always

used appropriately. The reproduction of the question dtstinctly revealed
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thig tendency, through the generality Of the questions. "How much

it be?" , "How much was Obtained?" was often substituted for

'the specific question in the problem. Questions which were general

and non-specialized clearly predominated over More specialized ques-
-.

tions.
0

Consequently, the more complicated the indirect relationships

between the "given" and the "unknown" in the conditions of the problem,

.the more difficult it is for the students to reproduce the problem. The

children more easily reproduce problems in wIlich the "given" and the

"unknown" are directly conndeted with the.conditions of the problem than

those in which this connection is not direct.' It is important to note,

however, that mental. retaided children reproduced,.even the simplest

Problems poorly. This fact demands a special explanation.

In general, the conditions of a simple,one operzAlon problem are

formed in the following way: first, certain data regarding objects

are conveyed, for example: "12 notebooks .lay in the cupboard," or

"There were 9 rabbits in the cage." Quantities which must be retained

are included in this part of the problem. Next new data appear in the .

conditions which, althoUgh they refer te the same objects, now begin

to bear certain relationships to the previously named data. For example.

12 notebooks lay in the-cupboard (1), '6 of them were distributed to the

children (II); in one cage there were & rabbits (I), in another, 3

rabbits (II). The children should .understand these relationships.

The study of auxiliary school students' reproductions of the

simplest problems -has shown that they have difficulty establishing

these relationships. Consequently, it is necessary to teach them to

establish these relationships using visually presented material sci that

they will achieve clear oral formulations of the conditiona.
_

Only irthey practirce at length, using the visual material to

establish such a connection between the components of the problem, will

they be able to orally reproduc-e the conditions of the problems. In

using visual educational material, the 'children must learn to designate

their operations with the material verbally; i.e., it is imperative

that they achieve a unity of activity between bothsignal systems

(vsual and verbal); only then will the words be associated with their

concrete substance [1.8].
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One of the causes of the students' inability to reproduce the

texts of problems is the overly rapid changeover from work with visual
x

material in auxiliary schools, to the solution of orally formulated

problems.. Such a rapid changeover is not justified when instructing

mentally retarded children; it further disconnects the activity of

the' two signal systems.

The auxiliary school students experienced special difficulties in

reproducing the last part of the problem--the question.

The formulation of the question qualifies the relationships in

the text.- The question expresses,in concrete form the changes which

takA plabe in a concrete situation described in the conditions of a

problem. It is the question of the problem which suffers particular
o

damage when it s reproduoed,by mentally retarded childten.
.

Our attenti n is drawn to the circumstance that, when incorrectly

reproduced, the question loses its specific quality, and is reduced to

the extremely general question of the type, "How much.was

"lb It is necessary to note,that during the,reproduction of problems

the actual substantive content is lost. Only the remainder of 'the

verbal formula and the ind idual words are retained, which shows the

dissociation of the activitie of mentally retarded schoolchildren's

signal systemi.

The students' inability to c mmunicate what has happened to the

objects, what was done with them, what changes took place involving tnem,

as-tell as their retention of emasculated verbal formulas, are undoubtedly

symptoms of "verbalism" in the instruction of mentally retarded school-

children. Instructors must struggle with these "verbalisms"tn teaching
, -

mentally retarded children.

Characteristics of the reproduction of conditions of simple arithmetic

problem's by second &rade students in the mass school.,

'We compared the data concerning auxiliary school students with

the results of the reproduction and solution of arithmetic problems by

students in the mass school. To that end we conducted corresponding

studies with 60 second grade students. The results of their reproduc-

tion of the problems are presented in Table ,2 (the numbers indicate

how many pupils reproduced problems in one,form or another).



TABLE II,

HOW THE PROBLEMS WERE REPRODUCED

1 .

Problem's,
Structuri

.

Correct Retained with Paqs of Refusal
Problem' Repro- Certain Ele- protlem to Repro-

Group Number duction ments Distorted Retained duce
.

I 1 24 36 0

.

0
3 24

i

30 6 0

II 2 42 12 6 0

s 4 - 18 18
,

18 6

Note: Values here are the number of students reproducing probleMs
in each manner.

It is apparent'from the table that reproducing problems 1, 2 and

3 c./As not,difficult for the majority 'of the students; only the repro-

duction of problem 4 presented certain dthiculties for them.

It is useful to examine the mistakes made by the mass school stu-

dents in reproducing these problems. The mistakes in reproducing prob-

lems 1 and,3 most often consisted of changes in numbers. These changes,

occurred because the reproduction of the problem is so closely related

to its solution that the numbers given in the conditions were replaced:

iristead of,25 note13ooks, 19 notebooks were designated; instead of 13

rabbits, 15 tabbits. file structure of the problem vas retained in the

reproduction.

In their repetition of,the text the children replaced certain6

words of the problem with their own words, although they did not dis-
.

tort its essential arithmetical meaning; for example: "Twenty-five
4.

notebooks lay in-the cupboard. They took 13 potetooks (in the text:

They gave them out to the pupils ). How many notebooks remained?" or,

"There were 25 notebooks id the cupboard. Thirteen notebooks were

'distributed. How many remained in the cupboardr .We also observed

how the pupils reproduced "in tkeir own words" th text of problem 2,

for example: "There were 19 plain pencils, and 6 becre varicolored
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than plain ones. How many varicolored pencils were there?" The gra:-
im .

lem was communicated correctly, but the pencils were called vari-
.

colored rather than colored. 4

Converting a given problem into andther type of problem is encoun-

tered only as an exception among the mass school pupi;.s. For example,

in one case a student altered the problemeo*as to change its arithme-

tical meaning; having said that there were so many more colored than
t

plain pencils, he formulated the question of the problem thus: "How

Nix\ many fewer colored pencils than plain pencils were there?"
N,

N In the reproduction of problem 4 we observed that there-were

. chaiges in the form A "ad libs." Thus,,one pupil who rarely

diverged from the original in his reproduction said, "The boy bought

5 notebooks :1:or 17 kopeks each. He had 20 kopeks left. How,much

money had he had?" Despite such distortion of the conditions of the

problem he nevertheless reProduced its structure and question (spent

the money, had mbney left, had how much money),

Sometimes the students forgot the second half of the preblem,

but remembered the question. In several cases in which the children

clearly understood the problem but hurried in solving it, we observed

that they abbreviated the text in reproducing lt. For qcample, the

problem may have been reproduced thus, "The boy spent*15 kopeks.

Twenty kopeks were left. How much had he hadi" "Such an abbreviation

of the problem is not only related to, but is probably because of,

complete understanding of the problem.

In reproducing a probleM the students in the mass gchool usually
1

remembered.the problem; almost always the question was correctly

, reproduced. The children failed-to reproduce the question only in

those few cases in which the solution of the problem follo-wed directly

from.the reproduction of its conditions; for example, "The pupil

bought a pencil for 15 kopeks and he had ?0 kopeks left. Fifibt,een

added to 20 would be 35 kopeks." or, "There were 25 notebooks in the

cupboard; 13 notebooks were distributed. Thirteen taken from 25

would be 12." Such cases in which the question Ls absent were also
qbp,

noted by N. A. Menchinskaya [10].
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Thus, the reproduction of all four problems by the second grade

students in the mass school did not involve great difficulties. It

must be pointed out, in comparing fourth graders of the auxiliary

school with second graders of the mass school, that the latter repro-
,

duced all'types of problems better.

However, not only the auxiliary school studelts but also the-

mass school students had difficulty with the problem.having the most

complex structure (No. 4).

We can conclude, in coMparing the two groups of children, that

the mass school students have less difficulty.in reproducing the probr

" lems in which the "unknown" and the "given" are directly related, that

'is, in which L'he internal relationships are less complex. 'Moreover,

the mass school Students 'Slved difficult problems thore accurately than

did the auxiliary school students.

Conclusions. 1. The reproduction of the text of n arithmetic

problem appears to be a complex thought process whieh depends upon

'comprehension of the situation described in the conditions of the

problem, and the relationships between, its components. The depth and

character of the understanding of the problem aie manifested in the

quality of the reproduction.

2. The recollection.and reproduction of the problem demand the

correct use of previously acquired knowledge, which is the basis for
_

attaining new knowledge. In order for a problem to be reproduced

s ccessfully, the knowledge that has been acquired previously must be

rmly retained in the memory; and sufficiently differentiated systems\_

r new knowledge, felled in the' process of mastering specific types :

,

of problems, must be developed.
. s,

3. Simple arithmetic problems (problems having one operation)

which differ in logical structure are not reproduced equally welltby

auxitiary school students even when they contain an equal number of

words. This investigation showed that when problems have different

verbeal formulas they create unidentical tonditions for understanding

their situation, the relationship between the components of their

ce.nditions, and their question.

4. Success in reproducing and recollecting a problem depends
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upon understanding the relationship between the data of the problem

.and comprehending the relationship between the "given" and the "unknown."

Problems in which the "given" and the "unknownv data are directly'
related enabie one to visualize the situation ,easily and directly, and

are, therefore, satisfactorily reproduced by the auxiliary gchool stu-
dents (such a problem is 3, which involves finding a remainder, and

problem 1, which involves finding .the sum). The simple relationship

lietween the "given" and the "unknown" in the tex4t of the problem is

ea epresented by visual images familiar to the students, since

such images 114ve been consolidated by their past experience. Such

texts provide the most favorable conditions for the understandihg of

problems and for their rigoilous reproduction.

5. Problems in which the relationships between the "given" aid

the "unknown" are not, by words or their tombination,'directly expressed

in concrete form create less favorable.conclitions'Ior reprOducing prob-

lems.
But, sinqe,these problem§ demand "indirect" comprehension of the

text and, by the same token, contribute to the development of the

children's thinking, speclal attention should be given to exercises in

.solving such problems.

6. Not all parts of the text of,a problem are reproduced with

equal success. Those parts which describe a 'present situation (there

,was so much) are usually.reproduced better than those parts.in which

changes,in the present i_tuation are involved. Numerical data are also

reproduced inaccurately, "eapecially when they involve changes in the .

present situation. Specific arithmetical terms are usually retained in

the reproduction. of the text of a pioblem. However, they are frequently

Subject to distortion (instead of "greater,'4 the word "fewer" is used;

the phrase of "so much more" is reproduced as "by so much m&re," etc.).

Notably, the arithmetical terms that become part of the teproducttn

1Pre not always related-to the text of the problem; sometimes they are

not even related to the numbirs which are referred t4n the conditions

of the problem (for-example: "There were 16 pencils the box...

fewer pencils How many-pencils are there in all?"). It must be noted

that the arithmetical terms play the role of directors, guiding the
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comprehension-of the prob4m; Ihey are unique, no matter how they are

interpreted. The problem may say that the pupil spent a certain quan-

tity of money and that he had so much left, the initial sum remaining

to be determined. Directing.their attention to the arithmetical terms

"spent" and "had left" itnd their cusiomacembination, the students

reproduce this problem ag though it were'independent of,its eontext.

They treat it as.a problem involving finding tote remainder, and solve

it by the operation of subtraction, without taking the remaining con-

ditions into consideration.

7. The problem's question is frequently omitted;, it is trans-

formed from a specific into an extremely general, non-specific clues-

tion which diffrs in content from the text of the problem. The More

'difficult the sixuation in the Rroblem is to Understand, th'e more the

mentally retarded children will distort the wording of the question.

8. The peculiar'discrepancy between fhe arithmetical t rminology

And the text appears to be theasoerce of difficulties in re roducing

and solving problems in arithmetid. As 4a. cOnsequence, th e also

appears to be a. great deal of discrepancy between the oral formulation

of the problem and its subjective content ("verbalism" in the wording).

9. In reproducing a prOblem the children frequently "afier" it
4ob

from oneytype to another. This phenomenon,'which is indicative of the

.insufficiency of lasting knowledge and of the insufficient differentia-

tion in mentally retarded schoolchildren, should attract the serious

attention Df methodologists. At the same time, it is not enough to

take them into account, since.as yet few pedagogical measures have been

devised to counteract such 4 phenomenon.

,lO. Our investigations permit us to eonclude that singtOlTh eve

du,al.perception of the conditions of a problem (reading by the teacher

or by a pupil) frequently.leads to Unsatisfactory reproduction of the

.problem even by sixth grade auxiliary school students; reproduction of
---

the problem by fourth grade students appears even'less satisfactory

under these'conditionX. °Consequently,
8,
a special method should be

devised for woriCing on the assimilation and reptoduction of the

Gonditions of( ii-Troblem.

I 2 4 3 '



stskes,Ilade hy.,Auxiliary School Students

in §olving Simple irithmetic Problets

The effect which reproducing the conditions of a problem has upon
4

ts solUtion.
- .

In the preceding chapter werexamined the COMM= features of repro-

ducing proneus, and the dependence of the reproduction upon the struc-

ture-of the problem. Let us now examine how the 'correct reproduction

) of a problem affects itssolution, when such a solution directly follows

.

the reproduction. This so1utiqa4s based upon the students' remembering
,

the conditions of the problem, since they did not have the text before .

them while they were in the process of solving it. In Table 3 the

correlation between the reproduction, and Solution of a problem by

siXeth grade students is represented. The lift column of the table

represents data pertinent to reproduction, whereby the fundamental 0

conditions of the problem are retained. The right column has data

connected with the correct solution to the problens (the numbers indi-

cate the percentage of students who correctly'reproduced or solved a

problem).

On the basis of the.dAta we may conclude that if the pupils' repe-

tition of the text of the problem %las fundamentally correct, the choice
4

of the operation was also correct in most cases, and the problem wdS

usually solog,rectly... This conclusion pertains ooly to the prob-
\-.

lens given to the children--and we do net extend it.

To corroborate the idea that, in the fourth and sixth grades in

the auxiliary school, the Solution to.problems is dependent upon 'their

reproduction, we also conducted a special inOestigation which corro-

borated the facts we obtained earlier (Table 4).

a
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TABLE 3

REPRODUCTIONS AND CORRECT SOLUTIONS

lar

Group Problem Number Reproduction Correct Solution

0
1 40 50

3 70 50

,

IP 2 30 30
4 e 10 30

,

Note:. Numbers are percents of all students in each group.

TABLE 4

REPRODUCTIONS AND CORRECT SOLUTIONS BY GRADE,LEVEL

Group
Problem
Number

Grade 4 Grade

Correct
Repro-
duction

Correct
Solu-
tion

II

1

3

2

4

40
60

20

30

60

10

Correct
Repro-
duction

Correct
Solu-
tion

60 40

100 100

20 40

Note; Numbers are given as percents of all: students in each group
for each grade level.

The table clearly shows that the solution to a problem depends ,upon

A its reproductiou, although there may be certain deviations. It may be

observed tnat the sixth grade students often solved problem 2 while

familiarizing themselves with its text. TniS apparently explains the

predominance of correct solutions over correct reproductions in that

Irgrade.
,
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We also observed in the investigation that the solution to a

problem depended upon'the character of the recollection of its txt.

1. In problems 1 and 3, if the first part of the conditions was

reproduced without the second part or the question, the problem was

not solved.

2. When the repetition of the conditions o the p was

abridged at the cost of forgetting only the question he'solu ion was

often correct. This can be explained by the fact at the qUestioff

was' "inferred" by the students, for example: "I one cage there were

17, and in another, 13; there will:be M.'
9

Consequently, in order to solve a problem correctly, the children

must recognize the presence of at least two quantities in the problem,

and understand the relationships that exist between them. We can guess

hat wh ever the "unknown" is closely connected with the "given" data

of a problem the solution can.be implemented correctly, even without

reproducing the question.

3. When the question was reproduced incorrectly, and the condi

tions satisfactorily, the solution was sometimes correct. Let us take

as an example the reproduction of problem 2 by sixtA\grade pupil N. S.:

one there were 19 black pencils, and there were 6 fewer colored

pencils. 'How many pencils were there in all?" The solution, which

immediately followed the reproduction, was essentially correct and

answered the question, "How many colored pencils were there?" ("6

taken from 19 is 13 colopped pencils)!). Thus, the solution coFresponded

to tile requirement of the problem, and was not related to the character

of the reproduction A the question.

in reproducing problem 3 the pupil K. M. reproduced the question,

"Row many notebooks.were in the cupboard in all?" instead of the ques

tion, "How many nbtebooks xemained in the cupboard?" However, he

solved the problem clorreetly. Consequently, the relationship between

the conditiOns of the problem and the actual question was understood,

and thus led to the solution of the problem. When reproduced,the

question did not have the function of guiding the solution. There is

a certain discrepancy between the reproduction of, and the solution

to a problem, ()tie which apparently reflects the discrepancy between

recollection and reproduction.
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4. When the conditions of a problem were distorted the solution

proceeded otherwise. An incorrect solution was usually related to the

character of the distortion. The following reproduction ofhe text,

of the problem made by the pupil K. may serve as an example: "There

were 19 plain pencils, by 6 times more. How many pencils were therm

The'problem was solved by multholyinz 19'x 6. Consequently, whenev.er

there are definite arithmetical relationships in the distorted repro-

duction of the conditions of problems, the students solve the problem

in Correspondence with the conditions they have reproduced. In terms

of these conditions, their solution is correct; in.relation to the

proposed problem the solution is erroneous.

5. Finally, there were cases in whichr although the problem was

reproduced correctly, its solution was wrong. This usually occurred

in the solution to problem 4. One.may believe that in these cases

the children misunderstood it: 'they simplified, as we described above,'

the contents of the problem, attributed the wrong meaning to its

separate parts, and acted in correspondence with-their understanding.

Thus, the correspondence?petween the'peculiarities of the repro-

duction of a problem and the character of its solution is a highly

complex one. We have shown only a few of the-relationships which arise

between the reproduction of a problem and its solution. ' The data obtained

allow us to draw certain conclusions.

1. In those cases in which the conditions of a problem were repro-

duced erroneously, it was usually solved in accordance with the repro-

duction.

2. In several cases the reproductron of the conditions of a prob-

lem was incomplete or distorted, but its solution was correct. It can

be supposed that there was a discrepancy between the.subjective content

of the problem in its printed form and the oral formulation of this

subjective content., /

3. Finally, even when the reproduction was satisfactory, the solu-

tion to the problem was sometimes incorrect. The cause of the erroneous

solution to a problem may be a misunderstanding of the question cf,the

problem, which is often, due to certain characteristics, wroligly identi-

fied with another question, similarly formulated, but'not identical to

it. This error in comprehension is important. We shall analyze this

later.
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Despite all the complexity of the relationships which exist be-
.

,

tween the reprodu*ion of the problem anck its Solution, the material

which we have obtained indicates that the application of one solution

-Or another devands to a certain degree upon the peculiarities of the

reproduction of the problem as a whole, and of its separate parts.

We have'examined only the peculiarities of the first reproduction

of a problem, which, in most cases, turned out to be far from complete.

From the experience of the best teachers, we know that if children are

systematically taught to state the problem correctly, the quality of

the reproduction is improved and, in additiOn, the quality of the

correct solutions is raised.

It is particularly important to note the complications which the

sixth grade student6 introduced in their reproduction and solution of

simple problems. These can be explained by the fact that the auxiliary

school .students begin to solve problems involving several operations

in the higher grades, and solve few problems involving one operation.

The new method of solving probleMs, which .is being developed while

solving problems involving two or three operations, is consolidated

by daily exercises. Since it is not sufficiently differentiated from

the old method of solving simple problems involving one operation,

the pupil applies it to the solution of all simple problems. In such

cases a problem involving one operation is solved as though it were

. a problem involving two operations; something resembling the phenomenon

which Pavlov called "generalization by virtue of insufficient differenti-'

.ation'of similar stimuli" takes place.

This explanation of the situation is confirmed by the way in which

fourth grade pupils, who have already solved problems having two opera-

tions, solve prob ms. Since their ability to solve these problems

was not yet'sign icantly consolidated, it hAd a reorganizing influence

on the previously attained methods. In the period preceding the experi-

ment the pupils solved many problems involving one operation, and

relatively few problems involving two operations. Therefore, they did

riot "convert" the simple problems into complex problems containing

two operations, as did the sixth grade pupils.

Moreover, we observed that the problems which the fourth grade
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pupils reproduced and solved were influenced by the problems whi,ch

they had solved earlier in the spme les-son. This influence was mani-

fested,by the similarities of the pl-oblems. Thus, one pupil repro-

duced problem 1 in the following way: "There were 17 rabbits in one

cage, and 13 rabbits in another. Row many were there in all?" This

reproductidn corresponded to the original. But he altered problem 2

by likening it to the first problem: "There were 19 pencils in one

box and 13 pencils in the second." The same thing happened with prob-
.

lem 3: "There vere 17 notebooks in one cupboard; in the other, 13

notebooks." Thus, the second and third problems were likened to the

first pioblem and were solved by addition.

These facts have already been noted in literature on the snbject,
,

but here they once more show that in mentally retarded children prev-

iously attained knowledge is insufficiently differentiated and is

difficult to consolidate. This may explain the students' occasional

desire to reread the text of the problem several'times before repro-

ducing it.

The second grade students. in the mas.s school relate the repro-
.

duction of-a problem to its solution more closely than do mentally il

. _

retarded children. When they reproduce a problem perectly it was

usually accompanied by a orreet solution (Table 5). The table shows

that tha correct reproct'on of problems usually corresponded with a

correct solution. Consequently, perfect reproduction of the text of

a problem is very important to its comprehension and solution,

1

Group

TABLE 5 .

CORRECT REPRODUCTION AND GORRECT SOLUTION

Problem Number

3

2

4

Correct Reproduction

80

90

Note: Values are the number of students.
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Solution.

90

90
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It has been determined that the oral reproduction of a problem

often an insufficient basis for building comprehension of even the

simplest arithmetic problems hy auxiliary school students. To this

end other methods and systems ate necessary; these still need to be

developed.

Characteristics of the oluiion of simpleproblems 12y. third and
.,

fourth grade auxiliary s students.

Above we examined the typical errors Which arise in solving arith-

metic problems.. To uncover the causes of the errors and to show how

these errors depended upon the character of the problem's structure,
eAa,

special experiments were conducted. VV.

Observations of the solution of arithmetic problems_in school

and data about the level of the students' knowledge, showed the moSt

characteristic and constant errors involved the choice of operations
,N

and the nomenclature. In order to define the conditions under 441.ich

errors in choosing operations arise, we observed the course of the

solution of a series,of selected problems.

A. S. Pchelko believes that the fundamental prerequisites of

successful solution to all arithmetic problemS are evolved in children

during instruction in solving simple problemsi.e., problems involving

one operation 114]. In fact, when a.pupil fs solving suah Problems,

he first discOvers what the problem represents and what its elements

are (conditions, numerical data, question). When solving simple prob-

lems, the children learn to understand the relationship between quanti-

ties and to apply the arithmetical operations correctly. The simple:

problems provide a preliminary acquaintance with the a ithmetical

operations and develop a lasting ability to understand these oprations.

Although uniform in the number of their operations, these problems differ

in their arithmetical and logical structure, and,consequently, they also

vary in the difficulty of their solution.

Simple problems can be classified according to the type of arith-

metical operation used: thus, four basic groups of problems arise,

those involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

However, methodologists are not satisfied with the isolation Of these

Inisic groups; they have developed narrower classifications of simple

problems. Several such classifications have been suggested.
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G. B. Polyaklistinguishes 15 types.of problems [15], A. S. Pchelko

divides all simple problems into 12 types [14]; and L. N. Skatkin divides

them into 24 types [16].

In our investigations we utilized the classifications that many

methodologists (N. N. Nikitin and others [12]) have app1ie4. This

classification was suggested as a basis for the program for arithmetic

in the auxiliary school. Accor ing to guch a classification simple prob.-

!lams fall into 11 types, groupe in relation to the arithmetical opera-

tion and its use: I

addition.- 2 types of problems;

subtraction - 3 types of problems;

. multiplication - 2 type% of problems;

division - 4 types of problems.

All eleven types are included in the arithmetic prOgram for the

mass and auxiliary schools. In the auxiliary school they are studied

from the first through the fifth grades [3], and in the mass school,

from the first through the third grades [2].

Experimental studies were conducted with 182 students from the

third, fourth, fifth, sixth,and seventh grades in two auxiliary schools

in Moscow and the Moscow area. Similar studies were conducted with

147 studentg from thel second grades of two mass schools.

All the students were given identical problems to solve. The

choice and system of the arrangement of the problems corresponded to

the system for arranging them in the programs of the mass and auxiliary

schools. The students were given only those types of problems whicAr

they had studied in school. Operations involving computation presented

no difficulties for the students, since the problems required operations

within the limits of one hundred only.

ITI;s`third and fourth grade students in the auxiliary school and

the second giade students in the mass school were given only four types

of simple problems; the auxiliary school students in tha higher geades

sol,ved all types of problems. We present,the texts of these eleven

problems.

1. (Finding the sum). In one cage there were 6 rabbits,
and in anotW, 4 rabbits. Altogether, how many
rabbitswere there in the two cages?
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2. (Finding the remainder). There ware 6 notebooks in the
cupboard-and 5 notebooks were passed out. How many
notebooks remained?

3. (Addition of the type "so many more"). Fifteen apples
were in the basket, and-lhere were 10 more pears than
apples. taw many pears are in the basket?

411;

' 4. (Subtraction of the type "so many feweek). Thera were
17 plain pencils, and 6 fewer colored pencils, How
many colored pencils were there?

5. (Division into parts). 'Twelve notebooks were divided
among 6 pupils equally. How many notebooks did each
pupil receive/

6. (Reduction by a multiple). A ruler costs 32 kopeks,
while a pencil is 1/4 as much. How much does a pencil
cost?

. (Finding the product). Five chandeliers were hanging
in the hall. There were 3 light bulbs in each

chandelier. Altogether, how maliy light bulbs were
hanging in the hall?

8. (Division into
planted, with 7
were obtgined?

9. (Increasing by
Vanya caught 3
catch?

subgroups).

tomatoes in

a multiple).
times as many

Thirty-five tomatoes were
a row. How many rows

Petya caught 4 fish, while
. How many fish did Vanya

10,. (Comparison by determining the difference). An automobile
factory used to produce 50 cars a day, but now it produces

75. How many more cars has the factory begun to produce
daily?

11. (Comparison 5y determining, the ratio). One pupil has 24

"notebooks, while another has 6 notebooks. How many times-

as many notebooks as the second pupil does the first pupil'

have?

The experimental lessons were conducted in the third quartet

under ordinary classroom conditions. The problems were printed on

separate sheets of paper which were given to each pupil.

In the lower grades the teacher first read the conditions of the

problem alodd, and then the children received the sheets of paper with

the problem and read them to themselves. in the upper grades thepu-

pilsread each problem to themselves. The stUdents did not copy down

the conditions of the problem, and the time for solving the problem was

not limited.

The third and fourth grade pupils in the auxiliary snool solved
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four types. of silple problems (problems 1-4). It must be said that

by the time the experiments were-being conducted the students in these

grades were already solving uncomplicated problems involving two opera-

tions.r

The solutions to the problems were considered to he correct only

'when the correct oieration.was chosen and the calculation was correct.

'In Table 6 the results of the solutions to each problem are presented.

TABLE 6

PERCENT OF STyDENTS WHO SOLVED THE PROBLEM CORRECTLY

Type of
School Grade

Problem
1

Problem
2

,

Problem
3

Problem -
4

Mass school II 97.0 96.0 91.0 93.0

Auxiliary school III 33.0 31.5 30.5 29.0

Auxiliary school IV 52.0 51.0 46.0 43.0
4,

.
..

It is apparent from the table that considerably fewer auxiliary

.school pupils solved the problems, correctly than did. the mass school

pupils. Thus, the percentage of the'second grade mass school pupils'

correct solutions to the four probldks varied between 91% and 97%; the

'third grade auxiliary school pupils' Nprrect solutions varied between

29%-arid 33%, while the fourth grade pupils.' scores varied between 43%

'and 52%.,

The table sows that the ability of the auxiliary school pupils

to solve problems grows with the extent of tlieir education. Thus, in

the third grade there were 31% correct solutiAs, while in the fourth

grade the quantity of correct solutions roe to 49%. Since the per-

centage of correct solutions in the second grade of the mass school

is 94%, it is eav to see that the proportion of porrect solutions,

of the four problems in the third grade at the auxiliary school is

one-third t4at of the second grade at the mass school, and in the fourth

grade, almost half.
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We hive analyzed the students',4trors in solving ehe &Kir prob-

lems into the 41.2;27-ing groups:

1. 1rrors in calculation

2. Errors in applying operationa

a. Incorrect choice of operations

b. ApPlying too many operations

c. Arithmetical manipulations with the numbers.

A few words must be said about the.second group of errors. All

the subgroups were selected by teachers, and are reflected in pedagog-

ical literature. We nevertheless wanted to illuminate our understand-

ing of these errors, and to define their contents more precisely. In

the.first sUbgroup we referred to cases in which the wrong arithmetical

operation was used, due to the influence of a similar problem. This

influence arose because the given problem was mistaken for another prob-

lem superficially similar to it.' Comprehension of the new problem

depended upon the similarity in the verbal expression of the two prob-

lems-i..e., the newly solved problem and the previously solved one.

An analysis of the children's work shows that erroneous solutions

- usually occur whenever the conditions of the Koposed problem'are taken

to be ;he conditions of another typS'of problem.

In the second subgroup we referred to erroneous arithmetical opera-

doll& which do not stem.from the incorrect interpretation of the prob-

lem, but are caused by the direct iftuence of the preceding problem.

We refer here to those casesQ:n which addition is applied instead of

IP
subtraction because, having soloed t 'first problem'by addition, the

.mentally retarded child solved the tl ee subsequent problems according

to this pattern. t

We present.the following table illustrating the characteristic

errors made by the students in the mass and auxiliary schools (Table

7). In examining the table-one shoult remember that the errors were

made in only 6% of the cases by the second grade students in the mass

school, but in 69% of the cases by third grade students and in 49% of

the cases by fourth grade students in the auxiliary school. The

errors of a given type made by students in a given class are,expressed

as a percent of the total number of errors made by those students.
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Nk

WLE 7

ERRORS IN SOLUTIONS

Type
of

School
__.

Grade

Errori
in

Calcu-
lation

Errors in Applying
the 4eration .

Total

Incongruous
Choice of
Numbers and
Operations

Incorrect
ChoiCe of
Operations

,

Too "Many

Opera-
tions

.
.

Mass
schOol

Auxil-,
iary
school

II

III

IV

0

5.

3

i

2
.

25
#.

20

38.

49

35

.

60
,

mid

21

42

100

100

100

gote: Numbers are percents of all errors committed.

The second grade students in the 9Aaa_g_qhool made no errors in

ilkcalculat at all. . Cases in which the Wrong operation was chosen were

encountered rather often (38%), but errors 'involving the application

of too many operations were predominant (60%). The latter is explained

by the fact that While the experiments were being conducted the chil-

dren were doing many exercises in problem solving involving two

operations.

It is evident from t14 table that, even for auxiliary school pup-

ils, Sirors in calculation are rare. More characteristic 4 the third

grade auxiliary school students,are errors involving the incorrect

choice of operations; that is, incorrect identification of the type

of problem being solved, in,which the pupil mistakes it for a simisIar

problem. Analogously the auxiliary school pupils very often (12'times

as often as the mass school students) replaced the solution to the'

problem by arithmetical manipulations with numbert. this Was probably

a consequence of their low level
.

of comprehension of the problem. Since

the third grade tied not yet done problems involving two operationS *
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often enough\ito gain confidence in their ability to-solve them, eases

involving too man operations were rare. The fourth grade studdnotir

Mistook a simppe problqm for another type dc problem somewhat less

frequently than did the third srade students; They less frequently

solved all the problems according,to one pattern. The number of times

they solved a simple problem as though it involved two operations,

howeveri was twice that of the third grade pupils. In the fourth graae,

problems inkrolving two operations occupy more'time than they do in the

third grade; this circumstance engenaers errors involving the applis-

cation of too many operations.

' The distinguishing features in the' way auxiliry schoo.1 students

solve problems are even more sharply revealed brthe'Ncentage of pupils

who solve all the groposed problems: 80% of the second grade pupils

in the...mass school solved all of them, Compared with 6% of the,hird

graders and 25% of the fourth graders in the auxiliary school.

This fact testifies to tha serious discrepancies between the

programmed requirementsr-and the factual knowledge of t e auxiliary school

students. In the second grade of tbe mass school 80% ofif the students

answered the questions correctly (it must be noted that we worked in

a mass sphpol with many poor st,:ents).

One miiht ask How much "differentiated and lasting knowledge"

fourth grade auxiliary school students can possess if only 25% of the

studen'ts can solve four types of simple problems correctly. Neverthe-
,

less, the auxiliary school curriculum stipulates' that the children

should solve complex problems involving two operations beginning With

the secon4 grade, -and begin, in the fourth grade, complex problems

involving three operations.

Charactefistics of the method auxiliary achool students in the upper

grades use in solving simple problems.

In the auxiliary school the process of acquainting the"gtudents

with simple problems ends with the fifth grade. -According to the

,existing program, the students in that grade should be able to solve

simple problerd; involving comparison by determining the dif erence,

comparisop by determining the ratio, division into subgroupskand
-

cyll*uting time. In addition, they should be able to solve various
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complex prablems involving two or thxee operations.' To solve these

problems conscientiously fhe Students sho'uld mister the lasting and

differentiated skills needed-to solve simple praWkLms. To what extent.

'is this achieved in practice?

All eleven types of,simple.pxoblem whose texts were introduced

a

above were presented to the pupils in the fifth through seventh grades

at the auxiliaryo'school.

Seventyreight third grade students in two MoscOw mass schools and .

133 fifth , sixth , and seventh grade pupils in two Moscow auxiliary
-

schools participated in the work. f

The majority of the third,grade pupils in the mass school solved'

all eleven types of simple problems correctly. Of the whole number

of. studenrs only 14% committed errors in sOlving them. 'Consequeftly,

the level of the knowledge and ability of the third grade students in

the mass schobl corresponded in general to the r9.quirements set forth

in the prOgrah. The situation was quite the contrary when these prob..:

lems were.solved by the upper gray* students in the auxiliary school.

(Table

TABLE 8

PERCENT WHO SOLVED NJ. TYPES OF SIMPLE

PROBLEMS CORRECTLY

Type of School Grade Percent of'Students

Mass SChool

Auxiliary School

0 Auxiliav School ,

,

Auxiliary School,

Note: Percentages of the to-cal number of students in a given grade.

461%
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It 1.13 evident from the table that the fifth grade students in the

auxikiary school solved.the problems poorly: cmL y 18% of the pupils

were able to solve the proposed problems correctl However , 86% of the

third grade pupils in the mass school solvad these problems. The num

ber of seventh irade pupils in the auxiliary school who were able to cope

Pifwith the problems s three times that of the fifth grade. However,

at the end of the course, only half Ole students had solved the proposed
. .-

prgblems, andhere were twice as many of them as there were third

graders at the mass school.

We analyzed the errors made in solving the eleven types of simple

problems. We conducted our analysis of the errors commitced by the

upper grade stuclents in solving the simple problems using the same method

employed in our analysis of the errors made 1)57 the lower grades.

The results of processing the collected material are reflected in

. Table 9 (the 'proportion of the various errors experienced by each

group is reflected in the percentage of the entire number of errors

comqtted by the students in a gi n grade).

By comparing the data contained in Table 9 with the data presented; .

ih Table 7, we can see the difference between the solutions to simple '

.problems by the"upper and lower grades.

In the upper grades the manipulation of dig)ts, which composed

25% of the errors of the third grade students and 20% of the errors

of the fourth grade students in the auxiliary school, did not occur.,
Li

The attempts to use too many operations disappeared: this provides an

opportunityto compare the way the pupils'in the upper grades distin

guished the Various types of problems, to the way in which the lower

grades compared them. There were refusals to solve problems, a

fact which testifies to the growth of the children's critical attitude

toward activities involving thought.

The fundamental category of errors mdae by pupils in all grades .

of the auxiliary school involved 'the incorrecta choice of operations.

The same is true for thltd grade pupils in the mass.school.
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TABLE 9

ERRORS IN SOLUTION

Type of
School

,

Refusal
to Solve
the
Problems

Errors
in
Calcu-
lation

Errors in Applying the Operation

Manipu-
lation
of

Numbers

i

Incorrect
Choice of
'Operations

Too many
Opera-
tions

.

.

Total-

Mass
School
Grade
III

Aincil-

iary
'School

Grade
V

Auxil-
iary
School

Grade
VI

Auxilr
iary
School
Grade
VII

0

8

23

o

.

0

7

,

0

,

0

0

*0

92

70

92

N

o

0

8

,

..

te

.

.

loo

6

100

100

1000
N
0

Note: Numbrsarc in percents of all errors committed ill each schodl

and-grade level.

Let us explain the character of the most widespread errors, and

determine which problems, under what conditions, engendered the erroneous

choice of operations. In most casea the errors arose in solving the

following problems:

1. The problem in cOmparison by determining the difference:

"An automobile factory used t9 produce_50 cars a day, but now it proAii

duces 75. How many more cars has the factory begun to produce daily?"

in the erroneous solution to this problem, instead of the required

Isubtraction, the opertion of addition was usually p'erformed; this is

a typical error. This solution accounted for 80% of the errors committed.
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- In the remaining 20% of the cases the problem was erroneously solved

by multiplAation. The root of this errcv is conipled by the external

simielarity between the wording of this problem and problems involving

addition. This similarity to problems involving additIon, apart from

everything else, is amplified by the preejeAce in the text of the term

"more." The same problem is sometimes even taken to resemble problems

solved by multiplication. This occurs less often, however, appai=ently

because the difference.between the numbers in the proposed problem is

..,not sufficiently great to allow for a eolution by multiplication.

2. Another problem whose solution gave rise to many'errors,

even in the upper grades, is the problem i olving division into sub-
40

groups: "Thirty-five tomatoes were plante , with 7 tomatoes in a

row. How many rows were obtained?" A typical error made in solving

this problem was the use of multiplication instead of division. The

conditions of the problem bear a strong resemblance to those in a prob-
.

lem involving multiplication,\primarily because of the wording: "So

many tymatoes, so many in each row"; bedides, there is a great, differen5e

between the two quantities (35 and 7), arfd this is a characteristiof

multiplication problems. Thus, this problem is erroneously understood

to be a multiplication problem of the type:, "Thirty-five tomatoes

were planted in each row. There were 7 rows. How many tomatoes were

,&.anted?"

3. The most difficult problem for the children involved compari-

son by determining the ratio: "One pupil has 24 notebooks, while

another has 6 notebqpks. How many times as many notebooks as the

second pupil does the first pupil have?" The errors committed in

solving this xoblem were more diverse than those in the above cases;

48% of the erroneous solutions were caused by use of addition, 41% of

the errors involved the use of multiplication and '13% of the errors

came aboutthrough the mistaken application of subtraction.

Once again the basis of these errors appeared to be a certain

similarity between the problem being solved and other types of 4prob1ems,

along with the students' inability to differentiate theli. -It is

interesting that the proposed problem was taken to resemble three

different types of prbblems, although the typical errors appeared only

in applying multiplication and addition.
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The extent to which'

the correct interpretation

and solution of simple

problems depends upon the

type of problem is shown,

by the graph kFigure 1).

The eleven types of prob-

lems are numbered along

the horizontal line (the

order corresponds to the

mumbering of the problems
1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

as indicated on pP. 132-133
Problem Number

The percentages of correct

solutions to these'problems by Figure 1.. Percent of Correct Solutions
ig*

studehts in grades 5 through of Simple Ppoblems,

7 are indicated along the vertical

line in Figure 1. ,

All the simple proftems were not solved equally well by the stu-

dents in the upper grades at the auxiliary school. At the same time

certain problems appeared to be simpler for them than we expected (for

example, the problems involving division into parts). On the other

hand, other problems required more attention and more careful wOrking

methods.

We believe that a more careful analysis of problem solving permits

us to divide the problems into groups according to their complexity.

(Table 10).

The first'group includes problems it which the operation re4uired

to solve the problem is indicated directly in_thQ,e6nditiots of the

problem by means of the terms added, subtracted, divided. In.other

words, this group.is made up.of the sc-called dieect operation problemg

which, as we know, are the simplest for the children.

In the second group are problems whose wording describing the

relationships between the numbers must be interpreted and expressed

arithmetically before the problem can be solved correctly. To choose

the operations one must understand terms like "so many more" and

Percent

100

90

80

70

60

50,

40

30

20

10

0

"so many fewer."
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The third group of simple problems is the most difficult for

'mentally retarded students. These problems jiivolve the most 'complex

relationshipscomparison by determining the difference, comf)arison by

determining the ratio between two quantities, and division into sub-
-

groups. The solution of these problems is especially important in

the development of the students' thinking. These problems were not

mastered satisfactorily. They are difficult; and not only is insuffi-

'cient time spent on solving them in school, but also no method of

teaching them has been worked out.

TABLE 10

PERCENT OF CORRECT SOLUTIONS FOR EACH PROBLEM TYPE

:Z. of Cor.-

rect Solu
Group I tions Group II

1. Find- 94 1. Increas-
ing the ing by sev-
sum eral units

2. Find- 82 2. Multipli-
ing the cation by
remaindel several

units

3. Divi- 81 3. Find- ,

sion into ing the

parts product

Average
Percent
of

Correct
Solutions

86

4. Reduc-
tion by a

multiple

5. Increas-
ing by a
mulnple

143

(;( of Cor-

rect Solu-,

tions Group III

% of
rect
tions

Cor-
Solu-

73 1. Division
into sub-
groups

53

71 2.,Compari-
sA by deter-
mining the
difference

42

64 3."Compari-
son by deter-
mining the
ratio a

31

64

61

a

66 9 42
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These were the data we obtained by studying the auxiliary school

students' solutions to the eleven problems newly presented. From our

point of view they are especially significant for the develc4ment of a

method for teaching arithmetic.

We we're also especially interested in how the auxiliary school

students in t4le upper grades solved the problems which some authors

(Skatkin, Nikitin) call indirect problems, and other authors (Menchin--

skaya) call inverse problems.

To verify the role of the problem's structure in the solution

process, we conducted supplementary experiments with the sixth grade

in the auxiliary school. Two simple problems involving addition were

presented to the children, one directly, the other indirectly.

First Problem 'Second Problelp

Misha had 30 kopeks; Mama gave Petya spent 20 kopeks and

him 20 kopeks. How much money had 30 left. Howech money
did Misha then have? did Petya start out with?

Twelve of 13 pupils solved the first problem correctly. The

second problem was solved by 4 ,of the 13 pupils. The remaining pupils.

solved the problems incorrectly: six children wife influenced by the

terms spent and had left and used subtraction (30 kopeks - 20-kopeks,..

10 kopeks); three pupils transformed it into a problem involving two

operations.

Teachers must pay special attenvion to teaching the solution of

"indirect" problems in the auxiiiary school.

After completing the analysis in order to verify the data obtained,

we again conducted analogousrexercises with 138 fifth , sixth, and'

seventh grade students in three Moscow auxiliary schools. They were

given only seven problems from the eleven, beginning with the fifth

problem (see pp. 132-133). One should note that the exercises in

arithmetic in these schools were conducted by experienced teachers.

The results of the solutions of the proposed problems are repre-

sented in the graph (Figure 2).

In this connection the similarity tn the configuration of the

curves draws our attention. The highest points are observed in the

solutionsto problems 5 and 9; these problems are consistently the

most successfully sulvedt Finally, we must not fail to note that the
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Percent
1100

point corresponding to the last; 90

the eleventh, problem, occupies 80

the lowest position; i.e., its 70

60
solution appears to be the most

50
difficult. ,

40

A qualitative analysis of 30

the errors confirmed previously 20

10obtained results; the incorrect
0

use of operatlons predominated,

because .the children'mistook the

proposed problems for another

type of problem more familiar

tt

5 6 7 8 9 1011

Problem Number

Figure 2. Percent of Correct Solutions

to them. of Proposed Problems.

Thus, the solutions to various types of problems involving one

operation present different degrees'of difficulty for mentally3etarded

students; the degree of difficulty depends upon the problem's type of

structure.

.The number bf correct solutions is increased in the fiffh and

sixth grOes, but this increase occurs because the problems are more

simple. The ability to solve problems, which ,requires the,perception
A

of the relationships between the numbers, remains entirely unsatis-
.

factory. The most difficult problems are thoseiinvolving comparison

by determining the difference and comparison by determining the ratio.

The most widespread errors in the solutions 'to these problems involve

the incorrect choice of operation. An analysis of these errors shows

that in most cases the students failed to recognize the problem. Re,:

lying on nonessential external signs and taking them out of context,

the caldren incorrectly determined what sort of problems they were,,

and thus solved thAi unsatisfactorily by applying operations corres-
.

ponding to different types of proldems.

These errors, which persist until the uplper grades, testify to

the great difficulty experienced by auxiliary school pupils in conso-

lidating a cleatiy differentiated and system of elementary

arithmetical knowledge.
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Errors made by. auxiliary school students in writing the nomenclatUre

when solving problems.

An analysis ofi the typical errors made by auxiliary-school students

in solving problems would be incomplete if we did not illuminate the

errors they make in writing nomenclature. These errors are very.common,

and they accompany correct solutions as well as erroneous solutions. .

In mentally retarded schoolchildren, correct under§tanding of the

subjective content of a problem is directly related to writing the

nomenclature.in the process of solving the problem. The correct desig-

nation of the nomenclature in solving arithmetic problems indicates the

pupil's conscious consideration of.the conditions of the problem, and

of the arithmetical operation he chooses. Thus, many elementary school

methodologists have, fo.r a long time, justifiably emphasized the signi-

ficanceof writing the nomenclature in'performing arithmetical opera-
-e

Lions. "Thedescriptive notatiOn of the solution of a problem serves

as a fulcrum for the work of the pupil's imagination and meMory, and

__Ils,_the.same token faoilltates his thinking...." "Witen solving a prob-

lem-in elementary school, the written operation must include the name

of the units both in the given.data and in the result;'exceptions, of

course, are the multiplier in-multiplication, the divisor in division

into a given number of parts, and the quotient in division into sub-

iroups" [6].

Other methodologist§ emphasize that, by writing the nomenclature,

the children's thinking/becomes dLeected'into the proper channel. "The

statement of the nomenClature gives4e notativn of'the problem a. more

descriptive character; without the nomenclature the notation appears

to be abstract and only haintly reveals the charactq of the students'

thinking. Writing 'the nomenclature 'disciplines the studLts' thinking

and induces the pdpil td% look more deeply Into the components of the

arithmetic problem" [14]. similar thought is expressed by A. I.

Volodina, a teaCher: "The statement of the nomenclature indicates the

conscious atbitude of the:pupil toward his:work and gives us the oppor-

tunity to control this conscious activity" [20].

The statements of the methodologists in tile mass school are also

important for developing methods of teaching arithmetic in the auxil-

iary school. Indeed, in order to do an arithmetic prohlm, the pupils
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must.picture, in concrete form, the objects upon which one or another

operation is being performed, usiZg definite quantities stated in the

conditions of the problem.

Knowledge of the object mentioned in the conditions of the problem

is directly connected with its name; knowledge of the quanipiies, with

their names. Understanding the conditions of the problem is osely re-
f- 0

lated to understanding cohere* speech, that is, knowledge f the lang-

uage. Children should, know the na7.4 rof the objlicts and the quantities
41.

mentioned in'the problem and should understan the significante of the

aritkmetical terms signifying the opSrations t be performed in the

problem. They sh9uld fully understand how wo dsagree, and what goveins

them; they should understand the meaning-of combinations of words in

the sentences constituting the conditions of tA6 problems, and finally,

they should know the interrogative form of sentences in order to under-

stand question in the problem.

Children become acquainted with the contents of problems bY read-

ing them. The texts of arithmeticiproblems, by virtue of_their com-

#pression, are difficult to understand. One must be able .to read the

text fluently and intelligently,in order to understand the problem.

Schoolchildren in the eleMentary grades at the auxiliary school are
'

often poorly .prepared for this task.

For a pupil to understand the text of a problem., the words and

sentences must seem a part of reality, and must summon its reflection

to hi mind. Only under these circumstances is it possible to choose

:..th right arithmetical operation for the required problem. Formu-

lation of the nomenclature, which tells whether or not the contents

of the problem have been understood, presents no difficullties for
. .

students under'these circumstances.

It is customarily the procedure in arithmetic to distinguish two

types of nomenclature: -nomenclature involving operations with so-
.

called concrete or oBlective numbers and nomenclature of,Nnumbers which

are obtained by measurement, called denominate numbers.

We consider the mistakes which the auxiliary schbol students rrke

in formulating the nomenclature while solving problems with concrete

(objective) numbers ta.-be the first stage of work with them. This

stage in teaching the formulation of nomenclature appears to b
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necessary for a maStery of the ab41ity to work with concrete numbers.

Acquainting the students with the simplest measurements and enabling

them to form the necessary skills in that sphere appear to be the

most important problems in teaching arithmetic at tha auxiliary school

so that students will be prepared to do practical work. But, as we

know, operations involving concrete numbers, especially composite num-

bers, are extremely (ifficult for auxiliary school students; therefore,
(.

some,teachers declAne thig work and do not equip the students with the

measuring skills which are so necessary .43 a.person at each step of his

pr.O.cticacl activities. Examining this question as a, Whole, we note that

proper study of the nomencl re of concrete numbers would certainlY

have prepared the studen s to use the system of nomenclature,and, 1y ,

the same token, would. have facilitated their achievement of skills in

measuiing.

The correct formulation of-nomenclature ifv.problem solving is nor

given the necessary attention; some auxiliary school teachers are quite

satisfied with the solution to a problem if the nomenclature is missing,

as long as the operation is correctly performed.

We must note that there ie no one set of procedures for teaching

children to write nomenclature. Oertain elementary mistakes in writing

nomenclat'ure arise just because of this lack of an established method

of teaching such notation, or as a result of improper training. Teachers

and methodologists do not agree on ihis question of method.

Some teachers do not instruct the children to write the nomenCL2

ture; their pupils t.Trite down the solution without the nomenclature.

The students her from other teachers that it is necessar5, only to pilt

down the nomenclature in thj results. We even came acrogs a case where

all the students in one class diligently copied out the nomenclature

separately from the numbers, on another line.

Thus, for examplO, in the notebook of one pupil in that class we

saw this notation for the solution to the pgroblem, "5 pehOls lay'on

the table, and 2 more pencils were laid there. How many pencils were

there altogether?"
,

5 + 2 = 7

pencil pencil = pencils.

An analysis of the pupils' written work showed that the teachers
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ofeen permit them to drop the nomenclature in solving problems; this

appears tot:be one of the causes for the children's forgetting the

concept of the objective contents of the problem.

During the.first stages of instruction, when the child does not

yet,distinguish the numbers from the concrete totality of the objects,

he operates not with numbers, but with objects. Certain elements of

abstraction and generalization are involved in the transition from

'operating with objects to counting on fingers. In the'process of be-

coming acquainted with numbew, the child, on the one hana, abstracts

himself from the objects and xurns to-abstract calculation, and, on

the other hand, begins to relate numbers to the specific objective

'totality. This occurs during the period when the child is studYing

problem solving. Under an improper method this instruction becomes

a mere illustration of one or another arithmetical operation. The child
4 -

attempts to compute as quickly as possible the total data given in the

conditions of the problem. If he does this correctly he receives the

teacher's approval. The entire actiwity.of the students when they

solve a problem in this manner amounts to performing operations with

numbers., the Process of solving arithmetic problems in such gRses is

replaced by solving examples. In this connection the objective content

of the problems disappears from the child's mind.

Lack of attention to the notation'of the nomenclature in solving

arithmetic problems stems
41

from the tendency of many auxiliary school

teachers to reduce all instruction in arithmetic to calculation.

In our analysis of the children's work we established that the

quantity of errors in the use of nomenclature fluctuated between 15%

in sbme problems, and 80% in others, which indicates the relationship

between these errors And the type of problem.

In problems fnyolving the application of the,operations of addition

and subtraction, one may note three types of errors:

1. The nomenclature is not written completely; these errors are

encountered very frequently 0

2. The nomenclature is written for only one component of the

problem (in the first term or in the minuend), for example: "2 .aresses +

5 = 7"; "8 apples 2 - 6"; these mistakes are not inconntered
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frequently;

3. The nomenclature is written only in the result--in the sum or

the difference, for example: "2 + 5 17 (dretses);" "8 2 = 6 (apples);"

similar notations of the nomenclature appear to be very widespread.

We must distinguish in particular those capes in which the students,

in writing the results of the soldtion to problems involving addition,

had to substitute the specific nomenclature with the generic, for example,

when it is necessary to add a quantity of girls and a quantity of boys 4J

in order to find out how many children there are in the class, or to

add apples and pears and determine the amount of fruit. Prfliminary

work in which the students are taught the transition from specific to

gentric concnts is meaningful in that it explains these dif cult

cases to the students. In order to avoid errors, special exer ises are

necessary whereby the children gain the ability to leneralize, o bring

the specific concepts tinder the generic, and to put down the nom n-

clature correctly.

There is another kind of difficulty which arises in the formu a-

tion of nomenclature foir the solution of problems in multiplication\and

division. The children very often commit errors in multiplication whibh

indicate how complex the process of solving the problem is for them and

what great demands it makes upon the child's thinking. Thus, the ob-
.

lem, "One pen costs 3 kopeks; how much will 3 pens cost?" is solved

in the following way: 1t3 kopeks x 3 pens 9 kopeks"; answer: "3

pens cost 9 kopeks." It is apparent that the chdld retained the objec-

tive contents. of the prqlem; he computed both the kopeks and the pens.

HoweVer, he did not achieve the necelisary level of generalization; the

child-did not understand the logical meaning of the operation of multi-

e plicatio,n which does not permit kopeks to be. multiplied by pens; Oriere-

fore, his notation appears to be erroneoug. This shme type of difficulty

fs .encountered in writing the nomenclature ia diyision into parts. Yor

example, this problem was given: dresses took 10 meters of material

How much material does one drcss take?". A typical 'error is observed

in the notation, "10 meters : 2 dresses = 5 meters"; answer: "One

dress took 5 Meters of>material;"

It Li clea that these difciculties are increased in cases where

it is necessary to apply two operations divlsion and MultIplicaLlon.
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To study more deeply the nature of the difficulties involved in stating

the nomenclature,.we conducted a special investigation of thowproces4

of solving probleus involving two operations. Ninety-six pupils from

six grades in five Moscow auxiliary schools partiokpated in the experi-
.

ments. There were no failing student:in these classes.

As a means of cOmparisow, these same problems were solved by 86
.

aecond grade pupils in the mass school. They were given problems solv-
.

able by finding the unit measure; these prob1em§hrequired multiplication

.and division. Here As one of tha problems: "20 dresses were sewn in'

the workshop out of 80 meters of material. How many meters of material

'did 50 of thesw dresse&,take?'
/

Below is a table representing data on the numben,of m4s.and .

auxiliary school stu4ents (in percentages of the total number) who

refused to solve this problem, committed various erpf s in so ng it,

or who solved the problem-correctly (Tab

,
Ii

ERRORS MASS AND AUXILIARY SCHOOL PUPILS

'Refusal.
to

/Grades Solve*

Grade II
in'the
Mass
Schodi

Grade IV
in the
Auxil-
iary

.School

_cd

6

Errors in Solution

Incorrect Errors Errors
Choice of in'Gal- in Nom- * Correct
Operation culation enclature Solution

0 2 34 64

24 1,0 4

. Errors in stating the nomenclature were also present in the
first and second grouptnf errors.

ft Note: Entries are percon.t;Dws of the total number of students
in each category. I
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It is apparent from the table t the pupils' refusals and their

incorrect choice of operations were repent only in the-work of the

auxiliary School students. But etr$s in nomenclature were extremely

widespread forr-sltuden,ts in both,schools% If we take into account the

'fact that errors in-nomenclature accompanied the errors in chrsing

the operation and,in calcuiatkons, we see that such ertors are

encbuntered in 90% of the Auxiliary school students whbse work we have

4ena1yzed. This Is almost three times the number of.maAs'school pupils

who committed these errors. Let us examine typicAl errors in stating

the,nomenclature. There were ?frequent errOrs in the solution to the

firSt question of theproblem, which reflected weakness in the ability\

of mentally retarded pupils to generalize; but which .shOwed at the same

time that they understood the concrete coitents of the problem correctly.

These'cases were characteeisticaily written'thus': "80 meters 20

'ciresseg4= 4 meters.". There are definite relationships in the problem
-

between the objects in the operation. cmeters of material and dresses) ,0

and the quantities of ehese ol4ects. in solving the first problem the

children expressed the relationshiPs between the quantities.correctly.

The relationships between the objects were represented truly, but were

not generalized. This is a sort'of "intelligent," error which showsthat

in solving the problem the pupil Is not carrying out division into parts

independent of what"these parts are made ofdresses or pieces of

material, etc.

To teach children not to use the nomenclature when working with

division into parts, it is necessary to-show them that, in practice,

the material should first he 'divided into parts, and abnly.then can it

i be used in the preparation of dresses. Not only is .it necesSary to

demonstrate this several times, but it is else+ necessary to ive each

puly.1 the oppartulitt to carry.out division into parts using arious

objects. It is especially necessary to show the children Chat, these

various parts of the material can be used in different ways (to sew 4
4

dress; a robe, a skirt), but that in order to da this it is first

necessary to divide the material Lto-parts. In other words, the

necessityof generalization in'a giv.en ease must be-taught specifically.

The origin of another group of errors-In which one of the objects

ppears from the written nomenclature appears to be more complex.
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The opetation is performed correctly, but all of the numbers have

identical nome'nclature, for exatple: "80 meters 20 meters 4 leters."

This notation is evidence of a certain distortion of the contents of

the problem, since the connection between the number and the definite

object characterized by that number is severed, and dnly the relation

betwen the given numbers temains. A formulation wherein all the

numbetrave identicalnomenclature just as they do in addition and

subtracfion, shows that the complex relationships in the problem have

been,simplified and transformed into more elementary ones. It should
4

be considered that due to the loss of one of the objects in the condi-

tions of the problem the orientato s,for the solution of the second

question in the probleT are weaken4d. This.type of erroi borders

closely on the type in which the econd'object (in this case, the

material) disappears, thus simPlifying the problem sharaly, although

the division into parts, _mcluired by the conditions of the problem, is

reikaind; e.g., "80 dresses 20 = 4 dresses."

In these eases, which account for 30% of all etrors,'it i%distinctly

apparent that the relationships come under various classifications--

relatiocships between the objects (nomenclature), relationships between

the objects and their quantity, and, finally, relationships among the

quantities. (the numbers)--and thi disturbance of the relationship be-
,

tween.the object and the quantity leads to the disturbanCe of t.he

relationship between the objects, that is, to the disturbance of the

relationships among all of the classifiCations. A problem involving

two operations is, in fact, transformed into a less complex problem

involving one Operation, wherein only .5he correct relationships between

the numbers are retained. These sorts of errors in solving problems

have been described in patients having brain damage [1].

There is another type error whereby the nomenclature is re-

tained in the dindthe dividend, but is missing in the quotient,

for example: "80 meters : 20 meters 4." Here siMplification of

the relationships betweeu the objects ac.companies changing the character

of the operation. The problem, which requires division into parts

and the determination of what these parts are quantftatively, is trans-

formed intoa problem.in division into subgroups, which leads the pyil

away from the given conditionsoand hamp6rs further solution.
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a ly, where the nomenclature is missing in the divisor and the

, but appears in the quotient "80 : 20 = 4 meters," a complex

m is turned into an example; the students' attention is directed

d the arithmetical lioeration as in solving an example, while the

nomenclature is used only in the final answer as an illustration.

The errors encountered in the performance of the second operation

in the problem, that iA, in multiplication, are analogous and similar
4

to the errors in division described above.

Our examination of all the errors in the notation of the nomen-

clature allows us to group them into two general categories. First

there are the errors caused by the, difficulty of abstracting from a

concrete situation. This concerns the statement of the nomenclature in

the multipli.er and the divisor (in division into parts). In utilizing

concrete nomenclaturin division or mul4plication the transition from

concrete material to certain generalizations appears to be complex. The

presence of these errors should be considered-a manifestation that is

fully. anticipated, since.the procedural means used at present do not

ensure to a sufficient degree the formulation of that type of generali-

zation.

In other words, there are cases in which the erroneous notation of

'the nomenclatur0 testifies to the loss of the'concrete contents oLothe

problem. This is a double error. In the first place, this is a case

in which the problem is transformed into an example, whereby the nomen-

clature is included only in the result of the operation. in the second

place, these are cases in which, in performing the operations of divi-

sion or IlLultiplication, the nomenclature is placed'as though it were

in addition or subtraCtion. In these cases'the choice of the operation

appears to b -ect, and the correct relationships between the numbers

are retained, but the relationships between the quantities and the objects

are distorted; thisa is evident in cases in which the ,nolation of the

nomenclature is clearly nonsensical, for4example: "4 dresses x 50 dresses

= 200 dtesses. Hutu thjre is a peculiar disassociation of the quanti-

tative notations trom the designated objects to which these quantities

are related. This disaRsociation is a signal that the objective con-

tents of the problem are either misunderstood Dr lost.
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Thus, an analysis of the errors made in stating the nomenclature

showdd that the numbers in wordproblerfts are often perceived by'auxil

iary school students as .though they were significant apart from the

objects; that is, the numbers are not related to the objects they deter

mine. A mentally retarded schoolchild's interpretation of, a problem is

often limited only by his definition of the relation between the numbers

as given in its conditions. The students do not always Succeed in

penetrating the present and past relations between the objects which

compose the real contents of the problem. Because of such a. compre

hension of the problem the childr.en, naturally, either.drop the nomen

clature Or distribute it incorrectly.

The nomenctature for the quantity obtained as a result of solving

an arithmetic problem can be correctly determined when the actual

objective contents of the problem are understood. It is important that

the teacher understand that in solving a problem the choice of operation

may be brought about even without the student's comprehending the real

contents of the prohlem; the correctness of the choice of operation is

not'always a sign of (he correct interpreiation of the problem. The

correct formulation of the nomenclature serves as a more convincing

ar.gument here.

It follows from what has been said that the lack of a suitable

method for teaching formulation of nomenclature aggravates the situation

even when the numerical data and the objective contents of the problem

.are not disassociated, as we observed to be the case when the auxiliary

scUool students were in the; initial s ages of problem 3o1ving.

Conclusions. I. After four or five years of itistruction in the

auxiliary schools, thestudents have usually mastered firm skills in

performing operations in calculating within the limits of one hundred and

even of one thousand. Nevertheless, they do not solve satisfactorily the
*

typtis of problems that-are indicated in the program for the third,

fourth and fiftli grades. Most pupils in the sixth and seventh grades

euntinue to solve these problems unsatisactorily.

2. By reproducing the complex relatiom;hips in the conditions

of the problem, the interpretation and solution of the problem are

manMested. 'When the second grade mass school children have correctly

reproduced a problem, their solution is usually correct; after an-
,

incorr(ct reproduction of the problem there is very seldom a correct



soldtion. Such a connection between the reproduction and solution of

problems, although observed in most cases, does not appear to be always

true for mentally retardecCchildren, who sometimes, notwithstanding an

incomplete and distorted reproduction of a problem, solved it correctly

and, conversely, a correct reproduction notwithstanding, sometimes

solved it incorrectly.

3. Even when the problem is reproduced correctly it does not

always follow that the relationships contained in it have been under-

stood. The cases in which this occurs are characterized by a peculiar

disassociation of the words from their concrete contents. The emascu'-

lation of the verbal reproduction of the problem is shown by the fact

that'it not only fails to guide the solution, but,' apparently, also

fails to give rise to the images behind these words. Mentally retarded

children sometimes memorize a short text verbatim withodt sufficiently

understanding it. This appears to be a symptom of the insufficient-

unity of thought and speech, a disassociation of the activities of the

two signal systems.

This is evidenced by those cases in which the problem is reproduced

fragmentarily, incompletelY, even erroneously, but nevertheless solved

correctly. In these cases, valid operations are accompanied by quite

unsatisfactory wording.

,4. Whenever one type of problem is changed into another type in

the reproduction, the problem is usually selyed as though it wer, of

the type indicated in the reproduction. The fact that the problein was
A

changed is evidence of insufficient differentiation of the system for

learning in mentally retarded schoolchildren. This shows that they

perceive the terms and expressions contained in the conditions of the

problem in an extremely general, diffdse form. Consequently, mentally

retarded children express the situation in the problem Incorrectly.

5. Changing a problem from one type into alther type occurs not

only when a problem.has been .reproduced and subsequently solved, but

also whea the solution Look place without a preliminary reproduction.

Such a change is caused by the specia/ "guiding" role played by the

,terms expressing specific arithmetical relationships in the text of

the problem.

Again, this testifies to the complexity of the interaction o the
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signal systems 1o1igophrnics.

Thepeculiarities in the way auxiliary school students learn

the language are revealed by the exaggerated role which they give to

.arithmetical terms and expressions, and their mistaken interpretation

of these terms and expressions. These peculiarities consist not only

in an oversimplified interpretation of the terms, comparing them to each.

other because of a certa'in external resemblance, but also in an insuffi-

cient understanding of their relationship to the other words in the

sentence.

7. The peculiarieies in the way mentally retarded children learn

the language are even more distinctly'revealed when they solve simple

problems given in an indirect form (in other words, problems,in which

the operation is reversed). Psychological research shows that the

texts of such problems are difficult to understand not only for auxil-

iary school students but for normal schoolchildren as well [11]. The

difficulties experienced by auxiliary school students in solving in-

direct problems are magnified by their misinterpretation of arithmeti-

cal expressions and terms. It is particularly easy for them to lose

the bjective contenis in such problems, so that the solution is

dir4.ted along an erroneous path.

8. The predominant error in solving simple problems appears to be

chooSing the wrong operation. We must note that this error is not

due solely to the 'reasons we indicated in Che previous paragraphs, but

also to the conditions under which the solution takes place, in parti-

cular, to the character of the problem solved immediately before the

new one. Mentally ,retarded children display a tendency to liken proposed

problems to what, in their experience with problem solving, is the

"freshest" in their memory. ,

9. Certain errors in solving one or another simple problem were

peculiar to that type of probtem. The number of erroneous solutions,

and the character of the errors, permitted us to divide the eleven

problems presented to the children into three groups, id accordance

with the degree of difficulty they posed for the students.

Problems with direct operations enter into the first group with

the si"mplest problems--the addition of two qual;tities, finding the

remainder, and division into parts. jn the second group we add problems
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in which terms like "so many more, fewer enter into the conditions,

problems in increasing and decreasing "by so m.,Ay times," and problems

in finding the product. The children make more mistakes in solving

these prOlems than they do in solving those belonging to the first

gzoup. 1§k, finally, the;most difficult problems, involving compari-

son by determining the difference and the ratio arid problems in

dividl_on,into subgroups, constituted the third group.

10. *An analysis of the errors made by mentally retarded children

in writing nomenclature in the solution of problems showed that they

often perceived the numbers in the text'of the problems out of the

'context of the objects to which the numbers refer. Mentally retarded

schoolchildren often failto grasp the entire system of relationships
,

, within a problem and are limited to J_solating the.relations between
14

the numbers. Since they do not grasp the relations between the objects

and the rel,ations between the numbers and the objebts, the children

either dr6p the nomenclature or place it incorrectly. The arrangement

of the nomenclature serves as a convincing proof of the character of

Is
the auxiliary school students'.comprehension of -die problem.

11. Errors in the notation of nomenclature in problem solving can
V

be caused,:in the first place, by difficulty in abstracting from the

graphic sityation contained in the problem, and, in the second place,
l

by the students' changing the objective contents of the problem and

Alitdisassoaating these contents.

12. The errors that rise through changing the objective contents

of the problem or disassociating them.show that the students' compre-

hension of the real contents of the problem is .insufficient, although'

\their hoice of tli operYion in the solution may be essentially correct.

In teaching children how to solve arithmeticxproblems it is necessary

to pay serious attention to stating the nomenclature correctly, and t

present a single system of requiremeass for the way thatlit should be
.,

written, since using thL nomenclature helps the children to retain the
\

objective contents of the problem in their minds.

13. The characteristic way in which auxiliary school titudents
,

solve arithmetic problems testifies to the profoundly unique quality of

their perceptual activities in comparison with students in the mas:3
A

school.
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There is an urgent need for the auxiliary school teachers to

subtly and precisely consider these peculiarities in developing methods

of pedagogical influence upon mentally retarded children. This is of

primary concern in the teaching program. There can be no doubt that in

this way a significant increase in Ole level of the auxiliar school

students' knowledge and in their skills will be achieved.

Some Proposals for Improvir& InstrUction /

in Arithmetic Problem Solving'in the

Auxiliary School

Having investigated the characteristics of the way auxiliary school

students reproduce and solve arithmetic problems, we are convinced that

the level of their knowledge and ability in this sphere is insufficient,
4

but that the possibilities for/developing their knowleage and abilities

have not only not been exhausted, but to a significant degree have not

even been utilized".

The successes and failures in the schoolchildren's mastery of the

.fundamentals of the sciences-are always tied to the condrete organization

of the pedagogical work, which provides the conditions for the achieve-

ment of the childr mental development. As we observed over a period

of severa1 years hw mentally retarded schoolchildren master arithmeti-

cal knowledge, we became.convinced that w should not consider the .

characteristics-of their perceptual.activities unchangeable; these

peculiarities are closely related to a definite system of teaching the

children, and depend upon the character of that system.

Improvement fn the curriculum, the textbooks, and the metho of

yeaching in the auxiliary school dues not, of course, completely remove

all the peculiarities in the thinking of mentally retarded children,

which are due to brain defects, but it does give the children d chance

to attain the ability to solve the practical-problems of life more

successfully. The .search for a right way to teach mental* retarded

children .becomAs more successful the more we know about the character-

isties of the way they attain knowledge:

The chief distinguishing feature of the way mentally retarded

children interpret and solvu arithmetic problems is the peculiar

disasaociatiot* of the woreding from its concrete contents, and, by the
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same token, the neglect of the objective,contents of the problem. 'We

note that in these.children the second signal system is isolated

ffom fhe first. Thus, in teaching the children how to solve arithmetic

pro it is neCessary that they kerceiv.e the correct correspondence

betwee)Y'eir practical-experience and the verbal expression of this

experience.

The materials in our investigation and the experi nce of our best

tbeachers allow us to make several proposals for a methcid of teaching

problem solving in arithmetic in the auxiliary school. Above all, we

must,see that the students' practical experience in calculation and

, measurement is enriched. It was noted in a series of investigations

that schookchildren of age 8 or 9, upon entering the first grade in

the auxiliary school, do not have the necessary practical experience

and do pot possess the knowledge which normal preschoolers already have

at the age of 4 or 5 years ,[19].

'The auxiliary school arithmetic syllabus and a series of methodo-
JAW
logical aids [7] recommend preparatory studies in the first grade

which shoni4enrich the children's spatial and quantitative concepts

and should prepare the children to understand arithmetic problems [9].

In S.tudying pedagogical experience we succeeded in establishing

that the hest teachers attempt to pass on to the students their own

practical experience; such experiende should be conso1i4ated and

generalized irs, using arithmetical terms and expressions in speaking to

them. They direct Uhe child to analyze the reality surrounding him.

To give the children knowledge about large and small, marrow and wide,

high and lowand so forth, good teachers help them to see these

properties in the objects around them. Operating with diaadtic meter-

tal can only complete the child's perceptual activity and en§ere

generalization and eonsolldation,of his knowledge in dealing with real

objects. Only after sufficiently acquainting the children wi_h real

objects do experienced teaehers turn to working with didactic material

and consolidating the children's knowledge by using pictures.

It is well known that Mentally retarded children have difficulty
//

in applying knowledge obtained under particular conditions when solving

practical problems. Pedagogical experience tells us that if didactic

material is used chiefly in teaching these children, they will not always

lb()
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be able to transfer the knowledge and skills theY have acquired to an

objective situation. The principle of the visual methods in instruc7

tion will be formally observed, but its result will be insignificant.
4144410

Didactic material must be regarded as an auxiliary method which is signi-

ficant only-when the children already have a definite, sufficiently high

level of orientation in the surrounding,reality; it helps give the chil-

dren an ability to abstract from concrete reality and to generalize about

this refility. If the child's practical experience is sufficiently rich,

working with didactic material elevates the child to a new, higher level;

if the children's practical experience is lacking, working with didactic
4

material does'net replace itf,and is therefore useless.

Before teaching mentally retarded children to solve preblems it is

necessary to help them build and comprehend everyday expertence in

that sphere of reality and existence in which calculation and measurement

are used the most. When he comes to the auxiliary school; the pupil has

a vagueokcenception of where milk, sugar, meat,and bread are sold; he

.does not know what methods are used to measure these products in selling

them,.N1though he may have been in a store and seen this process tany

times. He usually does not knew the monetary symbols, and does not

understand the very process of buying and selling.

The students must be given a systematic education in order for alem

to develop more precise, systematic concepts in this sphere, to enrich

their knowledge and vocabulary, and to become acqualnted with the,terms--
/

this develops their thinking and speech. Acquainting the children with

this sphere of life through pictures and books has been shoWn by peda,-

gogical experience to be ineffective.

The best teachers of mentally retarded'pupils prefer to extend the

children's experience by giving them a practical, acquaintance with the

surrounding reality. UndeT these conditions the words, terms,and expres-

s4.ons are closely relateoto the objective world.

To illustrate thes'statements Jet us-describe a series of pedagog-
t

ical.methods used by teachers:

1, excursions accompanied by demonstration and practical execution

of the actions and operations connected with the purchase of products,

2. organization of t

School.

ame "to the store" in class and after
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To acquaint the children with what is sold in one store or another,

several excursions must be fTde. One excursion was organized around a

special assignment--to see what kinds of stores, booths,and stalls there

are on tHis street--"Here is a bakery.
\
What do they sell inside?"; "Here

is a dairy store. What do they deal with?"; "And what is sold in a

Oarmacy?"

The following'series of, excursions to a store were made with the

aim of observing the process of buying and selling. The children dis-,

covered that there are piece goods and goods that are measured or

weighed. Here with the help of the teacher, they bought something, and

also became acquainted with the corresponding terms. Thus, the children

became acquainted with'various stores. They discovered what is measured

in metrS, liters, what is weighed ia kilograms, and so forth.

Whensecond graders visit stores, they must learn that it is possi.-.-

ble to count objects by twos, fives,and tens, and that certain goods

are sold in packs (matches, cigaretteS), .1)05xes (candy, pastry), on

spools, in balls, in skeins, packages, etc.- The resulits of.each excur-1

slon were discussed and consolidated in special lesson-games (the

game in the bakerY," "at the dairy store," "at the pharmacy," and so

forth), in which coins are used freely--first one kopek, then two and

three kopeks.. Each pupil glued together a box for himself to be used

as a coin box and kept his coins ther,e.

A strict system and progression should be observed in conducting

these lessons. Tt is impossible to convey a great quantity of new infor-

mation to the children at once on a single excursion; it is necessary to

secure A certain amount of information, and the corresponding .terms, on

each excursion. The lesson-dramacizations which we mentioned above

(for exampqe, the game, "to the store") have a sp cial significance.

Each such lesson should have a definite goal, fo example,,to give the

children, in the third grade information about t4e relationship between

the quantity of goods and the amount of money necessary to purchase them.

The childreu should apply this,informAtion independently in their'prac-

tical activity, for example, min buying lunch in the school cafeteria.

Measuring is a necessary part of the work in teaching elementary arith-

,metic in the auxiliary school. 'It is an essential stage In the studies

which prepare mentally retarthJ children for solving arithmetic problems.



According to the contemporary methods fOr teaching arithmetic, questions

involving instruction in measurement are introduced,rathtr late, namely,

in the section on 0-le study of metric measure and of compound concrete

numbers. In accordance-with the program for arithmetic in the auxil-

iary school; the ..children in the second grade are acquainted with meas-

ures only in the measuring of segments and liquids, and in the third

grade, Using the measures indicated, they are given practice in measure-

ment. We are convinced that children should learn to measure in the

first grade When they.are first introduced to numbers. They should

acquire skill in Measuring long before they become acquainted with the

metrAic system of measure.

The.mentally retarded child, during his initial instructron in

calculation, forms the concept that a quantity ig an aggregate of objects.

This concept is created as a result of enumerAting groups of objects,

but it can also be created as a result of measuring. This is one of

the most important sources for the formation of number concepts, as

the foremost prerevolutionary methodologists (Gur'ev [5], Galanin [4],

and others) pointed out repeatedly.

-Pedagogical experience shows that if, during.the Very first stages

of instruction, the child, in practice, carries out measurements using

conventional, everydar units'of measurement (a spoon of sugar, two spoonp

of sugar, three glasses of Lea, two bowls of soup, one lump of sugar,

two steps, and so forth) ,he will also, in t:his way, obtain a concept

of number. Children can measure liquids in glasses, or pour jars of

sand into a pail in order to strew it on the garden path afterwards;

in lessons involving manual work they can measure the length of ribbons,

sty,Ing, and so forth, using colored rulers having a definite length.

In this way the child toms an elementary concept of how many times

the ruler is laid down according to the length of the tape, and so

forth.

Measurement In the first stages of instruction is usually performed

with conventional units: steps, rope, rulers, pieces of' paper havJng

a specific length, glasses, jars, etc. At first'the children learn to

do manual work with a "measuring technique"; they weave mats out

of colored paper, thereby gaining a sound knowledge of the significance

of the terms "longshort" and learning Lu measure by plac ng short:
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strips of one ,color onto long strips of another color. A great many

such lessons involvImg work with strips must be conducted.in order to

consolidate skills in measuring. These skills can also be consolidated

in lessons involving manual work wherein the length of strips of paper,

the length of laces and ribbons, pieces of material, plasticine, etc.,

'are measured.

Such a series of lessons in the first grade in AritlinEt*tc and

manipulative work should be.onganically connacted with lessons in

the study of numbers and with lessons in improving skills in calcating.

The fundamen wason for such ltssons is that mentally retarded chil-

dren obtain kpwledge of arithmetic on the basis of practical activity,

implemented not only by hearing and sight, but also by touch and muscu-

lar sensations. When the children possess a knowledge of elementary

arithmetic,based on practical activity,.it is utidoubtedly easier for

othem to approach the solution of problems.

The methods wE have set forth,are directed toward giving the pupil

an opportunity to accumulate practical experience to use in future

problem sOlving.

The teacher should pay special attention to extending the children's

practical experience, so that they may comprehend the functional rela-

tions which form part of the conaitions of the'problem (time and dis-

Lance; speed and time, and so forth). In this connection it is impor-

tant to note that the teacher should, In the process of teaching, uti-

lize the-children's practical eXperienip, not only in the initial, but

also in the subsequent stages in which the students learn to thoughtfully

exam.ine the conditions of a problem.

Many psychologidal investigations and methodologies emphasize the

meaning of.comparison organized and conducted in different ways as a. ,

means which contributes to a better mastery of the material in a parti-

cular educational discipline. We believe that, even in the initial

process of comprehending various arithmetical relations, it is useful

to take advantage of comparison; e.g., "There were some candies on the,

table. I put another piece of candy on the table. :Were there more or

fewer candies then?"; "Mama went to the store and bought some bread.

Did she have more or less money afterwards?" ; "Vasya bought one piece

of candy, and Misha, five pieces of the same type of candy. Wt-lo paid

more money?"
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These problems give the studentsNeractice in ascertaining vacious

' ,mathematical relationt Although'such'an analysis of the conditions of 4
immw

,the problem appears to be generalized, it nevertheless serves as a step-

ping stone to a higher level of analysis. In solving probleM's in addi-

tion and subtraction, the children should always focus their attention

'on the fact tha/in addition the number obtained becomes greater and,

conversely, that in subtraction ehe number obtained'will be less than
....,

the first number. Many exercises should also be done to consolidate the '

concept of "as many as." The pupil should name the quantities which

are greater than,and less than the given quantity.

All these exercises should be performed on concrete material under

the conditions of a well-defined activity. This can be effected in

handicraft lessons, in w41.0h the/At-are various segments of ribbon,

1, braid4 and paper. The students can perform the measurements with the

segments, although they do, not know the conventiona

1.

measures. 'Exper-

ience has shown.,that comprehension of the essential of one or another

arithmetical operation is most effectively achieved by the independent

activities of the child. Experienced teachers underStand that if tvo

*
piles of books or nietebooks are lying on the table andk the pupil is

given the assignment, "Add one pile to the other," "Pile the books

together," "Shift all the books together from the table tothe cupb:'pard.,"

"Add on6.pile Cif notebooks to the other and give them to le," or 'Tring

the chairs from the other room and put thgm all together," wlgle

,performina the practical operatJons be is learning_ to add at thesame

time. These are practical,problems to illustrate the operation of

subtraition: certain objects,must be taken away, removed,'cut off,

'ot carried away from the total quantity of objects.
116-. '

After the children learn to follow such.instructions it is possi-

ble to combine tics opeatlos with calculation: Pvt. example, before,
(rtling the groups toge her, the child should count the number of hooks

in the first piLe and in'the second. These praccal operations should

prepare the children to picture in reality the conditions of the prob-

;elms, and to become accustomed to taking into account the sequehce of

the ciwnges in the quantities contained In the problem.

The teacher's serious attitude to such exercises helps the chil-

1ren aeoumylate ,the necessary experience with practical operations and
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I../ording. They will use thi- S,experience as a basis in the.future, for

,solving word problems, and for situatiOns in which they have to
- e -

imagine a situation on ,the basis of the.co nditiais of the prbbliem..Thus,

before passing on to the .solution of arithmetic problems in a text Ns

is necessary"to conduct a great deal of preparatory,work in develop

and enriching the children's concepts and iMaginations,
-

' We believe that at this.stage, when the students are-doing exer-
.

.cises.in solvingproblems.with real objects, it is already aecessary
4 1

OkkPeh
them to,. verbalize the operation they 'have performed.' The

Vor example:- "I piled the books toiether," '
A!Vat,)

gathered, the notebooks together," "I 'added," "V took away," attid so

forth. In the next stage of the exexcises thAtk-verbalizations iiild
,besrel4fed to the other pupils: "Petya piled the books together,"

:P.lasya added.*..," "Leny.a carried away, took away...' Ind.so forth.

Thdri the pupils should be taughtikto.compose several consistent related
a

sentences describing'the operations they*are performing, for example:

."Lenya put two notebLoks on the table. ,P)e.tya put down, five more and'

piled 'them together." These verbalilatlons ihOuld acc.ompany the

'operation or should f.ollow its performana-e:
,

The verbalizativ'ef the operations helps .ehe child getieralize_and

consolidate-them-in his mind. The akithmetical language mastered_by

the 'thild 'Plays a'decisive role in the development of hfs arithmetic

thought', and in the transftion from visual conceptions of quantities.

to generalize nhmerical Concept's. special work must be conducte44in

order to Leach lhe student to.vbirbaAize thb operations which they have

_performed. SuCh exercises serve As'a good pKeparation for understand--

Jirteeng word'problems and have great impvtance for developing the correct

inCeraetion, betwe'en 'the two signal sytems in mentally retarded

stn4nts.
.

udying the'eisfIng pratice of arithilfetic instruction in'the
,

iliary school, we uqit_ed the extraordinau7speed wijh which the

.teaciers shlft the students from solving problems fnvc.Vvinrrcal obcts to
N._

fisolvLnp; verhally,for
c

multed proh ems. This unwarranted speed leads to
4

. the.,4eventuality that the seudentS do not see eithcr, the concrete eontents
, 0

or the.egsence of th:mathematical expressions. fn the problem.
.

.

_ To prepligt.the glent_ally 4 -c2 ardekL4:llitd Lon solvitig arithmetic pro)-

to
-

'prevent his-dCt;associatiug the words i,rom the objective conto.nts,
4



t

1

it is necessary enrich and generalize his practical experience, to

systematize and veibalize it, and not to give the child.word problems

too quiikly. Mo ver, the pupils should, w6never necessary, return

to actual operations with real objects.

Ou2,material permits one more conclusion of serious pedagogical

signilicance; it is necessary to consolidate carefully the ability to

solve problems of a particular type. Pavlov's experience in the

.10.fferentiation:.of'ConVentional factOrs shows that the frequent repet-
,

ition of one or: apother conventional faetor doeA not make it a more

speetalized stimulus. Specialization is achieved by contrasting it

with closely related factors. Our observation's of the reproduction

and solution o.f simple problems showed hat the frequent repetition of
'

word prOblems of'a certain type, having similar comPonents,and similar

'wordings, really did.not.speeialize the'recognition of this type of

problem and its correct solution. It can be supposed that i2 these

cases the.coMparison of one type of problem with anotherwould have,

i) furereciftli.e'pupUs' formation of the abilierto aistinguish and
. . .

recognize them correctly.

. An examination of,the methodologi,eal literatdre dealing with

problem solving, an analyAis of'the aUxiliary scheol students' achieve-

ment level, ariZ1 special'experiment'al investigations devoted io'the

det ctio, n orcharacteristic ways thate they reproduce and solve prob-

lems, have'shown that one df the mein sources.of-Unsatisfactory'results

in Leaching 'mentally retarded hildren to'solve problems is that Apec-
,

ial teachin'fliethods are al;ogLther inadequately evolved ahd utilized,f .

consideriag the profound uniquenesgZ6 the mentally retarded.child's
. .

cognitive ac'tivities.

The material which we have,co lected dealing with the.level of the,

auxiliary school stpdents' knowledge in arithmetic; the data about tlleir

.reproduction and solution of problems, andf also an analysis of tilte

experience of the best teachers, testifies ta the necessity of giving
,

serious attention to the i'mprovement of the curricelum and textbook's,

and to ,tshe perfection of the methodoil.ogy for teaching'problem'solving.

im,the auxiliary school.- The data we ôbtain4 indicates the.necessity

of long-term instructfon pr'eparatory to sol,vin problems.

In comp textbodks; the'inclustpll of each type of Aimp.Le prob-

Lem asioad of the ch ldren should hi; justified, 'and.serlous'atentirn
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should be given to the order in which such,problems are organized.

Methods of teaching the solution of each type of simple problem must

be evolved. Special attention should be devoteok to the transition from

solving one.type of problem to solving Another type of problem with a

view to ensuring that the pupils will recognize and solve them correctly.

Methodological devices of education 6houla be specialized, in

order to better take into account the uniqueness of the mentally

retarded schoolchild.

v
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